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APPLICATIONS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS 
FOR FORECASTING AND CONTROLLING MANUFACTURING 
OVERHEAD AND OTHER INDIRECT COSTS
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
f/lanagement bases its plans and operating decisions on the information 
provided by the accounting system and other internal and external infor­
mation systems. If the firm is to be managed effectively, the accounting 
system must generate appropriate, accurate, and timely reports that reflect 
the results of management's plans and operating decisions. It follows 
that if improvements are made in the capabilities of the accounting system 
to provide additional and better information, management is in an improved 
position to manage. Increased efficiency in the selection, eirployment, 
and control of the firm's economic resources should result.
Traditionally, accounting systems have been designed to provide re­
ports for both external and internal users of financial information. But 
the emphasis has been placed on the Information needs of external users.
The accounting profession "has been largely concerned with historical 
costs, the accountability for assets, the measurement of liabilities, and
1
determination of the resulting net i n c o m e . B u t  internal management iias 
demanded and is demanding additional information in the form of better 
analysis and better data on which to base analysis.
Contemporary managerial accountants are seeking to develop integrated 
information systems capable of generating appropriate data to assist man­
agement in solving increasingly complex business problems. The advent of 
computers, now widely employed, has provided the necessary computational 
capabilities needed by managerial accountants to fulfill the internal ac­
counting function. But the managerial accountant is confronted with an 
institutional framework that, like law, is bound by precedent and steeped 
in tradition. Professor Hector R. Anton aptly summarizes the current 
situation as follows:
Increasing use of quantitative analyses in business for 
managerial decision-making has posed a significant dilemma for 
accountants. On the one hand, accountants are faced with a 
huge institutional structure, deeply rooted in legal and con­
ventional theory and practice, and oriented mainly towards the 
preparation of multipurpose, general financial statements. This 
accounting structure has not been particularly effective in 
furnishing information that can be used directly, without sub­
stantial adjustments by management for decision-making, or in­
deed for many kinds of control. On the other hand, accountants 
have been and are faced with the task of incorporating these 
methods and techniques in their tool kits or surrendering them 
to other disciplines. Given the institutional framework, the 
task of incorporation is extremely difficult.2
Although managerial accountants are embroiled in a professional
dilemma, an evolutionary transition is occurring wherein multi-dimensional
^Robert M. Trueblood, "Operations Research— A Challenge to Accounting," 
The Journal of Accountancy, Vol. CIX, No. 5 (May, I960), p. 49.
^Hector R. Anton, "Activity Analysis of the Firm: A Theoretical Approach 
to Accounting (Systems Development)." Contemporary Issues in Cost Accounting, 
ed. Hector R. Anton and Peter R. Pirmin (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Com­
pany, 1966), p. 517.
3accounting systems are being developed. Tliese systems will incorporate 
certain operations research techniques and concurrently will seek to satis­
fy the multifarious information needs of management. Professor Charles T. 
Homgren envisions the business information system of the future as:
...a single, multi-purpose system with a highly selective 
reporting scheme. It will be tigl:itly integrated and will serve 
three main purposes: (1) routine reporting to management, pri­
marily for planning and controlling current operations... ; (2) 
special reporting to management, primarily for long-range plan­
ning and nonrecurring decisions... ; and ( 3 ) routine reporting on 
financial results primarily for external parties....3
The evolutionary transition toward integrated and multi-dimensional 
accounting information systems has only commenced.. But this transition is 
manifested by the "separation of budgetary procedures from the accounting 
system, and their use, especially in variable budgeting for manufacturing 
costs, can even be termed an alternative cost s y s t e m . I n  addition, "more 
and more extensive use of statistical cost studies, engineering econcany, and 
special operations research programs may also be cited." The recent pub­
lication of Richard Mattessich's book^ relating to simulation of the firm 
with ccmputerized budget models is another indication of the trend in man­
agerial accounting toward multi-dimensional accounting information systems.
Because of this trend in internal accounting information systems, ac­
countants must examine existing quantitative and statistical techniques to
Charles T. Homgren, Accounting for Management Control : An Introduc- 
tion, (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1965)7 P-5-6.
ii
Anton, o£. cit, p. 520 
^Ibid.
^Richard Mattessich, Accounting and Analytical Methods, (Homewood, 
Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1964).
4establish their anrlicability for fceneratinp; different types of information 
for various purposes. One statistical technique which this writer believes 
may be appropriate is multiple regression. Although this technique may 
have broader implications, interest here will be centered on its applica­
bility in generating budget information.
Preparation of budgets involves managerial accountants in virtually 
all larger firms. The accountant may be reouired to prepare, or assist in 
the preparation of, sales and cost forecasts, and to assist in establishing 
acceptable performance ranges. One of the nwre difficult budgeting problems 
for accountants in manufacturing firms is that of forecasting and suggesting 
control parameters for overhead costs. It is within this context, and in 
view of the need of additional information, that the applicability of mul­
tiple regression analysis will be examined.
Objectives
Ihe specific purpose of this dissertation is to explore possible prac­
tical applications of multiple linear and multiple curvilinear regression 
and correlation techniques in forecasting and controlling overhead costs in 
an actual manufacturing firm having multiple production and service depart­
ments. If it is concluded that valid estimating equations can be determined, 
then it should be possible to develop mathematical models simulating respec­
tive overhead cost functions. If these models are determined valid, they 
may then be integrated into a computerized accounting system as an overhead 
cost model and employed to generate cost forecasts for planning and cost 
control.
Conversely, it may be found that multiple rep-ression and correlation 
is not a practical technique to forecast and assist in the control of fac­
tory overhead costs. Under these circumstances it would be hoped that the 
reasons "why" such a situation existed could be detemined. It is quite 
likely that valid reasons for such a condition could be isolated. Thus it 
would be the intent of this work to stipulate the amount, type, and form 
of data which would be necessary for valid regression analysis.
The regression and correlation tools to be employed have been in exist­
ence for a long time and articles have been written setting forth conceptual
7
applications relating to accounting information. Robert A. Knapp, one of 
the earlier advocates of regression and correlation as a practical method 
for generating accounting information, says of this technique and its prac­
ticability:
Correlation analysis has been described as one of the most 
powerful tools available for business analysis, planning, and 
forecasting. It is in general use by econometricians, operations 
researchers, and management consultants; however, there is too 
little evidence of its day-to-day use as a tool for forecasting, 
or for budgeting and measuring the operating elements, the assets 
and the liabilities of business."
Without question there is conceptual precedent supporting the proposed 
applications for multiple regression analysis. Now needed is an experiment 
in reality. It is the writer's view that an application of multiple re­
gression analysis, using the data of an actual manufacturing firm and
7
See for example: George J. Benston, "Multiple Regression Analysis of
Cost Behavior," Accounting Review, XLI, No. 4 (October, 1966), p. 657-672.
g
Robert A. Knapp, "Forecasting and Measuring with Correlation Analysis," 
Financial Executive, XXXL, No. 5 (May, 1963), p. 13.
6coupled with a detailed report of the results obtained, would comprise a 
significant contribution to the field of managerial accounting.
Ihe Contemporary Situation
Contemporary manufacturing firms, In general, have attained a reason­
able level of sophistication In accounting for the direct materials and 
direct labor costs associated with product production. One of the most 
sophisticated techniques employed In accounting for materials and direct 
labor costs Is standard costs." If the standard unit costs for these re­
sources have been properly developed, It Is likely that their costs can 
be accurately accounted for, forecasted, and controlled. But this Is not 
the case for overhead costs.
Larger manufacturing organizations employing either a job-order or 
process-cost system are usually segregated into a series of production 
departments and a series of service departments. Both the production 
departments and the service departments Incur direct overhead charges for 
such Items as Indirect labor, supplies, and depreciation. In addition, 
when a step method of reapportionment Is utilized, all the production 
departments and many of the service departments must absorb Indirect over­
head costs. Eventually, of course, these overhead charges are attached to 
the units produced In the production departments.
Because overhead charges contain such a vast array of different costs, 
frcm different sources, standard cost techniques are not appropriate, ex­
cept under extremely stable operating conditions. Such a condition of 
stability Is Indeed unusual In the present day economy. Thus, difficult 
and In many cases relatively Insuraountable problems are encountered In
forecasting, controlling, and allocating overhead costs. Unfor-tunately 
the overhead costs associated with producing a given product or a group 
of products are increasing faster than those for direct materials and 
labor. For many firms, it is not unusual for 40 to 60 per cent of the 
total production cost to be composed of overhead costs.
Management and accountants fully agree that an information vacuum 
now exists in planning and control for overhead costs. But this same 
vacuum also exists in the other non-production segments of manufacturing 
firms. Those problems exist primarily because of the complex relation­
ships and interrelationships involved in the activities of the producing 
and nonproducing segments of the firm. Thierefore, if management and ac­
countants better understood the relationships existing between the various 
levels of output and the required services of the indirect cost elements, 
th.ey could better plan and control accurately the costs attaching to these 
elements.
Perspective
It is because the fundamental characteristic of regression and cor­
relation analysis is one of defining and measuring relationships between 
variables that its potential applicability in a business environment is 
being explored. As noted earlier, conceptual applications of the tools 
have been previously advocated. However, these applications have been 
oriented toward determining a total product cost or toward developing a 
financial budget as opposed to an operating budget. This writer is not 
cognizant of any previous studies, of this type, relating to either
8conceptual or practical applications of regression and correlation In plan­
ning and controlling specific overhead cost elements.
Une primary orientation of this dissertation Is toward the development 
of techniques which may be used to obtain practical solutions, in a practi­
cal way, to ordinary business Information problems. To sustain this purpose, 
it was necessary to develop the procedures In a realistic envi ronraent and 
such an environment could not properly be simulated. Therefore, an Inter­
mediate sized manufacturing firm was selected. Because of the confidential 
nature of the data employed In subsequent chapters this real and very co­
operative firm requested that a hypothetical name be contrived. Therefore, 
the fictitious name of Grace Conpany will be employed. A second request 
made by the Grace Company was that no actual or simulated operating data be 
presented. Thus, no schedule or exiilblts of data appear In any of the 
succeeding chapters. But numerous charts representing actual operating 
costs are presented. These charts, developed for the purposes of better 
understanding the relationships between the variables employed, are an 
Integral part of the analysis. But again. In compliance with the company's 
request, no dollar or unit scales have been shown on the charts. Tiie 
source of tiie data presented on the charts Is in every^case the general 
ledger, factory ledger, or some Integral record source within tlie Grace 
Company.
The effect on the structure of this dissertation, resulting from the 
fact that an actual case firm Is providing all empirical data. Is profound. 
The source, in fact, literally dictated the organizational structure of the 
work and Influenced the timing of many procedures. Although the use of an
9actual conpany conpounded this writer's difficulties considerably, enployment 
of simulated data would not have been consistent with the objectives In 
this dissertation.
Cost Model of the Grace Conpany
The Grace Company produces two products and several models of each.
The caipany Is organized Into four broad cost sections: (a) shipping and
warehousing, (b) manufacturing, (c) sales, and (d) administration. Standard 
costs are enployed In accounting for the direct labor and materials costs. 
Overhead Is attached to production on the basis of direct labor dollars.
A predetemdned overhead rate Is employed; however, the conpany has found 
It necessary to adjust this rate frequently. No standard costs or any 
similarly related procedures are enployed In planning and controlling ship­
ping and warehousing or selling costs. Budgets for these cost segnents 
are based on experience ratios tempered by the conpany's expectations of 
future activities and costs.
In view of the objectives of this dissertation, a three-segment cost 
model of the Grace Conpany will be developed, having the following general 
form for planning and control.
Manufacturing:
Direct materials - standard costs 
Direct labor - standard costs 
Factory overhead costs:
Fixed costs - conventional estimating methods 
Variable and sonl-varlable costs - estimating equations to be 
determined.
Shipping and Warehousing:
Fixed costs - conventional estimating methods
Variable and seml-varlable costs - estimating equations to be determined.
10
Selling:
Fixed costs - conventional estimating methods
Variable and semi-variable costs - estimating equations to be determined.
If appropriate and valid estimating equations can be developed for the 
variable and semi-variable cost elements contained above, then in effect, a 
sophisticated model for forecasting and controlling costs of the Grace Com­
pany will have been generated. Further, it will have been shown that, in 
this instance, regression and correlation are significant and practical 
tools for the accounting analyst.
Structure of the Dissertation
In Chapter II the assumptions underlying regression and correlation 
will be presented. The intent here is to give the reader an understanding 
of the tools that will be employed subsequently and a basis on which an 
evaluation of their practical applications may be made.
The second section of this chapter is devoted to pointing out and 
explaining sane of the many difficulties that may be encountered vdien at­
tempting to employ correlation analysis in a business environment. Sane 
of the problems discussed in this section include multicollinearity, auto­
correlation, those encountered in time-series analysis, and those resulting 
fron errors of measurement. The purposes here are to determine, examine, 
and understand the problems that may be encountered when time-series data 
are employed in the analysis, and to illustrate techniques for eliminating 
certain types of errors.
Finally, the last section of Chapter II contains a brief discussion 
of contenporary standard cost accounting systems, how they are developed
11
and their purpose. The Intended contributions of this section were general 
in character. Most contenporary business firms consider a standard cost 
system to be of a relatively high degree of sophistication. Therefore, 
this discussion is made to indicate the arbitrary and perhaps subjective 
manner in which overhead cost rates are often derived for inclusion in 
standard costs. In addition, since many firms utilize standard costs sys­
tems to differing degrees, the reader could better determine the types of 
information that might be generated by such a system and that could be 
used in correlation analyses. Finally, it is hoped the discussion will 
indicate the potential contribution that correlation analysis may make 
toward inproving the validity of overhead cost rates in a standard cost 
system.
Chapter III will be the first of five chapters required for the analysis 
of the Grace Company's shipping and warehousing costs, sales department costs, 
and the manufacturing overhead costs. The shipping and warehousing cost will 
be subjected to analysis in Chapter III. The general approach will be to 
review the function of the department in an effort to ascertain why costs 
are incurred and to provide insight into the most likely types of explanatory 
variables. The accounts employed for cost collection will be presented and 
reviewed as to their nature and accuracy. Based on these detailed account 
reviews, a group of possible explanatory variable series will be selected. 
After this phase is conpleted, actual computations will be commenced with 
a view toward developing appropriate estimating equation(s) for the depart­
ment's costs. Each estimating equation will be evaluated. If it is judged 
both valid and efficient, it will then be employed to restate the historical
12
series used in its computation. Provided the estimating equation is capable 
of restating past experience in a prescribed manner, it will be accepted as 
a cost model for the dependent variable cost series.
The sales department costs will be reviewed and if appropriate subjected 
to regression and correlation analysis in Chapter IV. The objective in 
this chapter is to develop a cost model of the sales department costs. The 
approach will be similar to that of Chapter III in that the initial phase 
will involve determining the functions performed in the department and re­
viewing the accounts employed to collect the associated costs. Based on 
the reviews of the functions and accounts, several functional cost classes 
will then be examined in depth and where appropriate, estimating equations 
will be developed and tested.
The manufacturing overhead costs will be analyzed in Chapters V, VI, 
and VII. Because of the numerous and varied types of costs included in 
this section, it will be necessary to organize and develop a systematic 
pattern of analysis. This will be the objective in Chapter V. Here the 
classification and reporting structure employed by the company will be 
examined to determine its relevancy for purposes of regression and cor­
relation analysis. Each of the accounts comprising the overhead cost 
sector will be superficially examined as to the services provided and its 
cost behavior over time.
This examination will be used as a basis for classifying each cost as 
fixed, immaterial, stochastic, non-operating, or variable. All costs, 
except those classified as variable, will be examined subsequently in depth 
and, if the initial classification remains valid, will be excluded from
13
further analysis. In the final section of Chapter V, those costs initially 
classified as variable will be further sub-classified into one of three 
categories. These sub-classifications will be made on the basis of the 
respective costs' apparent sensitivity to variations in production volume.
By doing this it should be possible to select several explanatory variables 
that would be closely related to each of the accounts in a particular cate­
gory. Further, it is expected that the analysis problems encountered 
should be similar for all the accounts in that r-espective category.
In Chapter VI those overhead cost accounts demonstrating the greatest 
sensitivity to direct variation in production volume will be subjected to 
regression and correlation analysis. Several possible explanatory variable 
series will be presented and reviewed. The overhead cost accounts will 
then be examined in depth and subjected to regression analysis. As ef­
ficient estimating equations are developed, they will be tested for their 
ability to restate past cost experience. Then if deemed valid, the estimating 
equation v.hi.l be accepted as a cost model of its respective dependent cost 
variable.
Those costs considered of the second order in their degree of sensi­
tivity of variation in production volume will be analyzed in the first 
section of this chapter. In the main, the objective in this chapter is 
the same as before, to develop valid and efficient estimating equations 
for each overhead cost for which it is deemed appropriate.
Although the primary objective in Chapters III through VII is to de­
velop efficient estimating equations to serve as cost models, there is a 
secondary and perhaps as important an objective. That is, development of a
14
particular cost model for the Grace Coiipany is not vitally important; the 
lessons taken in its development are inportant. Each cost account repre­
sents a new challenge with different problems for which solutions must be 
detennined and their relationships to the dependent variable measured. By 
fulfilling the primary objective, it may be possible to determine the ap­
plicability and practicability of regression and correlation analysis in 
the business environment.
Chapter VIII consists of three sections, the first of which contains 
an examination of the relative merits of regression and correlation in 
forecasting various costs. But the relative merits of a particular tool 
can be determined only in light of the characteristics of other tools used 
for the same purposes. Therefore, several conventional methods of fore­
casting costs will be reviewed. Conparisons will be drawn between the 
forecasting capabilities of these conventional methods and those of regres­
sion and correlation. In addition, a complete cost forecasting model for 
the Grace Conpany will be presented.
The characteristics of estimating equations developed from multiple 
linear and mu].tiple curvilinear regression and correlation, that should 
be of assistance in cost control, will be discussed in section two. Here 
the possible impacts of a realistic forecasting technique on the attitudes 
of supervisory personnel and how this relates to cost control will be ex­
amined. Finally, the standard error of the estimate will be placed in a 
control context and several of the implications will be discussed. In the 
third section of Chapter VIII the limitations of regression and correlation 
techniques for forecasting and controlling costs will be reviewed.
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Chapter IX will be comprised of the summary and conclusions. The 
hypothesis is that multiple linear and multiple curvilinear regression and 
correlation are valid techniques for improving the accuracy of overhead 
and other indirect costs forecasts and, in addition, represent significant 
inprovements in cost control procedures. It is hoped that by the con­
clusion of Chapter IX considerable light will have been shed on the validity 
of this hypothesis.
CHAPTER II
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND THE C0NTET4P0RARY INTORT4ATI0N ENVIRONT/ENT
Introduction
To achieve the objectives previously set forth In Chapter I, research 
was conducted on two fronts. First, a thorough review of library materials 
was conducted. Einphasls was placed on materials providing a strong basis 
In cost accounting theory, on the techniques of employing standard cost 
systems, and on existing methods of analyzing cost Information for manage­
ment purposes. Cost accounting texts, periodical articles, and research 
studies were perused for related materials. Concurrently, library re­
search pertaining to multiple regression and correlation and curvilinear 
regression and correlation techniques was conducted.
An actual case study was then carried out In conjunction with the 
Grace Company personnel. Actual operating data from one of the Conpany's 
plants was utilized In the models. The models were developed and tested 
on computers made available by the University of Texas at Arlington.
Quantitative Tools Employed
In order to develop valid cost models, capable of describing and
perhaps predicting the cost performance of a service department and also
16
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to provide a measure of the probable accuracy of the cost models, it was 
necessary to utilize multiple regression and correlation analysis, and in 
sane cases, multiple-curvilinear regression and correlation methods.
Actual techniques and procedures applied in using these tools will be 
developed in subsequent chapters of this dissertation. However, because 
of the possible relative unfamiliarity of some readers with the concepts 
of regression and correlation, the lack of prior applications of the tools 
in this area, and since they are an integral part of this dissertation, a 
discussion of the tools is necessary.
The Assumptions Underlying Regression and Correlation
The regression technique employed in this paper is often termed "the 
least squares method." Several assumptions which underlie the method will 
be briefly discussed. The purpose is to provide a theoretical basis for
the evaluation of techniques anployed in subsequent chapters. Further, It
is vital that the implications for the validity of parameter estimates be 
known when the basic assumptions are not appropriate for a specific data 
population.
To provide perspective for the assunptions, a hypothesis vriLll be 
stated to the effect that a linear relationship exists between the variables 
(Y) and (X). The population equation form is stated as
= a + bXj^  + u^ i = 1, 2, ..., n.
The constant term a and the regression coefficient b are the unknown pop­
ulation parameters. The disturbance term u^ is a random variable. The 
equation used to estimate the hypothesized relationship is written as
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Y = â + b'X c
where â and 6 are estimates of the true population parameters. The 
term is the computed value of Y^, given and the parameter estimates 
a and ü.
The necessary assumptions are:
E(u^) = 0 for all i
E(u.Uj)
0 for i / j; i, j = 1, 2, . n 
for i = j; i, j = 1, 2, n
X is a set of fixed numbers 
X has rank K < n.
The first assumption states that the u^ are random variables with an
expected value of zero. The second assumption is a double assumption and
states that the u^  ^arc uncorrelated or have zero covariance for i ^ J, and
2
that the u^ have constant variance 0 for i = j . The third assumption is 
that X is a set of nonrandom fixed numbers. The fourth assumption states 
that the number of X variables employed must be less than the number of 
sample observations and that no exact linear relations exist between the 
X variables.^
The foregoing assumptions provide the least-squares estimating equation 
with several interesting properties. The first property of interest is the 
character of the a and "b terms. Note that Y^ is treated as a random vari­
able and the independent variable X^ is a constant. Thus repeated samples 
might result in an infinite number of Y^ values for a constant X^ value.
^J. Johnston, Econometric Methods, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Com­
pany, Inc., 1963)5 p. 106-107.
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For each value an â and 6" could be computed so there would be a sampling
distribution for each of these parameters which are themselves means.
Because of the first assunption of E(u^) = 0 the regression line passes
through the means of the sampling distributions of the values. Hence
E(â + 6X^) = a + bX^, since â and 6 are unbiased estimates of a and b 
2
respectively.
Because of the second assumption of zero covariance and constant vari­
ance with a zero mean, the â and 6“ parameters are the minimum variance, 
linear, unbiased estimators of a and b. Observe that these properties do 
not require that the distribution of the u^ values for any given be nor­
mal. However, it is necessary that seme form of probability distribution 
be assumed when significance tests are being made during regression analysis.
Problems Inherent in Regression and Correlation Analysis 
The theory of regression and correlation analysis was developed within 
a laboratory environment where conditions could be altered in accordance 
with the wishes of the researcher or mathematician. Although correlation 
techniques have been widely accepted and applied in the natural sciences, 
they have not been so readily accepted in the social sciences and even 
less by the business community. Perhaps some of the reluctance, on the 
part of business to accept correlation as a practical tool, may be at­
tributed to its complexity, but this is probably not a major factor. In­
stead, most arguments against the applications of correlation in business
^Ibid., p. 9-17. 
^Ibid., p. 9-17.
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stem fron (a) the problems characteristic to and inherent in correlation, 
and (b) the fact that business data are quite unstable vrtien considered 
in relationship to the phenomena in nature often termed "laws." After all, 
business data exist because of decisions and actions made by man himself. 
Consequently, he may completely alter any of these conditions he originally 
established literally over-night. To the extent that management continues 
to follow the same paths over an extended period of time, correlation is 
applicable; but if management alters its direction significantly, correla­
tion techniques may become worthless, unless new stability is established.
The assunptions which underlie regression and correlation were men­
tioned previously. In view of these assumptions it is now ^propriate to 
examine seme of the complexities involved in applying these same tools in 
the analysis of business data. Perhaps it will become apparent vihy these 
tools have not been widely applied for business data analysis.
Cause and Effect
For purposes of illustration, assume a hypothetical linear relationship 
employing two independent variables that may be expressed as Y = a + bX^ + 
cXg. Now, the assumption was made that the value of Y is a function of the 
values of and X^. It may also be noted that the values of X^ and Xg are 
determined independently of Y. However, these considerations may not hold 
true in a particular set of business data, and yet a high coefficient of 
multiple determination may be derived. A high coefficient of determination 
does not necessarily prove that a cause and effect relationship exists. The 
relationship may exist because Y, X^, and Xg all fluctuate with a fourth
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variable that may not even be contained in the equation! The relationship 
may exist because the three variables may In fact be Interdependent rathe: 
than and Xp being Independent. Finally, the apparent relationship may 
be attributable just to chance.^  Consequently, It Is necessary to examine 
the relationships between the variables to determine that they are logical 
relationships.
Multlcolllnearlty
A second problem often encountered pertains to the relationship between 
the two Independent variables X^ and Xp. Many times an interrelationship 
exists between the Independent variables which Is neither apparent nor 
logically obvious to the researcher prior to computation of the regression 
equation. In fact, the relationship may be so Indiscernible that the re­
searcher may not even be cognizant of Its existence. Confusion on tne part 
of the researcher may then occur when he attempts to evaluate the signif­
icance of each partial coefficient of determination In light of the value 
obtained for the multiple coefficient of determination. For example, a 
test of the partial coefficient of determination for Xg may Indicate that 
Its contribution was significant. Yet, If X^ were deleted from the 
estimating equation. It might be found that the decrease in the multiple 
coefficient of determination was definitely Insignificant. However, Inter­
dependence among the Independent variables may not always be reflected in 
such a manner.
]i
Frederick C. Croxton and Dudley J. Cowden, Applied General Statistics 
(2nd Ed., New Jersey; Prentice Hall Inc., I960), p. 470.
^Ibld.
^Ibld.
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"When the explanatory variables are highly correlated with one another, 
it is very difficult, and often impossible, to estimate the separate rela­
tionships of each of the dependent variables. This condition is called
7
multicollinearity." However, high correlation between two or more inde­
pendent variables does not necessarily prove interdependence, but it may
2
make any interpretation of 23 difficult. For this reason, efforts 
must be made to determine if correlation does exist among the independent 
variables.
The existence of multicollinearity may be determined in sane cases by
examining the various explanatory variable series. If two or more of the
series appear to move together, they are probably correlated. A second
method is to develop an estimating equation by actually correlating two
explanatory variables with one another, A third approach is to examine
the standard errors of the regression coefficients. In the case of high
multicollinearity between and Xg the standard errors may actually
2
doninate the respective regression coefficients even though gg " W  be 
relatively high. In general, it appears that as multicollinearity increases 
so does the magnitude of the standard errors, as related to the regression 
coefficients. Finally, when the X^ and Xg series are perfectly correlated 
the mathematical requirements are such that the regression coefficients 
may not be conputed.
What are the inplications of multicollinearity for business data 
analysis? The state of the art is such that no clear answer is available.
7
George J. Benston, "Multiple Regression Analysis of Cost Behavior," 
Accounting Review, XLI, No. 4, (October, I966), p. 666.
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However, it appears that the existence of multicollinearity will influence 
the size of the standard errors of the regression coefficients. If this 
occurs, the validity of the regression coefficients as estimates of marginal 
cost would seem questionable. On the other hand. If one desires to employ 
the estimating equation as a whole for forecasting, "then intercorrelation 
of explanatory variables may not be too serious, provided it may reasonably 
be expected to continue in the future.
Autocorrelat ion
A third problem often encountered when conducting regression analyses 
of business data is autocorrelation. If the successive observed values of 
any variable X are correlated, it may result in an autocorrelated distur­
bance term. Autocorrelation of the disturbance term is often incurred 
when annual observations are enployed but it would seem to be an almost 
inescapable condition when monthly data are being used. For example, the 
direct labor cost for any single month is probably a function of the im­
mediately preceding month's total direct labor cost rather than just the 
result of the volume of output for the current month. Complete independence 
between the monthly observations of such business data should not be ex­
pected to exist under normal circumstances. Therefore, an autocorrelated 
disturbance term may be a highly probable condition.
"The main point is that autocorrelated series give us less information 
per observation than do ccxipletely random ones."^ This point leads one to
g
Johnston, o£. cit., p. 207.
Q
Mordecai Exekiel and Karl A. Fox, Methods of Correlation and Regression 
Analysis, II (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 195^, p . 334.
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believe that it might generally be necessary to obtain a larger number of 
observations for business data analysis than would normally be required, 
but this may not be possible as typically there are only a limited number 
of appropriate observations. The consequences of this reduced information 
state for each observation in the use of ordinary least-squares may be:
(a) an underestimate of the sampling variances of the regression coeffi­
cients, if the usual least-squares formulas are employed and (b) the usual 
t and F tests of significance may not be valid since the true number of 
degrees of freedom may not be known. The extent to which each of these 
effects may actually be manifested in a given estimating equation is not 
easily determinable.
It is obvious that autocorrelation may be a serious problem, but its 
severity is related to the purposes for which the estimating equation is 
being developed. If one intends to use the estimating equation for fore­
casting only, then limited autocorrelation may not be a major problem.
But if one desires to enploy the regression coefficients as marginal costs, 
then autocorrelation may be a major problem. The usual least-squares 
method will provide unbiased estimates of a and b, but their associated 
sampling variances may be underestimated if the disturbance terms are 
autocorrelated.^^ This condition may place in question the validity of 
the regression coefficents as marginal costs.
There are tests which may be made to determine if autocorrelation does 
exist. Two of these tests are the (a) determination of a coefficient of
^^Johnston, 0£. cit., p. 187-188.
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autocorrelation and (b) the von Newman ratio technique.Once It Is
determined, by one of these methods, that ..."a given time series Is
characterized by autocorrelation, can It be removed? Several methods
have been suggested In the literature on this problem, but often their
12
validity In practical situations Is doubtful," One method of elimi­
nating autocorrelation In the residuals, the one that will be used In 
subsequent chapters. Is to employ a variable In the regression equation 
representing tlme.^^ Hence the multiple regression equation would be 
written as
Y = a + bX^ + cXg + dXg + u 
where denotes time and the disturbance term u Is assumed random. How­
ever, this method may or may not eliminate the serial correlation In the
X variables. Thus, "a regular pattern may remain In the residuals so that
l4autocorrelation persists."
Autocorrelation will almost certainly exist In the data to be analyzed 
In the following chapters. It Is hoped that much of Its effects will be 
eliminated by the foregoing method of Including a time variable In the 
estimating equation. To undertake other steps of coping with the problem 
would require considerable time, time which a caipany’s budgeting executive 
may not have available. However, steps will be carried out in subsequent
^^Ezeklel and Fox, 0£. cit., p. 135.
12
Michael J. Brennan, Preface to Econometrics, (2nd Ed., Cincinnati: 
South-Western Publishing Conpany, 1965)» p. 311.
^%bid., p. 359-360.
^^Ibid., p. 361.
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chapters wherein the conputed estimating equations will be used to restate 
past experience. This technique should be helpful in determining if the 
proposed remedial procedure has been effective in eliminating autocorrelation.
In the preceding pages of this section several points that may create 
confusion or lead to incorrect conclusions in the process of evaluating an 
estimating equation have been discussed and, it is hoped, clarified. It 
was first stated that even though a high coefficient of determination may 
be conputed for a given estimating equation, it does not necessarily prove 
a cause and effect relationship exists between Y and Such a
relationship can only be established on the basis of logic.
The second potential problem discussed was multicollinearity. This 
problem was said to exist when two or more of the explanatory variable 
series were correlated. Methods of determining when multicollinearity 
existed were discussed and its associated inplications for the validity of 
the estimating equation. Finally, the most difficult problem of auto­
correlation was discussed. It was pointed out that autocorrelation almost 
certainly exists in time series data and that its existence in the data viola­
ted one of the basic assumptions underlying regression analysis. Although 
measures of the degree of autocorrelation are available and though concep­
tual techniques have been developed for eliminating autocorrelation, these
15procedures are not always valid. Indeed autocorrelation may remain as 
a sticky problem. On the other liand, it was stated that the consequences 
of autocorrelated residuals might not be as severe if the estimating
^^Ibid., p. 359.
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equation was to be used only for forecasting purposes. Further, these 
consequences might be mitigated by the inclusion of a time variable in the 
estimating equation.
A second group of problems exists in correlation analysis of business 
data, because of the basic character of business information. That is, 
decisions are made and actions are taken, the results of which are expressed 
over succeeding time periods in dollar terms. Consequently, the researcher 
is faced with the difficulties of time series analysis and perhaps, the 
problem of stabilizing the factor in which his data is often stated—  
the dollar.
Price Level Changes
Information expressed in current dollar terms is quite hazardous to 
work with if the time period covered is more than a few years. The dif­
ficulty here is that the base of the unit of measure changes because of 
price changes. The effects of this on the standard error of the estimate, 
the coefficients of determination and partial determination, are often 
difficult to perceive. Unless the data is restated for price level changes, 
so that it is in "conmon dollar" terms, it is not possible to determine 
how the coefficient of determination has been affected by changes in the 
price level.
In order to understand this issue clearly, assume a hypothetical 
case wherein a need exists to correlate sales salaries to net sales over 
a five-year period. Sales salaries are computed by multiplying the number 
of salesmen times their respective fixed salaries. It is management's 
desire that sales salaries should not exceed some fixed percentage of
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dollar sales. Therefore, total sales salaries is the dependent variable Y, 
and total net sales is the independent variable X. Assume that on the 
average for the five-year period, sales salaries have increased 4 per cent 
a year. Assume further that the number of salesmen has not changed. If 
sales have also increased an average of 4 per cent a year over the same 
period, then the coefficient of determination may be quite high. Now 
change the situation and assume that units sold are used instead of sales 
dollars. If the average increase of 4 per cent per year in total net sales 
is due entirely to price increases, reflecting inflation, and if no increase 
in the volume of units sold has occurred, then the coefficient of determi­
nation will be lower. It may then appear that salaries had gone up un,]ust- 
ifiably. In this instance one variable, unit volume, which has a stable 
measuring base, is being correlated with a second variable, total sales 
salaries, which does not have a stable measuring base. However, if the 
price level had increased an average of 4 per cent a year over the five- 
year period and the sales salaries were adjusted for this change, then the 
correlation between the two variables might be improved considerably. 
Therefore, when correlating two or more time series, if one or more of the 
variables are expressed in other than dollar terms, it may be necessary to 
adjust the variables expressed in dollar terms for price level changes. 
Conversely, such ad,justments may, on occasion, result in poorer correlation. 
A second conclusion that might be drawn is that if all the variables are 
expressed in dollar terms, it may not be necessary to adjust for price 
level changes since the variables would be expressed in similar dollars.
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There Is, of course, always the question of whether or not adjustments 
should even be made for price level changes. If one Is interested in the 
number of dollars relationship as opposed to the dollars of purchasing 
power, then adjustments may not be necessary. This type of situation is 
probably the case in most budgeting problems. However, if price level 
changes have occurred over the period of analysis, it is likely that 
restating the data in the form of constant dollars will improve the fit.
This is particularily true if one or more of the variables are not expressed 
in dollar terms. If the dollars are adjusted for price level changes, 
then the most current price level should be used. Such a procedure should 
yield a more accurate forecast of the unadjusted dollars involved in future 
activities.
Time Series Factors
Time series data contain such factors as trends, cycles, and seasonal 
movements, and of course when correlation is involved, autocorrelation may 
be a factor. The considerations applicable to autocorrelation were dis­
cussed previously; therefore, in this section sane of the inplications for 
regression analysis of trend, cyclical, and seasonal movanents in the data 
will be considered.
In conducting regression and correlation analyses the researcher must 
be careful to include a sufficient number of observations for each variable, 
but it is also possible to include too many observations. For exanple, if 
the monthly maintenance costs, for a certain firm, were to be correlated 
with the machine hours, it might be necessary to take only 24 to 36
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observations (2 to 3 years) In order to get an approximation of what the 
maintenance costs might be during the next 6 months. To collect data 
originating farther back in the past might be to include data in the analysis 
that were not relevant. This would be particularily true if a large degree 
of technological progress had occurred within the firm or perhaps even if 
significant change in the product mix had taken place. Note that the 
period of time covered in the maintenance cost analysis was only two to 
three years. This may be contrasted to the normal period of time employed 
in many time series analyses of 15 to 30 years. Over such an extended 
period of time the elements of trend, cycles, and seasonal fluctuations 
may be reasonably well isolated. But this may not be the case over a two 
or three-year period of time. For example, the two or three-year time 
period covered in the correlation analysis will probably not be sufficiently 
long to encompass the conpletion of one or more cycles. Of course, the 
time required for seversil cyclical movements to occur will depend on the 
industry itself and the economy in general. Unless one or more complete 
cycles are present in the time series analyzed, it is probably not neces­
sary to explicitly consider the implications of cyclical movements on the 
correlation results. But the researcher must be cognizant that the phase 
of the cycle contained in the canputation may inappropriately Influence 
the estimating equation.
"However, when correlating time series, we must take cognizance of 
the fact that trend is usually present in annual data and that both trend 
and seasonal variation, as well as irregular fluctuations, may be found
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in monthly data."^^ If time series data are correlated but are left unad­
justed for trend and seasonal variations, the resulting coefficients re­
flect the composite relationships between the fluctuations in the variables 
themselves and their seasonal and trend variations. This results in a 
"masking" of the correlation coefficients' true values. The effects on 
the values of the coefficients may be quite pronounced and in differing 
directions, depending upon the trends in the data. The four possible 
effects follow:
1. The fluctuations of two time series may be positively cor­
related, but the trends may be in opposite directions. Corre­
lating the data without adjusting for trend...will result in 
lowering the positive correlation coefficient or may even 
change it to a negative coefficient, if the trends are marked 
in relation to the fluctuations.
2. The fluctuations of two time series may be positively cor­
related, and the trends may be in the same direction. Corre­
lating the data without adjusting for trend...will result in 
increasing the positive correlation coefficient.
3. The fluctuations of two time series may be negatively 
correlated, but the trends may be in the same direction. Cor­
relating the data without adjusting for trend...will result
in lowering the negative correlation coefficient or may even 
change it to a positive coefficient if the trends are pro­
nounced in relation to the fluctuations.
4. The fluctuations of two time series may be negatively 
correlated and the trends may be in opposite directions.
Correlating the data without adjusting for trend...will 
result in increasing the negative correlation coefficient.
Since the effects of not eliminating trend on the correlation coef­
ficients may be quite significant, provisions must be made to eliminate
^^Croxton and Cowden, og_. cit., p. 562. 
^^Ibid., p. 567-569.
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the possible bias. "The effect of trend may be eliminated by correlating
18
percentages of trend instead of correlating the raw data." A second 
method of eliminating the effect of trend is to add a third independent 
variable to the hypothetical equation, making it
Y = a + bX^ + cXg + dX^ + u,
where the variable X^ represents time. By employing a variable for time 
in the estimating equation, one is able to derive a partial coefficient 
of detemination that reflects the correlation between the variables Y,
X^, and Xg, when time (Xg) is, at least conceptually, held constant. The 
second approach will be employed in this dissertation.
Seasonal movements remain a consideration in that if their effect is 
not eliminated the resulting correlation coefficients may be biased. Sea­
sonal effects may be removed by incorporating variables in the equation 
representing the respective seasons. By removing seasonal effects as well 
as those of trend, the correlation coefficients should properly reflect the 
relationships between the various independent variables and the dependent 
variables.
The technique used to eliminate the effects of seasonal movement is 
analogous to the method employed to remove the effects of trend. The dif­
ference is that several seasonal variables may be needed rather than just 
one, as in the case of trend. For example, four dummy seasonal variables 
might be used where:
S, = 1 for November, December, January, and February, and it will 
have a value of zero for all other months.
^^Ibid., p. 563.
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Sg = 1 for March and April, and it will have a value of zero for all 
other months.
Sg = 1 for May, June, and July, and zero for all other months.
Sh = 1 for August, September, and October; for all other months it 
will have a value of zero.
Note that the dummy seasonal variables enployed do not coincide with the 
conventional seasons of spring, sumner, fall, and winter. The seasonal 
variables employed may be determined by reviewing the seasonal fluctuations 
contained in the data being analyzed. Needless to say, it may be difficult 
to determine the proper seasonal variables for some firms. Therefore, it 
may be necessary to use an iterative process in order to determine the pro­
per time periods to be associated with each of the seasonal dunmy variables.
The primary purpose of determining the timing and magnitude of seasonal 
variation is to eliminate its effects from the data. Thus the sampling 
variance of Y may be reduced, a process which in turn provides a smaller 
standard error of the estimate and a larger coefficient of determination. 
Conceptually, seasonal variation may be accounted for by the use of dumny 
variables, but in actual practice, this is an extremely difficult procedure. 
One reason it is difficult is that no absolute separation appears in most 
data between any two seasons. Second, within the same firm different 
seasonal patterns may be associated with the various elements or activities. 
Further, variations that appear to be seasonal variations may occur in the 
data when in reality some other factor may be causing the variation. For 
example, many firms employ a 13-week quarter for accounting purposes. This 
means there are two four-week months and one five-week month in each quarter.
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Further, these accounting months do not correspond to the related calendar 
months. Given the case of a fluctuating variable and all other things being 
held constant, the accounting month having five weeks will probably contain 
the largest number of transactions, dollars, units, or hours. Other biasing 
elements such as holidays, vacations, and retooling periods may be intro­
duced. In such cases the inclusion of a number-of-Working-days variable or 
a worklng-day index may be advisable, depending on the type of variables 
being used in the analysis.
There may be occasions when it is not as necessary to ad,just for sea­
sonal variation, as when all the variables in the analysis appear to contain 
similar seasonal variation. In fact, not to adjust for seasonal variation 
in such cases may be desirable. In some cases the seasons may vary in 
timing and duration fron one year to the next or they may not be clearly 
definable. On balance, unless seasonal variation is extrane and reasonably 
constant in magnitude and timing over the period of analysis, it may not 
be necessary or practical to eliminate the effects of the seasonal variation 
frcxn the data.
Time series data usually contain irregular data that are the results 
of unusual occurrences either within or outside the firm. Irregular items 
are of a non-recurring nature— at least in the short-run. An exanple might 
be the case of a firm that furnishes a car for its sales manager. If the 
car requires major repairs in any one month and if the repair cost is 
placed in the normal automotive expense account, then for that month an 
irregular item has been included in the selling expense data. In a second 
case, assume that several warehouse and shipping employees are required to
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work one full week each year taking a physical inventory count, but that 
their wages are not placed in a special account for the cost of inventory 
counting. Thus for that particular week the wages account for the ware­
house and shipping employees would contain irregular data.
Obviously, the researcher must be careful to exclude irregular or 
irrelevant information from the accounts before undertaking regression 
analysis. Of course, it is much easier to say that all irrelevant items 
should be eliminated from the data than it is to remove them effectively.
A complete analysis of the respective accounts, coupled with interviews 
of the proper personnel, should be helpful in this regard. The objective 
is to restate the original data so that they will contain only Information 
which is of a continually recurring character.
Measurement Errors
A problem often encountered by the analyst preparing data for regres­
sion analysis, and a difficulty also quite often met by most budgeting 
personnel, is that of measurement error. It is likely that measurement 
errors of one type or another will appear in almost all business data. The 
possibility of clerical errors in restating data in preparation for analysis 
always exists, but aside from this type of error, there is always the pos­
sibility of error in the data itself. Obviously "the books must balance," 
but this fact alone does not preclude classification errors in recording 
expenses. Nor does it compensate for short-conings in the chart of accounts. 
For exanple, assume a firm employs four stockroom clerks on a monthly salary; 
two of the clerks forego their annual two-weeks' vacation and instead are
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paid double for the two-week period. Certainly such costs should be sepa­
rately classified for purposes of correlation analysis. If the chart of 
accounts contains an account for vacation expense, then this account should 
be charged for the wages paid the two clerks. If it is not charged to the 
vacation expense account, then a clerical error has occurred. If the chart 
of accounts does not contain a vacation expense account, then the chart 
of accounts is deficient and the expense should be cast out. Aside frcm 
the system's deficiencies, great care must also be taken to discover and 
correct simple clerical errors.
Errors in measurement of the data for the dependent variable are 
critical and bias the degree of correlation. However, it is even more 
critical that errors of measurement in the data of the independent vari­
ables be eliminated. The reason is that if significant errors exist, the 
resulting coefficients for each respective variable are of little value in 
predicting costs. "If we are attempting to develop a model for budgeting 
purposes, it is vital that the marginal costs attached to the independent 
variables be accurate.
The Number and Length of Time Periods
Two final considerations relevant to correlation analysis of business 
data remain to be discussed. The first of these deals with the "number of 
time periods" to be included in the analysis, and the second deals with the 
"length of the time periods."
^^Benston, 0£. cit., p. 665.
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The number of time periods is iiiportant for two reasons. First, con­
sideration must be given to the mathematical and statistical requirements 
of correlation analysis as reflected by the following.
As a minimum, there must be one more observation than 
there are Independent variables to make regression analysis 
possible.... Of course, many more observations must be 
available before one could have any confidence that the re­
lationship estimated from the sample reflects the ’true' 
underlying relationships. The standard errors, from which 
one may determine the range within which the true coeffi­
cients lie (given some probability of error), are^geduced 
by the square root of the number of observations.
But how many more observations should be Included In order to have any 
confidence In the resulting Independent variable coefficients, the corre­
lation coefficients themselves, and for conducting significance tests?
There Is no "absolute number;" rather. It Is many times a matter of the 
number of observations available or of the practical advisability of se­
lecting observations too far In the past. In other words, this Is one of 
those points In correlation analysis where the judgment of the researcher 
Is of primary Importance. For example, this writer has encountered pub­
lished research reports pertaining to business time series analysis that 
employed monthly data and that used as few as six observations with one 
Independent variable and others using up to sixty observations. Assuming 
there Is to real lirnilt to the number of observations, the researcher would 
probably utilize at least eight or ten more observations than there are 
Independent variables. The purpose, of course. Is to have more degrees of 
freedom, which In turn may give the researcher more confidence In the results
^°Ibld., p. 663.
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he obtained. However, a word of caution is appropriate; confidence and 
sample size can be intelligently determined only in light of the variation 
in the population fron which the observations are taken.
There is usually a practical limitation on the number of observations 
available when one is dealing with time series business data. As mentioned 
previously, it is important that antiquated data be excluded. Business 
data taken fron too far in the past stand a good chance of not being rel­
evant, because of changes in the technology of production, changes in 
product lines, and other changes in the cost structure, or because of the 
way in which functions are acconplished. Further, the estimating coeffi­
cients are in fact averages; so if they are being used to forecast future 
performance, it is likely that the more recent history would provide a 
better basis for prediction. In summary, if monthly data are being used, 
it is probably best to include only the most recent two or three years' 
data in the analysis or approximately 24 to 36 monthly observations. Again 
the cautionary "it depends" is relevant.
The length of the time periods enployed is primarily a function of the 
firm's cost accounting system. In some instances it may be difficult to 
determine that a certain variable exists until it is viewed in the proper 
time perspective. For example, depreciation expense for manufacturing 
machinery, computed on an annual straight line basis, would appear to be a 
fixed cost with little variability, but this same expense, carputed monthly, 
using machine hours, might literally "jump out" at the researcher as a 
variable.
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Ideally the length of the time periods would be determined in the 
following manner.
(a) The time periods (1, 2, 3, .. .m) chosen should be long 
enough to allow the bookkeeping procedures to pair output produced 
in a period with the cost incurred because of that production....
(b) The time periods chosen should be short enough to avoid 
variations in production within the period. Otherwise, the vari­
ations that occur during the period will be averaged out, possibly 
obscuring the true relationship between cost and output.21
In the case of most manufacturing companies, a month vâll probably be 
the shortest time period that may be used because of requirement (a) above. 
But, many firms do accumulate direct labor hours and units of production 
on a weekly basis, so it might be possible to utilize weekly observations 
in some cases. Again, the choice would depend upon the relationships that 
were being tested. A one-month period would probably be the maximum length 
of time that should be used in most analysis. Otherwise criteria (b) above 
would more than likely not be satisfied. It is possible that in sane cases, 
as in the construction industry, quarterly data might be satisfactory, but 
in few situations would it be possible to use annual observations.
To conclude this discussion pertaining to many of the problems inherent 
in correlation analysis of business data, it should be noted that the re­
searcher must be constantly aware of the numerous pitfalls and be ready to 
exercise his value judgments on many occasions. Admittedly, there are many 
difficulties encountered in correlation analysis, sane of which require in- 
depth perceptiveness on the part of the researcher to recognize that they 
actually exist, but no insurmountable difficulties prevail. During the
2 I^bid., p. 663.
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course of examining the remaining chapters of this dissertation, the reader 
should note how many of the problems discussed are encountered and subse­
quently resolved.
Accounting For Costs 
Since in subsequent chapters of this dissertation suggestions will be 
made with the intent of improving the validity and value of cost accounting 
reports, it is probably appropriate at this point to discuss the contemporary 
state of the art. However, the discussion will not pertain to companies 
which produce primarily under defense contracts, companies having only one 
primary product, or companies involved in the extraction of natural resources.
Purposes of Cost Accounting
Cost accounting systems are maintained for a number of reasons. In 
this section, four general reasons will be presented, but they are not 
intended to be all-inclusive. The first major purpose is to assist in 
determining product costs. In a plant producing several different products, 
this determination has proved to be a practical impossibility if product 
cost is considered to be comprised of materials, labor, and overhead. 
Accountants and engineers together have generally been successful in 
establishing, with considerable accuracy, the cost of direct materials 
and direct labor embodied in a particular product. But the task of al­
locating that group of cost termed "overhead" has proved insurmountable. 
Obviously, estimating has been done and is being done by most firms, but 
probably no firm would argue that its method is absolutely valid. This 
aspect of cost accounting will be discussed at some length in a subse­
quent section.
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The second purpose of cost accounting might be control. In its iso­
lation fran production, management must develop techniques for Judging 
efficiency relative to output and direct costs. Control is exercised 
over materials, direct and indirect labor, and other resources through 
cost data. Control of these and other non-manufacturing costs is dif­
ficult, and it is to the topic of control that Chapter VIII will be 
devoted.
A third purpose of cost accounting is planning. Through past know­
ledge gained from cost accounting data and industrial engineering studies, 
management can estimate future costs. Budgets based on past experience 
and knowledge may be developed. These budgets reflect management's goals, 
serve as a control tool, as a method of communicating responsibilities, and 
as a basis for evaluating efficiency.
Fourth, cost accounting may provide data for special decisions that 
management is often called upon to make. In this group might fall make 
or buy decisions, capital investment decisions, and decisions either to 
continue or discontinue producing a certain product.
Of the reasons for maintaining cost accounting records, probably the 
second and third stand out as being the most successful in their present 
applications. On the other hand, cost control usually has been truly 
effective only in the production departments. Control over administrative 
and other overhead costs is usually much less effective, even where flex­
ible budgeting, considered to be of a fairly high degree of sophistication, 
is enployed. Cost data for planning suffers from many of the ills inherent 
in absorption product costing. Planning through budgets, even though such
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sophisticated devices as learning curves and simple correlation are employed, 
often leaves management in an embarrassing position. For often the future 
development does not result in the figures reflected in the budget because 
of the invalidity of the data on which the budget was based originally, or 
perhaps, because it was not updated to reflect subsequent management deci­
sions, or because of management's inability to control effectively various 
costs. The latter reason is quite cannon to service department costs.
Desirable Characteristics of a Cost System
In the previous section it was stated that the general purpose for 
maintaining a cost accounting system is to provide product cost determination, 
planning, control, and evaluation of operating efficiency. For a cost ac­
counting system to provide valid data for all these purposes, it must have 
several specific characteristics. Several of these characteristics have 
been aptly stated by Howard M. Carlisle as follows:
Cost identification and control should be based on sound 
organization concepts and must be consistent with the authority 
relationships manifested by the formal organizational structure.
Cost generated by each department or organizational unit must 
be made the responsibility of that department or olrganizational 
unit through proper coding and identification. ...The system 
should be flexible enough to permit cost to be collected for any 
special purpose or activity.... A system should be avoided that 
is rigid and not adaptable to special circumstances.... The cost 
accounting system, above all, must be consistent with the manner 
in which management estimates, directs, and controls programs.22
Therefore, it would seem a cost system should be capable of readily
identifying and classifying all costs. These costs should be determined
22
Howard M. Carlisle, "Cost Accounting for Advanced Technology Programs," 
Accounting Review, XLI, No. 1 (January, 1966), p. 119-120.
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and assigned to the responsibility centers, which themselves must be con­
sistent with the organizational intent of management. The system must be 
so flexible as to incorporate easily interim changes in the types of costs 
or in the organization of production. Finally, it would seem to this 
writer that the system should accumulate data by its behavioral character 
in order to provide information for control and evaluation, based on 
performance reports, and for special information needs, as in the case of 
pricing decisions.
Standard Costs— ^  General
Probably the most sophisticated cost accounting technique employed by 
most firms is a standard cost system. Standards are established for direct 
labor and direct materials for each product. Most firms are able to establish 
reasonably accurate standards for these two elements by employing time and 
motion studies for direct labor time and engineering-materials-use studies 
for direct materials.
The final standard for each product is expressed by production depart­
ments in dollar terms and reflects both the standard quantity and standard 
cost of each factor. Once these standards are developed, it is then pos­
sible to confute variances from standard. Variances will always exist 
but they nevertheless constitute a valuable cost control procedure, and 
the system itself provides a valid product cost for the quantities of 
direct labor and materials embodied in the final product.
Changes in the standards must be made as the elements relating to the 
variables comprising the standards change. For exanple, if the price of a
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basic raw material changes significantly, the material cost standard should 
be adjusted. Failure to adjust standards periodically will soon result in 
established standard costs beconing almost useless.
The establishment of standard costs, by products, for overhead costs 
is a much more corplex task. Even after overhead standards are established, 
their value may be quite questionable. Generally it is considered desirable 
to establish standard costs by production departments. Costs allocated to 
production departments may then be distributed to the various products 
passing through the department on the basis of direct labor hours or dollars, 
of machine hours, or of material costs.
Development of a Standard Overhead Rate
The first step in establishing a standard overhead rate is to determine 
the level or volume of production on which the standards must be based. It 
appears that most firms will have four basic levels of productive capacity 
on which the standard overhead rate may be based.
1. ^ted Capacity is the rate of production that would result 
if equipment vrere operated continuously at the maximum 
output for which it was designed. This level of activity 
can be sustained only for short periods.24
2. Practical attainable capacity represents the full practical 
utilization of equipment that can be sustained under at­
tainable operating conditions. In determining practical 
attainable capacity, rated hourly capacity is first reduced
27
Adolph Matz, Othel J. Curry, and George W. Frank, Cost Accounting, 
(South-Western Publishing Ccrpany, Cincinnati, 1962), p. 5ÜW.
24
"Research Report 39," Accounting for Costs of Capacity, National 
Association of Accountants, (New York: May, 1963), p. 21.
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by allowances for predictable and unavoidable operating 
Interruptions such as maintenance, repairs, set-ups, and 
operating personal time.25
3. Normal capacity for most firms Is the rate of activity 
needed to meet average sales demand over a period long 
enough to encompass seasonal and cyclical fluctuations 
(often, three to five years). It Is usually somew^re 
between 75 and 90 per cent of practical capacity.26
4. Scheduled production Is the output currently planned or 
scheduled for a given unit of equipment or production 
center. It may be expressed as a percentage of practical 
attainable capacity as well as In units In which production 
Is measured.2/
Rated capacity Is not a realistic foundation on which to base a 
standard. Nor Is scheduled production a satisfactory basis since a 
standard should reflect expectations over a three to five-year period. 
However, If sales are expected to be reasonably constant over several years, 
then scheduled production may afford the most realistic basis. It may be 
that practical attainable capacity, normal capacity, and scheduled production 
are the same. However, It Is generally considered best to base standards 
for allocating cost on either practical attainable capacity or normal 
capacity. Responsibility for determining capacity levels Is normally an 
engineering function.
Admittedly, It Is often difficult to determine capacity levels, but 
an estimate Is absolutely essential If management Is to develop valid plans. 
Further, this writer Is of the opinion that management Is In a better
Z^lbld., p. 21.
Pfi
Charles T. Homgren, Cost Accounting - A Managerial Bnphasls, (New 
Jersey : Prentice Hall Inc., 1962), p. 310.
2?Ibld., p. 22.
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position to develop plans to evaluate total revenue earned if practical 
attainable capacity is adopted as the overhead base. The reasoning under­
lying this writer's preference is that management should be fully cognizant 
of its organization's complete capacity to produce over a longer period of 
time. Estimated sales and production quotas for a three to five-year 
period, which serve as the basis for normal capacity, may be altered by 
making additional advertising expenditures, by introducing new products, 
or by any one of numerous other ways which do not require material additions 
to fixed assets. The financial reports should report a penalty when manage­
ment fails to utilize fully its long-term capacity to produce. The use of 
normal capacity as a base often ensures that this possible shortcoming of 
management will not appear on the internal financial reports.
V/hen the practical attaiinable capacity base is employed, the overhead 
rate will be smaller than if normal capacity is used. As a result overhead 
will generally be underabsorbed, this difference being the cost of edacity 
management failed to errploy— or the loss from idle capacity. Preferably, 
management would hold this figure to a minimum and in an expanding economy 
should be expected to do so.
After an appropriate level of capacity has been established, the next 
step is to analyze overhead costs. The motive here, of course, is to 
enable the cost accountant to make an equitable and objective allocation 
of overhead department costs to the respective producing departments. The 
analysis first requires segregating accounts by their variability and by 
departments. That is, each cost account in each overhead department must 
be closely examined to determine if it is fixed, semi-fixed, or variable
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cost. This is an onerous task, usually requiring considerable time and 
effort. To canplicate the analysis further, there may be a number of dif­
ferent overhead departments in the firm, and since each department has a 
different function, the nature of each department's cost accounts may vary. 
In establishing standards for overhead rates through overhead cost
analysis, it is not normally sufficient to look only at past cost experience.
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Historical costs may be used only as a guide to future overhead costs.
Given estimated future production and the capacity required, it is generally 
a fairly simple matter to determine what accounts will be fixed. For 
example, depreciation, fire insurance, and property taxes usually fall into 
this category. But, many types of costs fall into a semi-variable classi­
fication. The prime exanple here is indirect labor of various types. In
the past one of the most sophisticated approaches to analysis of this type
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of cost has been made by using bivariate straight-line correlation.
The same method may be used for variable costs, as in the case of some 
types of supplies and power. Nevertheless, it should be noted that few 
strictly variable cost items are found in the overhead department's costs 
because of the very nature of overhead functions.
After the foregoing classifications are made, it may be possible to 
determine, within a reasonable range, the total cost of each overhead 
department when production is at the level of either practical attainable 
capacity or normal capacity. The next phase is to determine whether these
28
Matz, Curry, and Frank, loc. clt., p. 542. 
^^Ibld.
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costs are to be reapportioned by the step method or by the direct method. 
Conceptually and for reporting purposes, the step method of reapportionment 
Is the more desirable of the two, but the net effect on total production 
cost will be the same under either reapportionment method.
Once the reapportionment method Is decided, the next step Is to 
determine the base on which the overhead Is to be applied to each production 
department. This process In Itself presents difficulties when there are 
several products and several producing departments. Several of the more 
ccmmon bases for reapportioning costs are direct labor hours, direct labor 
dollars, primary materials cost, machine hours, number of departmental 
employees, electrical power usage, and the square feet of floor space 
occupied. In any case, "...reapportionment should be based on the relative 
benefits received by the producing departments from their utilization of 
the various other departments' services.
The overhead costs apportioned to the various production departments 
can then be attached to the units as they are produced or pass through the 
Individual departments. Bases used to make this last allocation are standard 
direct labor hours or standard direct labor dollars. However, these are not 
the only bases that may be enployed; rather. It depends on the functions 
performed on the product In the particular department. No single good 
basis may appear In a particular department; the basis which seems to be 
the lesser evil may of necessity be selected. Some flexibility Is permitted 
In that the same basis does not have to be used In each production department.
^*^Homgren, loc. cit., p. 417.
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For example, in one production department the basis might be standard 
machine hours, and in a second production department the basis might be 
standard direct labor hours.
A total standard cost for each product, by production departments, 
may be developed through the foregoing procedures. Obviously there are 
numerous variations to the procedures previously set forth. One such 
variation is to charge certain overhead costs, such as maintenance, 
directly to the production departments, based on maintenance enployees' 
time tickets. Such costs might be termed direct overhead costs and thus 
would not be contained in the lump sum reapportionment of other non-direct 
overhead costs. Another variation occurs when a single standard overhead 
rate is employed to assign overhead costs to each product, regardless of 
which production department it passes through. This last method is widely 
used, even though it is less valid. The argument given to Justify its 
application is practicability.
In the inmediately preceding pages an atteirpt has been made to describe 
briefly the standard cost technique enployed by contenporary cost accountants. 
Standard product costing, coupled with flexible budgeting, represents, more 
or less, the maximum effort that is presently being made by most fiims.
Indeed, these tools represent such an expense that few medium sized films 
feel they can afford them. But assuming all larger firms employ such 
techniques to some extent, this writer is of the opinion that even these 
firms generally do not know the real cost of producing a specific product, 
nor do they have sufficient data to control properly either manufacturing
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or nonmianufacturlng overhead costs or to make many special decisions 
regarding such problems as new product development, product pricing, and 
whether to buy or make.
It should be observed that standard costs are not computed or developed 
for non-manufacturing costs such as those incurred in the administrative 
and sales sectors of the firm. Accountants have made significant contri­
butions in developing procedures for management to employ in evaluating 
these types of costs; however, there is much room for improvement. Work 
has been done in this area but no techniques comparable to the standard 
costs used in production cost control have been developed. Consequently, 
management has few measures of efficiency which can be applied to control 
or reduce these costs. A vacuum of control procedures exists.
Conversely, the department supervisors in the administrative and sales 
sectors often find their departments are called upon to perform services 
of which they are not capable because of personnel or other resource 
shortages. Surely both top management and department supervisors would 
materially benefit from the development of quantitative techniques that 
would assist not only in cost control, but also in cost justification.
Summary
The objectives of this chapter were: (a) To acquaint the reader with
the assumptions underlying correlation and regression analysis, (b) to 
present several of the problems involved in regression and correlation 
analysis of business data, and (c) to acquaint the reader with the concepts 
of standard costs, and in particular, with the concept of a standard over­
head rate.
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In pursuing the three objectives of this chapter the assumptions 
underlying the least-squares method of correlation and regression analysis 
were presented. It Is first hypothesized that Is a function of and 
their average relationship may be expressed as = a + bX^ + for 1 = 1,
2, n. In the linear case.
The first assumption Is that the expected value of the residuals Is 
zero, that Is, E(u^) = 0 for all 1. Second, It Is assumed that the residuals 
have a zero mean, zero covariance and constant variance or,
Co for 1 ^ j; 1, J = 1, 2, ..,n
E(u,u ) = I 2
(q for 1 = J; 1, J = 1, 2, . ..n.
The fourth assunptlon Is that X Is a set of fixed numbers, and the final
assumption Is that X has rank K < n.
A few possible problems and misconceptions relating to regression and 
correlation were next discussed. It was stated that a high coefficient of 
determination, obtained when Y Is regressed on X, did not prove a cause 
and effect relationship existed. The implications of multlcolllnearlty, 
autocorrelation, and the use of time series data In regression analysis 
were set forth. It was stated that each of these items might generate 
major problems In specific cases. But in general, the problems Involved 
could be resolved or at the worst circumvented, so that It should be pos­
sible In most cases to develop a valid estimating equation for cost 
functions.
In order to accomplish the third objective of this chapter, the 
general procedures and techniques for developing a standard cost system 
were presented. A standard cost system was recognized as being the
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highest state of sophistication in general use by cost accountants. Its 
virtues and a few of its short-comings were discussed.
CHAPTER III
DETERTUNATION OP A SHIPPING AND WAREHOUSING COST MODEL
Introduction
A mathematical model of the Grace Ccmpany's overhead cost structure 
will be developed in this and the four succeeding chapters. The general 
approach will be to isolate the organizational structure of the company 
into three broad functional groups. These group classifications are 
functions of ; (a) the formal organizational and responsibility structure,
and (b) the organization of the accounting information flows and reporting 
structures. The three cost-group classifications are:
1. Shipping and warehousing costs
2. Sales department costs
3. Manufacturing service department costs
In this chapter the shipping and warehousing cost group will be sub­
jected to analysis. Data for a 28-month period will be utilized for the 
analysis. Each cost item within the shipping and warehousing cost group 
will be critically examined as to: (a) its nature and purpose incurred,
(b) its variation over the 28-month period, (c) its relationship to the 
total cost structure of the group, and (d) its relationship to activities 
or other costs outside its own cost group.
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Once each of the determinations in (a) through (d) is made for each 
cost item or group of costs in the shipping and warehousing cost group, it 
should be possible to develop a single mathematical estimating equation for 
the department as a whole. If the model so developed is to be considered 
valid, then it must be capable of restating the group's past cost experience. 
Tests will be conducted to determine if the developed model does indeed 
have this capability within acceptable limits. If it does, then it will 
be considered a valid model.
After the estimating equation for the first cost group has been shown 
to be sufficiently descriptive of that group's cost behavior, similar pro­
cedures will be followed in constructing models for the three remaining 
cost groups. It is to be expected that each cost group will have different 
inherent complexities, but the approach to a solution will be similar in 
each case. For the shipping and warehousing costs model, considerable 
detail will be given regarding the individual accounts comprising the cost 
group and the process of determining the explanatory variables, which will 
not be given in the discussion of the remaining two cost groups contained 
in subsequent chapters.
Shipping and Warehousing Functions
Costs are Incurred In this department in order to provide the following 
services :
1. Warehousing of all finished products.
2. The unloading or receiving of finished products shipped in from 
associated plants.
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3. Loading and shipping of finished products to dealers and other 
associated plants.
4. Stacking and moving finished products as received from either 
outside sources or the production line.
Other functions occasionally performed by the department’s personnel 
are limited janitorial work. Inventory counting, maintenance of certain 
equipment, minor repairs to the building, and the handling of certain of­
fice supplies. When these other functions are performed to any extent, the 
workers note the time spent on their time cards, and the appropriate accounts 
are charged. Nevertheless, some of the costs of performing these services 
are probably not classified correctly and thus are Incorrectly reported In 
the accounts. Interviews with the department supervisor Indicate that this 
type of distortion has been held to a minimum.
Accounts Qnployed
Twenty account titles are employed by the company to accumulate the 
shipping and warehousing costs. Most of these accounts contain small annual 
totals and Involve only a few transactions. Consequently, several of the 
accounts were consolidated, but It Is felt that consolidation will have no 
bearing on the validity of the estimating equation. A second minor change 
was made relating to the terminology employed by the Grace Caipany. That 
Is, for reporting purposes, the company grouped the accounts under two 
headings, controllable and uncontrollable costs. Because It was felt that 
such a grouping was Inappropriate for use In correlation analysis, the 
accounts have been regrouped by their variability. After making the consol­
idations and regroupings, the account titles used In the analysis appear 
as follows:
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Variable Costs Fixed Costs
Wages Supervisory Salaries
Payroll Taxes Depreciation
Supplies and Small Tools Insurance
Machinery Maintenance Property Taxes
Lights, Gas, and Water 
Sundry Expenses
Classification of the various cost accounts by their Individual vari­
ability Is an Important first step In developing the estimating equation.
The next step Involves conducting an analysis of each account. In general 
those costs considered as fixed costs will be reviewed first. The purpose 
here Is to determine If they are approximately constant or whether they 
react to Internal production changes or other Influencing factors.
Fixed Costs
Supervisory salaries were maintained at a relatively constant balance 
over the 28mionth period. It Includes the salary of the departmental fore­
man and the assistant departmental foreman. The assistant also handles all 
the filing, typing, and report preparation of various types done In the 
Shipping and Warehousing Department. Both men work on a fixed monthly 
salary and noimally do not receive overtime. Occasionally one or both will 
work on a legal holiday or on Sunday and will receive additional condensation 
for those times; however, such cases are unusual and are a function of the 
timing of a shipment rather than the volume of shipping. A second reason 
for variation In this account results from periodic raises being granted.
Depreciation expense Is recognized on both the building space occupied 
by the department and on the equipment which It utilizes. Building depre­
ciation Is computed on a stralght-llne basis and Is based on the cost of
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the structures occupied by the department. In the case of the Grace Conpany, 
the department utilizes buildings especially constructed for shipping and 
warehousing purposes; therefore, It Is not necessary that building depre­
ciation be allocated on a floor space basis. But even If this were neces­
sary, It would not Inyalldate the analysis. Deprelcatlon expense recognized 
on the equipment used within the department Is also confuted on a stralght- 
llne basis. Only major equipment such as fork lifts and hoists Is depre­
ciated; other Items are expensed when purchased by charging their costs to 
the supplies and small tools account. Ma,jor maintenance charges Incurred 
on equipment are capitalized and depreciated over the remaining life of 
the equipment. Minor repairs and maintenance charges are expensed when 
Incurred.
Insurance and property tax expenses are both relatively fixed. The 
Insurance expense Includes charges for fire coverage on both the Inventory 
and the facilities employed. Coverage on the Inventory Is designed to 
enconpass Inventory levels for both peak and low periods, but because the 
aggregate value Is reasonably constant there Is little fluctuation in 
monthly charges. Second, the premium Is conputed on an annual average 
Inventory value and thus would not vary when allocated monthly, unless 
allocated on the basis of Inventory valuation. However, the ccarpany does 
not make an allocation based on Inventory valuation, and It Is felt that 
such an allocation Is not really necessary for the analysis. Insurance 
on the buildings Is determined separately fron Insurance on other plant 
buildings, and no allocation problems appear present.
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Property taxes are paid only on the buildinps and equipment. How­
ever, tax assessments are levied on the entire plant as a whole and thus 
must be allocated. Property taxes on the buildings are allocated on a 
floor space basis, whereas on equipment they are al-ocated on the basis of 
the net book value of the equipment employed in each department.
In summary, the foregoing costs, classified as fixed costs, are not 
responsive to changes in volume of shipments, order size, number of work­
ers, or other variable factors. Rather, they are a function of external 
influences or managerial decisions. This conclusion becomes quite apparent 
upon examination of Chai’t 3.1.
Variable Costs
The variable cost group represents the challenge in regression analy­
sis. If the estimating equation is to be expected to provide eith meaning­
ful marginal costs or total cost forecasts, it is vital that this group of 
cost accounts be correctly stated. After all, these costs will comprise the
dependent variable Y in the equations to follow and the values of any 
2 2
r, and R, are definitely related to the propiety of the Y
data. Therefore, the variable cost accounts must be examined for irregu­
lar items and other clerical errors.
It is expected that the explanatory variables will consist of the 
units handled by the department. Thus, restatements of the variable costs 
series may be desirable in order to promote homogeneity in the series as 
related to the possible explanatory series. Only after this is done may 
regression analysis be commenced.
DOLLARS
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
TOTAL FIXED COSTS
TOTAL hourly'WAGES
I
1965
±
19661964
Chart 3.1. Total Variable Costs, Total Hourly Wages, and Total 
Fixed Costs of the Shipping and Warehousing Department, March 1964 - 
June 1966.
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It should be noted that at this point in the analysis no hypothesis 
has been set forth regarding the equation form to be employed. However, 
it is likely that the final equation form will be both multiple and cur­
vilinear. But this awaits determination. On the other hand, it vra.s 
previously stated that the most likely explanatory series would involve 
the units handled. Using these and possibly other explanatory; variables, 
it is hoped that an estimating equation capable of accurately forecasting 
the total variable costs of the department over the next 12 months can 
be developed. These considerations and objectives should be kept in mind 
as the analysis proceeds.
Variable Account Analyses
An analysis of the wages account revealed that both wage payments 
for straight-time hours and overtime hours, including the overtime pre­
mium, were included. In addition, the account contained wages paid to 
the night shift that was added in May of 1966. For purposes of regres­
sion analysis, the ideal situation would be for the wages account to in­
clude only straight-time hourly wages paid, and separate accounts should 
be maintained for such items as overtime premiums and night-shift pre­
miums. Such a procedure would improve the data's homogeneity. Since 
this was not the case and since many firms follow similar procedures, It 
was decided that no breakdown or segregation of the wage costs would be 
attempted until after several correlations runs were made.
Aside fron the foregoing aggregation problem, analysis revealed 
that over the 28-month period several workers had been paid for their
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vacations in lieu of taking off any time. These payments would cause ir­
regularities in the data and bias the coefficients to be computed. Fortu­
nately, the timing and amount of these vacation payments were readily 
determinable and so were cast out. Another factor which would have biased 
the results was a 4.0 per cent increase in the hourly wage rate for all 
hourly workers. This occurred in August, 1965 as a result of a new wage 
contract negotiated by the labor union. It was felt that in order to 
promote homogeneity in the data, it would be desirable to restate wages 
paid prior to August, 1965 in terms of current wage rates. This should 
enhance the estimating equation's ability to forecast total cost in the 
immediate future. However, it would not have been possible to make a 
valid restatement of the wages into present rates had it not been that 
information pertaining to the total straight-time and overtime hours worked 
each month was available.
After the foregoing adjustments were made, the balances in the wages 
account represented the monthly wages paid for straight-time hours, over­
time premiums, and the night-shift premium. Admittedly, this is a conglom­
eration of sorts, yet the Grace Ccjipany uses this procedure in its accounting 
system, and if forecasts are to be prepared using an estimating equation, 
the forecasts must be compatible with their environment. Otherwise, the 
forecasted figures would not be comparable with future cost information to 
be generated by the accounting system.
The next account analyzed was payroll taxes, which includes the enployer's 
contribution under the Federal Insurance Contributions Act and the Federal 
and State Unenployment Catpensation Acts. No other items are included. Of
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course, the payroll taxes are directly related to the wages paid, but unfor­
tunately the relationship Is not constant. Ideally, for the purposes of 
correlation analysis, for every dollar of wages paid there would be some 
constant sum of payroll taxes expense. But that Is not the case since PICA 
was paid on only the first $6,600 of each employee's wages In 1966. The 
rates, at which the PICA was paid, also varied over the three-year period.
In addition the unemployment Insurance was paid on only the first $3,000 
of each worker's earnings. Thus during the third and fourth quarters of 
each year, reductions occur In payroll taxes that are In no way related to 
the work done In the department. As a result. If exactly the same volume 
of shipments was made In January as In December, and If exactly the same 
hours were worked by the same laborers, the total expense of wages and 
payroll taxes for each month would be different. This obviously would be 
reflected In the estimating equation and would reduce both the coefficients 
of partial and multiple determination. Now the Company recognizes payroll 
taxes on a monthly basis and It was determined that this. In general, was 
done accurately. Given this procedure and the fact that some sort of 
adjustment must be made In the timing of the recognition of payroll taxes 
expense. If Its biasing effect was to be eliminated or diminished, It was 
determined that the following alternatives existed:
1. The tax Incurred for each employee could be determined and then 
allocated on a proportional basis over the entire year.
2. The total payroll tax expense Incurred for a year could be allocated 
proportionately to each month, based on the wages paid during each 
month.
3. The total payroll tax expense Incurred each quarter could be allocated 
proportionately to each of the three months In the quarter, based on 
the wages paid during each month.
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The first alternative procedure was rejected on the grounds that it 
would be impractical in most situations and a consistent methodology is 
desirable. Although alternative two was the simplest, it was not used because 
many of the enployees did not work the entire year for one reason or another. 
The third alternative retained, to seme extent, the same difficulty as did 
the second, but it appeared to be the most practical method for diminishing 
the bias as related to the possible explanatory variables and thus was 
adopted.
The supplies and small tools expense account is charged monthly for 
invoiced items received during the month. There are no provisions made in 
the accounting system to recognize charges for these items as they are ex­
hausted. Interviews conducted with the department foreman revealed that 
sane supplies were purchased monthly, others were purchased in sufficient 
quantities to last several months, and small tools were purchased or replaced 
as necessary. Consequently, the monthly expense reported was quite large in 
sane months and almost non-existent in others. There was absolutely no re­
lationship between the monthly expense recognized and the actual use of sup­
plies and small tools. This condition could not be tolerated in the regres­
sion cotputations, yet the expense was significantly large and it could not 
be eliminated without materially affecting the estimating equation coefficients. 
It was, therefore, necessary to include the expense, but some method of 
smoothing had to be derived.
Additional interviews with the departmental foreman clarified the types 
of items considered as supplies or small tools and indicated appropriate use 
patterns. It was then decided that their cost could be spread over the months
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based on the proportion of the total labor hoars worked each month to the 
total annual hours. Because of the nature of some items contained In the 
expense, this approach could not be considered absolutely valid, but it 
was most rational and practical of t h e several alternative methods 
considered.
Expenses incurred for lights, gas, and water are recorded directly 
from the statements received. Charges are based on meter readings for 
the Shipping and Warehousing Department alone. Although there were certain 
minimum charges by the utility companies, there was considerable variability 
in the account. Perhaps a certain portion of this expense could be consid­
ered fixed since it would normally exist each month, but it was felt that 
inclusion of the entire expense would not materially mitigate the total 
variation in the other strictly variable costs. For this reason, the entire 
expense was classified as a variable cost.
The machinery maintenance account is comprised of routine maintenance 
on hoists, fork lifts, and other minor equipment employed in the department, 
as well as major overhaul costs of this same equipment. The costs of major 
overhauls were significant, but they were not incurred at definite intervals.
No rational basis for allocating these charges over certain months or periods 
was deteiminable. Consequently, these costs were eliminated from the account 
as irregular items while routine maintenance charges were retained.
The expense items classified as sundry were not significant in amount, 
but did contain considerable variability. After examining the various 
expenses comprising the account, it was concluded that it should be classified 
as a variable cost and that the timing of the expense recording appeared correct.
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After reading the foregoing It should be obvious that considerable 
time and effort was spent conducting account analyses and Interviews. How­
ever, this Is a vital part of any effort to conduct correlation analysis.
As a result of this phase of the work, several changes were made In the 
original data, as presented by the company, and this researcher's confidence 
In Its accuracy was greatly Improved. On the other hand, because of the 
smoothing of certain expense charges and the composite nature of several 
of the variable cost accounts this researcher Is fully aware that there are 
inadequacies In the data. But these or similar data Inadequacies are to be 
expected when analyzing the cost data of almost any operating flm.
Chart 3.1 appropriately summarizes the operating costs of the Shipping 
and Warehousing Department after the adjustments were made. An examination 
of the chart provides considerable information about the natui’e of the costs 
and their Interrelations. For exanple, there Is considerable variation In 
the total variable costs over the entire period. Costs appear to peak In 
June of each year, but the low points do not occur consistently In the same 
months. Therefore It would be difficult to establish definite seasonal 
patterns which could be employed as constants In the estimating equation.
Yet there Is obviously a significant amount of seasonal fluctuations. Second, 
the fact that the low cost points never fall to zero definitely Indicates 
that either there Is some constant volume of work or that, regardless of the 
work load, management has elected to maintain a minimum work force with a 
minimum productive capacity.
The relationship between total variable costs and total wages is quite 
apparent. Hourly wages fluctuate almost identically with total variable
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costs and obviously comprise a significant proportion of the total. However, 
a perusal of the two series will reveal that the amplitude of upvrard fluctu­
ations in the total costs is greater than that of wages. This is to be 
expected since there are other variable costs contained in the total variable 
cost series. It should be noted that the amplitude of downward fluctuations 
in total variable costs is also greater, but not consistently so. Further, 
in April of I965 the relationship between the series is negative rather than 
positive. This behavior indicates an irregular item may be present in the 
data.
Fixed costs, as a group, demonstrate very little variability over the 
entire period. Variability in the series stems from the supervisor's being 
required to work on Sundays or other legal holidays during certain times of 
the year, from changes in supervisory salary levels, and from changes in 
insurance and property tax rates.
In summary, Chart 3.1 reveals that the fixed costs are indeed fixed 
and that the trends of the total variable costs and wages series are both 
positive and quite similar. Fluctuations of the two series are almost 
identical in timing but differ somewhat in amplitude. For purposes of 
determining an estimating equation, it would seem that both series should 
be a function of the same independent variable or variables. Consequently, 
the total variable costs series will be used to determine an estimating 
equation by employing selected independent variables that are logically 
causal factors for all costs contained within the dependent cost group.
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Preliminary Selection of Explanatory Variables
It has already been stated that initially the tocal variable cost series 
will be the dependent variable and that the units handled will be one of the 
explanatory variables. Ihe next step is to aetermine the exact nature of 
the independent variable or variables. Three general considerations in 
selecting the independent variables are: ,a) one purposes for which the
estimating equation are being developed, (b) the complexity of the dependent 
variable, and (c) the types and validity of available information.
If the function of the estimating equation were only to forecast future 
total variable costs, one might attempt to determine Independent variables 
that would provide a high coefficient of multiple correlation. That is, the 
two series would move together even though they might be completely unrelated. 
Such a procedure is extremely dangerous and is not recommended. But this 
equation will be used not only for forecasting and budgeting but also for 
control purposes. In view of these requirements, it is necessary that the 
independent variable(s) employed either logically explain or cause variation 
in the dependent variable. Obviously such a requirement may in many instances 
considerably complicate the search for independent variables.
The dependent variable, total variable cost, is also quite ccmplex in 
that it represents the composite balances of a number of costs. Ordinarily 
it would be inadvisable to employ such a complex variable; however, in this 
instance it may Justifiably be assumed that all its components are directly 
related to the same basic set of causal factors.
The third general consideration, availability and validity of data, 
may often be and, in this case, is a most difficult aspect of the analysis.
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As stated In Chapter II, It Is vitally important that the various data 
series used as independent variables be accurate. The errors of measurement 
and timing must be eliminated from the data of the independent variable(s) 
series if at all possible. Such a rigid accuracy requirement will obviously 
make it difficult, in a practical sense, to employ all the independent 
variables one might consider desirable. Such was the case in the analysis 
of the Shipping and Warehousing Department's costs as vri.ll be noted later.
On the other hand, in real-life situations it is rarely possible to employ 
a sufficient number of independent variables so as to completely explain 
all variation in the dependent variable. ''We choose instead to represent 
Y as an explicit function of just a small number of what are thought to be 
the more important X's independent variables and let the net effect of the 
excluded variables be represented by u."^
In light of the three foregoing general considerations, it is obvious 
that any series of data to be selected as a possible independent variable 
must possess the characteristics of causation, availability, and accuracy. 
Causation is of primary Importance and once a data series logically qualifies 
in this regard, it must then be evaluated in terms of availability and
accuracy. A search for possible independent variables possessing the
causation characteristic resulted in the following list of potential 
candidates. Each series is assumed to be accumulated on a monthly basis.
A. Total units of Product A shipped to dealers.
B. Total units of Product A shipped to associated plants and warehouses.
^J. Johnston, Econometric Methods, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Ccxnpany
Inc., 1963)5 p. 6.
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C. Total units of Product A received from associated plants and 
warehouses.
D. Total units of Product A received from the production line.
E. Total units of Product B shipped to dealers.
P. Total units of Product B shipped to associated plants and warehouses.
G. Total units of Product B received from the associated plants 
and warehouses.
H. Total units of Product B received from the production line.
I. The proportion of LTL shipments to total truckload shipments.
J. The proportion of LCL shipments to total carload shipments.
K. The total monthly tonnage received and shipped via truck.
L. The total monthly tonnage received and shipped via rail.
M. The average number of items per sales order, per shipping order, 
or some related ratio.
N. The number of shipping orders.
0. The number of receiving reports.
P. The number of hourly laborers.
Q. Tlie per cent of overtime hours worked to total-straight time hours 
worked.
R. The total hours worked each month.
S. The ratio of hourly laborers to total equipment investments.
Obviously there are numerous ratios which could be developed by combining 
various ones of the foregoing data series. It is also quite likely that the 
foregoing list does not include all acceptable independent variable candidates, 
but it is felt that sufficient variables are contained in the list to permit 
development of an estimating equation. It should be noted that most or all 
of the independent variable series are in some way related to one or more 
of the other variables in the list. Further, the series (P) through (R) 
are explicitly related to the total labor cost, which is a component of 
total variable cost, and which it is hoped is a f(X ...X ). It is admitted 
that independence between all the independent variables themselves does not 
necessarily exist. Indeed, such conditions will normally be present in 
business data because of the very nature of the business, but this does not 
preclude valid analyses.
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The availability of data for each of the foregoing series was the next 
consideration In the selection of the Independent variables. Information 
pertaining to the series (A) through (H) was available fran Inventory 
reports. No card or tape Inventory records were maintained by the company's 
data-processlng department. To have attempted verification by examining 
shipping and receiving reports would have been a practical Impossibility. 
Verification of the accuracy of each series was still possible because two 
Independent lists of the series are compiled within the coiroany. Based on 
the inventory reports, adjustments were made to several of the series, after 
which they appeared to be reasonably accurate. The data series (P) through 
(R) were not available through any formal company report so they were 
compiled directly from the company's payroll records by this writer.
None of the remaining data series were available from any ccmpany 
reports covering the entire period used for the regression analysis. How­
ever, some data for shorter periods were available for several of the series. 
These data were conplled within the Shipping and Warehousing Department by 
Its own personnel and not within the formal accounting system. Tests were 
made of the accuracy of the data, and It was determined that the series 
were not sufficiently accurate to be eirployed In the regression analysis.
The series Involved here were (I) through (L). The series (M), (N), and (0) 
presented other difficulties which prevented their being used In the analysis. 
That Is, the records were either destroyed after one year or they were filed 
In a manner incompatible with other monthly series or costs.
In summary, of all the possible data series which were potential 
Independent variables, only the data series (A) through (H) and (?) through
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(R) remained after the criteria of causation, availability, and accuracy 
were applied. Though this way may seem to limit the potential applicability 
of any resulting estimating equation. It should be remembered that for the 
purposes of expediency and practicability It Is best to reduce to a minimum 
the number of Independent variables employed. For this reason, only the 
remaining data series were employed In the following regression analysis, 
the results of which Indicate their considerable significance In detennlnlng 
total variable costs.
Developing an Estimating Equation
At this point In the analyses of the shipping and warehousing costs.
It has been determined that the dependent variable (Y) Is to be total 
variable costs and several Independent variable candidates (X^...X^) have 
been selected. The data for the dependent and explanatory variable series 
have been corrplled and determined to be reasonably accurate, that Is, free 
of timing and clerical errors. Therefore, all preliminary procedures neces­
sary for actually computing an estimating equation have been accomplished.
In developing the estimating equation, the procedures and each objective 
are set forth as follows:
1. Chart the dependent and Independent variable series to provide visual 
assistance In establishing; (a) the possible existence of a relation­
ship between the (Y) and (X,...X ) variables, and (b) the form of 
mathematical equation which might be the most efficient.
2. Take the dependent variable (Y), total variable cost, and develop an 
equation of explanatory variables of the form Y = a + bX, + ...c X_ 
such that Z(Y - Y^)^ Is a minimum or that ^ Is a maximum.
2
3. Evaluate the coefficient of multiple determination (R, ) using an F-
Test of significance at the .05 probability level.
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4. Detennlne a standard error of the estimate (S ) for the total estimat­
ing equation such that ± 1.96s ^  25 per cent of Y . for any
value of ^
2
5. Detemine a coefficient of partial determination (r, ) for each
^ and evaluate using an F-Test of significance ât the .05 level.
6. Evaluate the standard error for each regression coefficient using a 
t-test of significance at the .05 level.
It may not be necessary to complete all six of the foregoing proce­
dures for each trial equation. Rather, it should be sufficient initially, 
to canpute only the coefficient of multiple determination and the standard 
error of the estimate for each set of explanatory variables. If both of 
these measures satisfy the prestated requirements, then the coefficients 
of partial determination and the standard errors of the regression coef­
ficients will be evaluated.
Information pertaining to the number of units or product items handled 
is contained in the (A) through (H) data series. Plotted on Chart 3.2 are 
the series total variable cost, total units of Product A shipped, and total 
units of Product A shipped and received. Note that the data series (A) and 
(B) have been combined to form a new series which was plotted and that the 
data series (A), (B), and (C) were also combined. The (A) and (B) series 
were combined after examining the two series and determining that each 
series Individually had little relationship to the (Y) variable. Upon 
personally observing the work being done within the department and after 
interviews with the department foreman, it was concluded that there was 
very little difference in the labor time required to ship a unit to a dealer 
as opposed to an associated plant. Further, combining the series reduced 
the number of variables and therefore increased the degrees of freedom.
DOLLARS
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TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
TOTAL UNITS OF PRODUCT A SHIPPED 
AND RECEIVED
/
TOTAL UNITS OF PRODUCT A SHIPPED
_L _LT9#r 1965 1966
Chart 3.2. Total Variable Costs, Total Units of Product A Shipped, 
Total Units of Product A Shipped and Received of the Shipping and Ware­
housing Department, March 1964 - June 1966.
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Examination of the plotted series Indicates that the trend of each Is 
similar, but that the trend of the (Y) variable appears slightly more positive. 
Fluctuations In the series are not particularly uniform, as to time, particu­
larly In the early months; however, their uniformity seems to have Improved 
significantly by August, 1965 and thereafter. These Irregularities during 
the period March, 1964 through July, 1965 may partially be attributable to 
the gradual decline In production of Product A and the gradual Increase in 
the number of units received from associated plants. After July, 1965, the 
proportion of units of Product (A) produced as opposed to the number received 
fron associated plants remained relatively constant.
In Chart 3*3 the series for Total Variable Costs (Y), Total Units of 
Product (B) shipped, and the Total Units of Product (B) shipped and received 
are plotted. Again several of the original series were combined. The grounds 
for making the combination were similar to those for Chart 3.2. But the 
primary purpose In this case was to promote consistency In the types of 
series plotted to Improve comparability. Because the proportion of units 
of Product (B) received frcm associated plants Is relatively Insignificant 
the procedure Is particularity relevant. Inspection of the plotted series 
reveals that a relationship definitely exists. In general, the fluctuations 
are similar as to time; however, there are Irregularities between them.
Chart 3.4 contains curves for Total Variable Cost (Y) and for the Total 
Units of Product (A) and (B) Shipped and Received. This chart combined Into 
one series, the four explanatory variable series plotted on Charts 3.2 and 
3.3. It now becomes obvious that a reasonably close relationship exists 
between the variables. This relationship Is much more obvious In Chart 3.4
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SHIPPED AND RECEIVED
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
TOTAL UNITS OF 
PRODUCT B 
SHIPPED
_L
1964 1965 1966
Chart 3.3. Total Variable Costs, Total Units of Product B Shipped 
and Total Units of Product B Shipped and Received of the Shipping and 
Warehousing Department, March 1964 - June 1966.
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TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS
TOTAL UNITS OF PRODUCTS A AND B 
SHIPPED AND RECEIVED 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I_
T95? T5?3 1966
Chart 3.4. Total Variable Costs, Total Units of Products A and B 
Shipped and Received of the Shipping and Warehousing Department, March 
1964 - June 1966.
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than in either Chart 3.2 or 3.3. However, combining the explanatory vari­
ables to such a degree may result in the estimating equation's not providing 
as much cost information as it could have, had the series not been combined.
The form of equation which would be most efficient in describing the 
relationships illustrated in the charts is not readily determinable. For 
this reason, the initial equation form will be multiple and linear, and 
then perhaps curvilinear. If satisfactory results cannot be obtained using 
these equation forms, it may be necessary to make transformations to loga­
rithmic, reciprocal, or \/Y~forms. Such transformations do not present 
major computational problems since they may be made by amending the header 
cards of the computer program.
Before conmencing computation of the estimating equation, it will be 
necessary to change the equation notation from the general form = a +
bX^ + ...cX^, which has been used for convenience, to:
^cl.2...n ^ ^1.2...n ’^ 12.3...n^2 '"^ln.2...n^n
for linear equations. For non-linear equations the notation will be the 
same, except that the subscripts will also include the exponent for each
independent variable, if it has a value of other than one.
Selection of Explanatory Variables
The first set of cimputations will attenpt to determine the significance 
of shipments as a cause of costs. Based strictly on logic, it would seen 
the total number of units handled by the department should largely determine 
the total cost incurred. If this is valid, then how do the shipments out 
relate to costs? Let:
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= Total variable cost
Xg = Total units of Product (A) shipped 
X^ = Total units of Product (B) shipped 
and the equation form employed is
c^l.23 ^  1^.23 1^2.3^ 2 1^3.2^ 3*
Using 28 observations for each variable of the equation, the computed coef­
ficient of multiple determination g- = .6782 and gg = $829.19. Using
the F-Test where n^ = 2 and ng = 25, it is clear that R^ g^ = .6782 is sig-
2
nificantly greater than zero. Although the R^ g^ value is satisfactory, 
the Syj g^ is scanewhat larger than desired. Therefore, different equation
forms will be tried to see if the standard error of the estimate can be
reduced by Improving the goodness of fit.
2 2 2 Inclusion of Xg and X^ terms in the equation resulted in an R^ g2g^2^
= .7020 and an 2^23^3 $831.95. Adding Xg and X^ terms to the equation
resulted in an 2^2^23^3^3 “ *7297 and an 2^^^23^3^3 ~ $829.15. It 
appears that this route is unfruitful as a method of reducing S^.
The foregoing values reflect not only the seasonal and cycle variations 
in the series, but also those of trend. The effects of time may be partially
eliminated by adding a fourth term X^  ^to the equation for time. Employing
a linear equation of the form
%cl.234 ^ &I.234 bi2.34%2 ^13.24X3 ^14,23^4 (Eq- 2)
resulted in a R^ ~ '769% and a g^ i^ “ $716.31. The net effect of 
adding a time variable was an increase of .0912 in the coefficient of 
multiple determination and a decrease of $112.88 in the S^. The net changes
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In both the measures are definitely significant. If no further regression 
analyses were conducted, a reasonable degree of accuracy in cost forecasting 
could be expected, using the above linear equation. However, significant 
additional information for planning may be revealed through other equations.
In the next series of computations the number of independent variables 
vd.ll be expanded and initially no ad,justments will be made for trend. The 
variables are:
= Total variable cost 
Xp = Total units of Product (A) shipped
X^ = Total units of Product (A) received
Xjj = Total units of Product (B) shipped
X^ = Total units of Product (B) received
Equation form:
^cl.23^5 " ^1.2345 ''' ^12.345*2 + ^13.245*3 ^14.235^4 ^15.234*5
(Eq. 3)
2
Using a linear equation resulted in an = .7231 which is only
.0449 higher than the 23 equation (1). The 2345 ~ $801.95 
which again is but slightly smaller than that of equation (1). Still using 
a linear equation but adding Xg for time resulted in an R^ 23456 ~ *8024 
as compared to an 234 “ .7694 for equation (2) or an increase of .0330.
It appears that even though the inclusion of variables representing the 
units received did increase the multiple coefficient of determination, these 
variables alone will not explain all the variation in total variable cost. 
Further, it should be noted that the additional amount of variation which
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was explained by their inclusion was relatively small. This type of behav­
ioral pattern might be due to multicollinearity. A review of Charts 3.2 
and 3.3 indicates that such could be the case. If the units shipped of 
each product are highly correlated with the units received series, then the 
coefficient of multiple determination should not be decreased materially 
by combining the related series.
A second possible explanation of the foregoing behavioral pattern 
might be attributable to the indirect effects of the units received variables 
acting in conjunction with units shipped variables. This is explained by 
Robert Perber as follows:
...The influence each independent variable exerts on the 
multiple correlation coefficient may be direct or indirect.
Direct influence is exerted...when an independent variable 
affects the multiple relationship solely through its own vari­
ation. Indirect, or joint, effects arise when some of the 
variation in the dependent variable is explained by the co­
ordinated, or interacting, influence of several independent 
variables. The net effect of an independent variable on the 
multiple relationship is the sum of its direct effect and of 
its various indirect effects.2
It appears that the best approach now open is to combine the units 
shipped and received series for each product. After making the combination,
the variables to be used in the next series of iterations are:
= Total variable costs 
Xg = Total units of Product (A) shipped and received
X^ = Total units of Product (B) shipped and received
X^ = Time
2
Robert Perber, Statistical Techniques in Market Research, (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Canpany, Inc., 1949), p. 363.
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The following equation f o m  will be used:
^cl.234 " &I.234 ^^2.34^ 2 ’^13.24^3 ^14.23*4 (Eq. 4)
The first ccsiputatlonal effort did not Include the time variable . The
2 2 
Rl 22 “ .7229 for this equation Is almost Identical to the 2345 “ *7231
for equation (3). It appears that combining the unlts-shlpped and the 
unlts-recelved series of each product Into two single Independent variable 
series does not decrease their composite ability to explain variation In 
the dependent variable series. This supports the previously stated ratio­
nale for making the combination.
The 23 = $769.33 for equation (4) as opposed to an 2345 ~ 
$801.95 for equation (3) represents a $32.65 decrease. This reduction, 
though not large, may be attributed to reducing the number of Independent 
series from four to two.^ An added benefit Is that the degrees of freedom 
were Increased by the reduction in the number of variables.
2
Adding the time variable to the equation provided an R^ 234 “ .7901
and an 234 “ $603.51. To this point, only linear regression forms
have been employed. The next logical step Is to Include In equation (4)
additional terms making it both multiple and curvilinear. The purpose In
doing this Is to determine to the best possible extent, the mathematical
relationship between the dependent and Independent series. Presumably,
"the expeditious selection of appropriate curve types Is contingent upon
4
logic and a knowledge of the business element Interactions." However, It
^Croxton and Cowden, p. 548.
4
Robert A. Knapp, "Forecasting and Measuring with Correlation Analysis," 
Financial Executive, Vol. XXXI, No. 5 (May, 1963), p. 17.
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appears Impossible to determine the proper relationship by inspection when 
working with the type of time series data shown on Charts 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. 
Therefore, when working with such complex curves as the ones plotted, iter­
ation is required.
A number of tests were subsequently made by adding or deleting terms 
having different exponents although the same variables were enployed. A 
summary of the runs follows. The general form of equation used was again:
%cl.234  ^ &1.234 ^12.34^2 *^13.24^3 ^14.23^4
2
Iteration Terms Added R-, _ S , «_________ ___________ 1.2...,n yl.2...,n
a. .7901 $683.51
b.
4 .8133 658.39
c.
3 ’ 4
.8124 674.87
d. 4 .7984 684,09
e. •^ 2 ) 4 .7986 699.28
f. .7929 693.54
g- v3 4 .7993 697.90
h.
4 ' 4
.8225 656.38
i. 2 ’ 4 .8277 662.00
J. x3 X^, .8326 668.56
k.
4 4 '
y2 y3 y2
^ 2 ’ ■^ 4’ *4 .8351 680.76
Of the foregoing equations it appears as though equation (h) offers 
the best fit when both the coefficient of multiple determination and the 
standard error of the estimate are considered. But an evaluation of the 
individual coefficients of partial determination and the standard errors
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of the regression coefficients Indicated that the equation form did not
provide a sufficiently valid fit. A perusal of the runs (b) through (k)
makes several points clear. First, the variables employed cannot be made
to explain over approximately 80 per cent of the total variation. Second,
the standard error of the estimate seems stable for these variables. An
examination of the standard errors reveals considerable variation exists
In the regression coefficients except In the strictly linear case. In
view of the behavior of the standard errors It appears that multicollinearity
may exist between Xg and X^.
In the final analysis it appears that of the iterations the linear
equation form provides the best fit. This equation appears as follows:
OQÜ = $911.38 + $46.^7X5 + $1.1638X3 + $.4058X. (Eq. 5)
(16.58) (.163) j (.297)
For equation (5) the “ .7901 and the S . = $683.51.
In an attempt to decrease the standard error of the estimate and con­
currently eliminate some of the possible multicollinearity existing between 
Xg and X^, these variables will be ccxnblned to form a single explanatory 
variable. Therefore, the next series of iterations will employ the following 
variables :
X^ = Total variable cost 
Xg = Time
X^ = Total units of Products A and B shipped and received.
2
These variables and a linear equation foim provided a g^ = .7581 viiich 
Is .0320 less than that of equation (5). The g^ = $718.92 as conpared 
to the g 4^ = $683.51 for equation (5). It appears that by combining the 
Xg and X^ variables of equation (5) some information may have been lost.
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Additional iterations, using the above variables, were carried out for 
the purpose of determining a more efficient equation form. Of these iter­
ations the most efficient equation form appeared curvilinear, employing
9 2
Xg, Xg, Xg terms for time and a single linear X^ term. This equation 
provided a 2^2^23 ~ '7803 and a 2^2^23 ” $714.21. However, another 
iteration provided a 2^2^23^3 ~ *^125 and a 2^2^23^3 ~ $674.71. But 
for the curvilinear equation forms a considerable amount of variation existed 
in the regression coefficients of the Xg and the X^ terms. It now appears 
that a variable representing units handled will not be sufficient in the 
sense of decreasing both the standard error of the estimate and the standard 
error(s) of the regression coefficients.
Since total hourly wages are a major proportion of the total variable 
costs, it appears desirable that some variable to assist in explaining this 
element should be included in the conputations. Obviously total wages are 
closely related to the number of units handled, but there are also other 
considerations. For example, hourly wages are determined on a weekly basis, 
whereas the unit data is on a monthly basis. Thus, overtime premium may be 
paid during one week when unit volume is heavy and in other weeks unit 
volume may be less than could be handled on straight-time alone. Overtime 
premium paid is also a function of the number of employees during any one 
week, yet other things being equal, the larger the number of employees, the 
less likely overtime premium will be incurred.
In view of the foregoing, a variable representing the per cent of 
overtime hours worked to total straight-time hours worked each month will 
be employed in the next series of iterations. This is series (Q) in the
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list of explanatory variables. It is hoped that inclusion of this variable 
will assist in reducing the standard error of the estimate and, of course, 
increase the coefficient of multiple determination. Thus, the variables 
to be employed are:
= Total variable cost 
Xg = Time
Xg = Units of Products A and B shipped and received 
X|^  = Per cent of overtime hours to straight-time hours
2
The first iteration employed a linear equation form which provided a 234
= .7884 and a gg^ = $686.22. Neither of these statistics represents a
2
profound improvement over those previously obtained. However, the r^g g^
2
and the r^ ;^ 23 both significant at the .05 level.
Several different iterations were then carried out to determine an 
estimating equation offering a better fit. Of the equations computed the 
following appeared the most efficient.
X^ V p.n2 . = $1,259.85 + $77,887X2 + $.5775X2 -  $13 , 372x2 + $4 , 126.70X.
j  4 (16 . 39) ( . 1195)^ (3.509) (1 ,083.90)
(Eq. 6)
For equation (6) the 234^4 ~ «8735, which is definitely satisfactory.
The Sy^ 234^4 ” $541.94 and is over $130 less than any of the other standard 
errors of the estimates computed to this point. The individual coefficients 
of partial determination were impressive. The ccmputed P value for each
is shown below. For each, n^ = 1 and ng = 23.
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Computed
P Value .05 F Value
^12.34^4 22.568 4.279
2 _ 
^13.24^4 23.342 4.279
2
^14^.234 14.520 4.279
_2 - 
^14.234^ 14.554 4.279
In view of the foregoing, each of the coefficients of partial determination 
may be regarded statistically significant at the .05 level. The standard 
errors associated with the respective regression coefficients appear quite 
satisfactory. A t-test was carried out for each regression coefficient and 
each was significantly different frcm zero at the .05 level.
An essential characteristic of any heuristic model is its ability to 
duplicate past experience. Chart 3 -5 indicates the extent to which equation 
(6) duplicates the historical variable costs of the Shipping and Warehousing 
Department. Close examination of the computed cost curve reveals that the 
costs attached to shipping and receiving Product (B) have a stronger influ­
ence on the computed curve than do the costs associated with Product (A). 
This was to be expected, as far more units of Product (B) are handled, they 
are much larger, and weigh considerably more.
Of the 28 (X^ - 23^^h '^ differences, 15 are above the X^ curve and
13 are below. Assuming normality, the dispersion of the differences appears 
satisfactory. Of the 28 differences, l8 occur within a range of ± 1.00 
Syi snd the others occur within the ± 1.963^^ 234^4 range. In view
of the criteria for acceptance, it appears estimating equation (6) may be 
justifiably accepted as a model of the shipping and warehousing total 
variable cost group.
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Chart 3.3. Actual Total Variable Costs and Computed Total Variable 
Costs of the Shipping and Warehousing Department, March 1964 - June 1966.
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Although estimating equation (6) has been accepted as offering the best 
fit, it is appropriate that several of its characteristics and related pro­
cedural steps be further discussed. First it should be noted that approxi­
mately 87 per cent of the variation in is explained by the variables 
included in estimating equation (6). This explained variation represents 
the combined explanatory ability of all the independent variables, including 
both their direct and indirect effects. It is likely that some multicol­
linearity exists between the and variables, but its effects are 
minimal. This statement is based on the relative size of the individual 
standard errors. Further, unusually high variance in the regression coef­
ficients may occur for reasons other than multicollinearity. For exanple, 
variance in the Xg regression coefficient may stem from the existence of a 
reasonably stable work force which must be paid for forty hours' work each 
week, regardless of the units handled during a given week. Thus in one 
week (w) number of units might be handled, and in the immediately succeeding 
week (v) number of units might be handled, but the total labor cost might 
be the same in each week. Fluctuations of this type will cause variation 
in the Xg regression coefficient. Presumably these elements should balance 
out over the course of a month but this may or may not be the case. A 
similar rationale could be applied to the X^  ^variable as an explanation of 
the associated variance.
The approximately 13 per cent of unexplained variation in X^ is pre­
sumably attributable to the exclusion of relevant explanatory variables 
fron the estimating equation (6). But other factors may be partially 
responsible for this unexplained variation. For example, measurement errors
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that were not corrected in the earlier steps of the analysis may remain in 
the dependent and independent series. Such errors would also have a bearing 
on the size of the standard errors and the standard error of the estimate.
It is also possible that the most efficient equation form has not been 
ençiloyed. It should be obvious at this point that a large population of 
possible estimating equation forms exists. Equation (6) was merely selected 
as the most efficient of all the equation forms hypothesized and computed.
A second consideration is the form of the variable terms. The variable
of interest, in terms of form, is X^, which represents the per cent of
overtime hours worked to the straight-time hours worked. The reasons under­
lying inclusion of this variable were presented earlier so this aspect needs 
no further discussion. But the fact that it is employed in the and X^ 
form is of interest and the negative sign of the second degree term is of 
particular interest. It should be noted again that the various terms for 
a single variable all work together to explain the relationship between the 
dependent variable and the specific explanatory variable. Therefore, the 
signs attaching to a particular term of an explanatory variable may not be 
particularly relevant. However, when only single linear terms are employed 
for each variable, a logical explanation of the sign taken on by the regres­
sion coefficient Is necessary.
When two or more terms of the same variable are employed, the signs
associated with the terms might be different, depending on the form of the
terms. This may also be related to the type of Input data being used in 
the series. For exanple. In estimating equation (6) the X^ and X^ j terms 
represent series of percentages. Assume one observation provided a value
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of .20, then the term would In effect be .Om and the X^ term .20. As 
the percentage increases, note the manner in which the relative weight of 
the two terms changes. Finally, the values of the regression coefficients 
themselves should be brought into the discussion. The regression coef­
ficient for X^ is $13,372 and for X^ is $4,126.70. The second degree term 
has little weight in determining the total cost attributable to overtime 
premium. Further, even though the X^  ^term's regression coefficient is 
large, the value of Xj^  never exceeds .40, which means the highest possible 
value for both X^  ^terms combined is $1,648.54, Therefore, it appears 
that some fractional exponent would be more appropriate for X^ and that 
only one term could have been employed. On the other hand, it may have 
taken a large number of additional iterations to determine the exact frac­
tional exponent and little if any increased accuracy in forecasting cap­
abilities may have accrued. But a negative sign may not have been present 
in the estimating equation.
Summary
The primary objective in this chapter was to develop an estimating 
equation(s) for costs incurred in the Shipping and Warehousing Department 
of the Grace Company. To this end, the accounts enployed in this department 
by the Grace Company were analyzed for clerical and other measurement errors. 
Each account was reviewed for its behavioral characteristics and accordingly 
classified as a fixed or as variable costs.
The fixed costs were then individually discussed and subsequently ex­
cluded from further analysis. The fixed costs were exertpted from regression
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analysis on three grounds. First, they may be accurately forecasted by 
conventional budgeting methods. Second, fixed costs do not vary with 
internal operational influences. Third, since fixed costs do not demonstrate 
variation, it is neither relevant nor practical to submit them to regres­
sion analysis.
It was stated that initially the explanatory variable series to be 
employed would relate to the number of units handled by the department each 
month. Since the primary function of the department is to ship, store, 
and receive the two products of the firm, it was felt that all the variable 
costs incurred by the department could be aggregated. Thus, one dependent 
variable series representing total variable costs would be used. Each of 
the variable costs was examined for irrelevant data in an atterrpt to maximize 
the homogeneity of the aggregated dependent variable series and several ad­
justments were made.
A list of possible explanatory variable series was then compiled. Each 
of these series was then examined in view of the three criteria of causation, 
availability, and accuracy. The next phase of the analysis involved confuting 
a series of estimating equations employing different equation forms and 
various explanatory variables. In the final analysis it was concluded that 
estimating equation (6) provided the best fit or estimate of the total 
variable costs series. Estimating equation (6) is shown below in its 
entirety along with its associated coefficient of multiple determination 
and standard error of the estimate.
Xci 23424 = +$1,259.85 + $77,887X2 + $.5775X3 -  $13,372X2 + $4,126.70X4
4.23424 = '8735 Syi 23424 = $541.94
CHAPTER IV
DETERMINATION OF A SALES DEPARTMENT COST MODEL
The objective in this chapter is to develop estimating equations which 
may be used as cost models of the various elements within the sales depart­
ment. The intended use of these cost models will be forecasting total 
annual and monthly costs for the respective cost elements. The nature of 
the cost elements within the department and the nature of the explanatory 
variables to be employed are such that interpretation of the regression 
coefficients as marginal costs might be a questionable procedure. But 
this latter point cannot be verified until the estimating equations are 
determined.
Each cost group within the Grace Company will present different types 
of problems. But the methodology employed will be similar to that of 
Chapter III, and of course, regression and correlation analyses will be 
conducted. It is hoped that the following analyses will clearly reflect 
the appropriateness of the regression and correlation analyses as a bud­
geting tool for costs of this nature.
Sales Department Functions
Costs are incurred by the Sales Department in order to perform the 
following broad functions:
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1. To promote sales of the Grace Conpany's products to dealers.
No sales are made to wholesale organizations or through 
company owned retail outlets. In general, the sales territory 
encompasses a five-state geographical area; however, the 
parent company makes sales throu^out the entire United States 
and abroad.
2. To assist dealers In handling especially difficult service 
and Installation problems Involving the coirpany's products.
3. To assist dealers In planning and preparation of blueprints 
when they are submitting contract bids for especially complex 
projects.
4. To assist. Inform, and educate the company's dealers regarding 
new sales techniques, financing their operations, and proper 
accounting procedures.
5. Costs are also Incurred by this department for preparation 
of the sales orders, back-order notices, shipping reports, 
sales Invoices, replacement of defective In-warranty products, 
etc.
Accounts Employed
Twenty-eight account titles are employed by the company In which the 
Sales Department costs are accumulated. A few of the accounts contain 
reasonably small balances relative to the department's total operating 
cost, but because of the varying nature of the functions performed, none 
of the accounts were consolidated. This procedure Is, of course, different 
from that employed In analyzing the Shipping and Warehousing Department 
costs.
Although the company does not classify the cost accounts In the Sales 
Department according to functions or nature. It was felt that such a pro­
cedure would be beneficial In conducting the Initial analyses of the de­
partment's costs and would subsequently assist In developing cost estimating 
equations. A list of the accounts employed, grouped by functions and
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nature, follows:
Class A
Salesmen’s Salaries 
Salesmen's Gamissions 
Salesmen's Supplies 
Salesmen's Travel Expenses 
Salesmen's Entertainment Expenses
Class B
Advertising Expenses 
Advertising Charged to Dealers
Class C
Plan Service Expense 
Engineering Salaries 
Service Salaries 
Service Travel Expense 
Dealer Service School Expense
Class D
Clerical Salaries 
Stationery, Printing, and 
Office Supplies 
Postage
Telephone and Telegraph 
Repairs— Office Equipment
Class E
Executive Salaries 
Executive Travel Expense 
Repairs— Executives' Cars
Class F
Exhibit Expense 
Salesmen's Sales Meetings 
Dealers' Sales Meetings
Class G
Depreciation— Furniture and Fixtures 
Depreciation— Automobiles 
Depreciation— Buildings 
Equipment Rental 
Liability Insurance
Obviously all costs are incurred with one broad objective in mind—  
to secure sales, but the foregoing account classifications were developed 
under the assumption that all costs are not directly related to fluctuations 
in the sales volume. Further, the accounts were grouped by nature as well 
as by functions to assist in analysis. It may well be that many of the 
accounts will necessarily be reclassified after a detailed account analysis 
is conducted, as their individual true nature will only then be determinable.
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Fixed Costs
Of the seven cost classes comprising the Sales Department's total 
costs, three appear to be almost entirely of a fixed nature. Cost Class 
E is comprised of salaries and travel expenses for the department's 
executives. Salaries in this group have remained relatively constant 
over the entire three-year period. Fluctuations in its total is attrib­
utable to variation in the monthly travel expense incurred. However, 
monthly travel expense is extremely uniform, with practically all variation 
being attributable to the number of working days in each month. On an annual 
basis, the total variation in the Class E costs has been less than 5 per 
cent over the three-year period. Therefore, Class E costs have been treated 
as prograimied costs of a fixed nature.
Cost Class P consists entirely of programmed costs. The conpany bud­
gets funds for these costs at the beginning of each year. Monthly charges
that will accumulate to the 12-month budgeted total are made. But since
the actual expense is incurred during one or two months of the year, it 
was necessary to adjust the monthly budgeted expense for the difference 
between the actual and budgeted expense incurred.
The Class G costs are strictly fixed. The conpany recognizes a portion
of the Class G costs monthly on the basis of budget estimates. At the end
of the calendar year, the December expenses are adjusted for any previous 
estimating errors. Therefore, for purposes of this analysis, it was neces­
sary to restate the monthly estimated expenses to actual.
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Variable Accounts
The remaining cost classes contain programmed, seml-varlable, and 
variable costs In each class. The reason for not segregating the various 
costs by variability Is that It would be desirable to associate the costs 
as a group with their cause. Functional classification should also decrease 
the number of estimating equations that It will be necessary to develop.
Cost Class A contains five accounts, all relating directly-to the sales 
function. Each account was reviewed for recording and timing errors.
Except for the Salesmen’s Supplies expense, the monthly data reported on 
the books were used In the analysis without adjustment. As for supplies, 
the conpany recognizes this expense when the supplies are purchased rather 
than used. After discussing the matter with members of the Sales Department, 
It was decided that the supplies expense should be allocated to each month, 
based on sales. The effects of errors In allocating the supplies expense 
averages less than one-half of one per cent of the total Class A costs.
L .
Advertising expenses comprise Class B . All advertising Is conducted 
through the dealers. Expenses are Incurred for co-op newspaper, radio, and 
television ads. Brochures of several types are prepared and mailed by a 
contracting printer who Invoices the conpany for the entire amount. The 
company In turn charges Its dealers for a portion of this cost. In general, 
the conpany charges the dealers for their proportion of the brochure cost 
at the time the printer's Invoice Is received. Therefore, the timing of 
debits and credits to advertising expense should be accurate. No adjust­
ments were made to advertising expense, as It appeared on the books for 
purposes of correlation analysis.
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The Class C costs consist almost entirely of programmed costs. Excep­
tions are the Plan Service Expenses and the Service Travel Expense; how­
ever, no adjustments were made to either of these accounts for possible 
errors In the timing of their recognition. The Dealer Service School Ex­
pense Is Incurred during one month of each year. Provisions are made In 
the annual budget for this expense, but not on a monthly basis. For pur­
poses of this analysis, the actual expenses for this activity were alloca­
ted over the entire year.
The Class D costs required extensive review, and considerable time was 
spent before this researcher was satisfied as to the accuracy and timing of
the reported expenses. Major adjustments were made In the timing of the
recognition of postage expenses, and minor changes were made In the timing 
of the recognition of telephone expenses. Postage Is charged to expense 
at the time purchased. Fortunately the mailing department maintained a 
monthly record of the postage used by the Sales Department as well as by 
other departments. This Information served as the basis for adjusting the 
postage expense. The telephone expense was adjusted on the basis of records
maintained by the Ccxnpany's PBX operator.
The clerical salaries and equipment repair expense accounts were not 
adjusted. Clerical salaries expense Is Incurred for secretarial work, 
order clerks and other sundry functions. In examining this account It was 
found that there were occasions when two clerks were being paid for doing 
the same job. This happened only when a new clerk or secretary had been 
employed to replace one who was leaving. However, no adjustments were made 
for this, on the assumption that It was a normal and frequent occurrence.
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On the other hand, such a procedure may be expected to decrease the value 
of the coefficient of determination to be computed.
The account which proved most difficult to restate accurately for 
analysis purposes was the Stationery, Printing, and Office Supplies Expense. 
The Department purchases these items in sufficient quantities to last for 
several months to a year. The supplies are placed in a storeroom and 
drawn on as needed. No inventory or other similar records are maintained. 
However, a large proportion of the total supplies consists of data proces­
sing forms and order and invoice forms. Many of the forms were prenumbered 
and accurate records had been kept on the number used each month. There­
fore, based on this information and interviews with relevant personnel 
regarding use patterns for other supplies, adjustments were made to this 
expense account so that it appears reasonably correct.
Considerable time and effort was spent in conducting the foregoing 
account analyses and interviews. As a result of this phase of the analyses, 
several changes were made in the original data, as reported on the company's 
books, but this researcher's confidence in the accuracy of the data was 
greatly improved. On the other hand, because some of the adjustments made 
were based on incomplete information and because of the composite character 
of the several Cost Classes, the data may still be somewhat inaccurate and 
not so amenable to correlation analysis as one might desire. Therefore, 
it is highly probably that the values obtained for the various coefficients 
of determination will be somewhat lower than those obtained in the Shipping 
and Warehousing Cost Analysis.
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At this point in the analyses of the Sales Department Costs, several 
classes of costs have been established; the accounts have been reviewed, 
and adjusted when necessary, for timing and clerical errors. The next 
step is to chart each cost class and analyze its behavior patterns. By 
doing this, it should be possible to determine and select logically the 
independent variables. A preliminary estimating equation will then be 
developed for the cost class under analysis. If a satisfactory estimating 
equation cannot be developed for the cost class then under analysis, another 
class will be subjected to analysis. If by following this procedure, 
satisfactory estimating equations are developed for one or more of the 
cost classes, these classes will be set aside and the remaining classes 
will be subjected to further analysis until a satisfactory disposition is 
made.
A Possible Explanatory Variable
Since it is the costs of the Sales Department that are being analyzed, 
it would seem that several of the cost classes should be related to the net- 
sales series. Therefore, net sales for the 36-month period of January 1, 
1964, through December 31, 1966, are plotted on Chart 4.1. None of the 
Sales Department's costs are shown on Chart 4.1 because of the differing 
magnitude of the various series. The function of Chart 4.1 is merely to 
reveal the timing and amplitude of fluctuations in the net-sales series. 
Examination of this chart will provide a point of reference for analyzing 
Charts 4.2, 4.4, and 4.6, which contain the various sales expense series.
It should be noted that the most probable independent variable series is
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being introduced in conjunction with the dependent variable series, which 
of course, differs from the analysis pattern for the Shipping and Ware­
housing costs.
Examination of Chart 4.1 readily reveals that the company's net sales 
contain considerable seasonal variation. October, November, December, and 
January are the months during which sales are lowest. However, no single 
one of the four months is consistently the lowest sales month. June is 
consistently the peak sales month. Other months, after which the direction 
of the sales curve changes, are D^ arch and September, except that in I967 
sales did not increase again in September as in previous years. The sales 
trend for the peak month of June, and in annual terns, is positive. But 
the minimum points on the sales curve appear approximately horizontal. In 
the high dollar sales months, fluctuations, in relative terms, are of con­
siderable magnitude.
For purposes of regression and correlation analysis, this type of 
curve, representing time series data, presents several difficulties. For 
exanple, the fluctuations are extreme, but their timing is inconsistent 
over the three-year period. Further, seasonal variation apparently exists, 
but it also varies in timing and magnitude. Therefore, if the net-sales 
series is to be employed as an explanatory variable and if one desires to 
remove seasonal variation, numerous difficulties may be encountered. On 
the other hand, it may not be necessary to smooth the data for seasonal 
variation, provided the same variation is contained in the dependent 
variables. At this point, the researcher should be aware of the possible 
problems and keep these in mind when conducting analyses of the respective 
dependent variable series.
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Chart 4.1. Total Net Sales of the Grace Company January 1964 - December 1966.
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The Class A Cost Equation
The Class A cost series Is presented on Chart 4.2. This cost class 
contains the salesmen's salaries account that Is a programmed cost. Each 
salesmen Is paid a base salary plus a commission on his sales. The base 
salary differs slightly between salesmen, but since the turnover among the 
salesmen has been quite low over the three-year period, this difference Is 
not significant for computational purposes. The sales commission rate also 
differs between salesmen and Is computed as a straight percentage of sales. 
However, because of the different canmlsslon rates paid, the varying pro­
portion of total sales sold by each salesman, and the turnover of sales 
2
personnel, an r of 1.00 would not result from correlating the commissions 
and net-sales series.
The accounts for travel expenses and entertainment of dealers appear 
to be programmed costs of a seml-varlable nature. Limitations are placed 
on the salesmen regarding entertainment expenditures. Travel expenses are 
paid based on a fixed mileage rate and a per diem. The expenditure pat­
terns for both these expenses logically should be related to sales, but In 
addition, they should also be related to the number of working days In 
each month.
Examination of Chart 4.2 reveals a definite positive trend In costs. 
Because the average sales commission rate has Increased periodically, and 
because travel and entertainment expense has also Increased, the minimum 
points on the series are not horizontal as In the case of the net-sales 
series. There are pronounced peaks In the series curve for March, June, 
September, and December. This behavior adds validity to the previously
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Chare 4.2. Class A Costs of the Sales Department Costs January 1964 
December 1966.
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mentioned hypothesis that working days per period might be a possible 
independent variable.
Based on the foregoing discussion, it would seem that the Class A 
costs are a function of at least three quantifiable series, i.e., net sales, 
time, and number of working days per month. The first trial estimating 
equation will be of the form:
^cl.23 ^ *1.23 ^^12.3^2 ^13.2^3
where:
= Total monthly Class A costs 
Xg = Time
Xg = Monthly net sales
By using this type of equation initially, there will be less likelihood of 
introducing distortion fron the possible existence of multicollinearity 
between net sales and the number of working days per month.
Using a 36-month period, the following estimating equation was computed: 
^cl.23 " $27,413 + $355.88X2 + $.0123X2 (Bq. 10)
The associated 23 “ .9167, which is extremely high, and the 23 “ 
$1,739.79. The .95 confidence limits of - 1.963^^ 23 “ $3,^10 is less than
10 per cent of any of the X^ values. Tests of significance were made
2 2 2 
at the .05 level for 23» ^12 3’ ^13 2" three statistical mea­
sures were significant by wide margins.
To check the possibility of a curvilinear relationship between X^ and 
Xg, two more estimating equations were coirputed. The same variables were 
used, but additional terms of a higher order were included for Xg. In the
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first test an term was added. The resulting 23^2 was only .35 per
cent larger than that provided by equation (10), which is not statistically
significant. In turn, there was a slight decrease in In the second
q 2
test, both and an X^ term were added to equation (10). Inclusion of
these terms did not improve the fit of the estimating equation nor did it 
reduce the standard error of the estimate. Therefore, on both logical and 
mathematical grounds, it may be concluded that X^ is related to Xg and X^, 
and further, that the relationship between X^ and X^ is quite probably 
linear.
Even though equation (10) does provide a "good fit," additional tests
were run using a working-day index in an effort to increase the value of 
2
R even more. The equation form used initially was:
^ c l.234  ^ ^1 . 23  ^ ^Ï2 . 34^2 ^13.24X3 ^14.23X4
vdiere:
X^ = Total monthly Class A costs 
Xg = Time
X^ - Monthly net sales 
X|^  = Working-day index
These variables provided the following estimating equation:
= $18,345 + $362.19X5 + $.0105X5 + $1,300.13X. (Bq. 11)
(22.957) (.00097)^ (289.156)^
For equation (11) the R^ g^ ^^  = .9490 per cent, or 3.23 per cent more
2 2 
than R^ g^. The value of r^^ gg, which is the per cent of previously
unexplained variation in X^ that was explained by the addition of X^, may
be ccxnputed as follows :
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2 = "1.23" : i-23 . 3 Æ  .
j 1 - 23 8.33
2
To test the statistical significance of 23 “ 38.77% for equation 
(11), the F-Test should be used.
F = ^1.23  ^~ ^1.23 ^ ~
1 - 5^^234 7 (N - m)
^ " H73T 12.42
Using ri]_ = 1 and n^ = 32 the P-Table, at the .05 probability levels,
provides a value of 4.15 and at the .01 probability level, a value of 7.50.
Since for r^^ ^3 = 38.77%, F= 12.42, it appears that does explain a
statistically significant percentage of the previously unexplained variation.
For equation (11) the 234 “ $1,383.08, which is $356.71 less than
^yl 23' confidence limits set at 1.968^^ 2314 “ $2,711 is less than
7.2% of the Class A Costs for the lowest month and for the highest month it
is less than 4.4%. Estimating equation (11) provides a very impressive
mathanatical fit and definitely appears statistically valid. However,
before it is accepted as a model for the Class A costs, the possibility
of a curvilinear relationship existing between X^ and X^ j must be tested.
In making these caiputations, the same f o m  of equation was used. In the
first test an X^ term was included, in the second X^ and X^ terms were
included, and in the third test X^ and X^ terms were Included. None of
these equation forms provided statistically significant increases in 
2
Hi 22ij or meaningful decreases in 8^ ^ 234* Therefore, it appears that 
equation (11) provides the best fit attainable in view of existing information 
constraints.
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The final step in testing the validity of equation (11) is to use it 
to restate the Class A historical costs. The purpose for doing this is to 
determine the actual distribution of the values. Assuming
a normal distribution, the unexplained variations between X^ and X^^ ^34 
should be evenly distributed above and below the X^ ^^  234 curve. In addi­
tion, very few, if any, of the variations should be greater than 1.96 
Syi 2^^ - If either of these two conceptual criteria is violated by 
equation (11), then satisfactory explanations must be developed or perhaps 
some type of adjustments will be required.
Chart 4.3 compares the actual cost experience with that computed using 
estimating equation (11). Of the 36 X^  - X^^ 234 differences, 19 are above 
the X^ curve and 17 are below. During the most current year in the series 
there are 5 differences above and 7 below the X^  curve. The dispersion of 
the differences is quite good. The magnitude of the variances between the 
Xci 234 and X^ curve are well within acceptable limits. At the .95 con­
fidence level, 1.96Sy^ 234 ~ $2,711. Only one of the 36 variances fell 
outside this range, and 12% of the variances fell within a range of ± 
l.OSyi 234' Therefore, it appears that equation (11) may be accepted as 
a valid model of the Class A Costs.
The Class B Cost Equation
The Class B expenses (advertising) are shown on Chart 4.4. Again, 
annual variation is present, with the low expenditure months being August, 
October, November, and Decanber. This is a scmewhat different pattern fron 
that of either the Class A costs or the net-sales series. However, the
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peak months are the same in all three. The trend in the peak months is 
profoundly positive, while for the minimum months the trend, though posi­
tive, is not nearly so pronounced.
The magnitude of the fluctuations in the advertising expense is ex­
tremely large. In fact, the expenses incurred during June of each year 
are over four times as large as the expenses incurred during the low 
months of the same year. When large fluctuations of this type exist, 
there is a high probability that the standard error of the estimate,
computed fron the estimating equation, will be quite large. This may hold
2
true even though the R value is quite high. In other words, examination 
of Chart 4.4 indicates that difficulty may be encountered in narrowing the 
confidence limits to a meaningful value.
Logically, advertising expense should be closely related to sales and 
this appears to be partially true. However, one would also expect a lead- 
lag relationship of seme type to exist, but for the most part, this does 
not seem to be the case. Thus, it appears the net-sales series may be a 
significant explanatory variable, but it will not be necessary first to 
determine a lead-lag relationship.
It also appears that the number of working days in each month may be 
a relevant explanatory variable. There are peaks during those months having 
the most working days, except for December, which is a minimum-cost month.
The general annual pattern of advertising expenditures appears to be one 
wherein the expenditures conmence increasing in January until a peak is 
reached in March. In April and May high expenditures are made and then in 
June the annual peaks reached. Thereafter, monthly expenditures fall rapidly
ill
and remain low except for September. Very real Im^^llcatlons for the esti­
mating equation result fron this behavioral pattern. That some type of 
index of seasonal variation must be developed is obvious if a valid esti­
mating equation is to be conputed.
The first computational effort will employ the following equation form;
*cl.23 " *1.23 bi2.3%2 ^13.2^3
where:
= Monthly advertising expenses 
- Time
= Monthly net sales.
The estimating equation provided was:
^cl 23 = $-16,694 + $97.86X2 + $.0367X_ (Eq. 12)
For equation (12), R? 23 “ .7066, which is significant at the .05 
probability level. The S^^ 23 “ $6,797*30, which is quite large when related
to expenditures in the low months. In an effort to reduce the standard
2
error of the estimate and Increase R , but still employing the same variables,
2
two additional tests were run. In the first iteration an X^ term was added
o 2
and in the second, X^ and X^ terms were included. The first iteration
increased the coefficients of multiple determination by .0202, which is
marginally statistically significant. The second iteration resulted in no
2
increase whatsoever in R . Neither of the tests reduced 23 6y a mean­
ingful amount. Therefore, based on these results, one may conclude that a 
relationship between X^ and X^ does exist and that it is linear.
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The next equation test used the following variables:
= Monthly advertising expense 
Xg = Time
Xg = Monthly net sales 
X|j = Working-day index
The linear estimating equation computed from these variables provided
2
an 23/} = .7241 or an increase of .0175. The .0175 is again marginally
statistically significant, but is of little real value. In addition, the
Syi 2^ 11 = $6,694 which is only slightly lower than 23- On the basis
that the relationship between X^ and X^ might be curvilinear, a second
2
computation was made which employed X^ and X^ terms. The estimating equa­
tion computed was:
c^l.234^ 4 = $405,721 + $90.97X2 + $.0345Xg + $5,934.69x2
- $100,389Xy (Eq. 13)
Equation (13) is considerably different from equation (12) because of
2 2 
the (a) tern and the X^  ^and X|^  terms. However, the 234^4 ” *7548, which
2 2 
is a .0482 increase over the 23 of' equation (12). Individually, r^^2 2^ 4
2
and r^ i^  234^ explain a statistically significant percentage of the previously
unexplained variations. After testing the coefficient of multiple partial 
2
determination r^^2^  23> It appears that the explanatory variable X^  ^should 
be retained in the estimating equation.
Although the estimating equation explains .7548 of the variation in 
X^, it does not provide a standard error of the estimate that is reasonable. 
The 234^4 “ $G,4l2, is too large if any type of budget control is to be
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exercised on a monthly basis and the standard errors are excessive. In 
order to reduce the range. In dollar terms, of the standard error of the 
estimate and the standard errors, It appears that seme type of seasonal 
or cyclical Index must be employed. Of course, there are other alterna­
tives, such as converting each variable series to pure numbers, or each 
variable series could be converted Into deviations from Its respective 
mean and then correlated. But these methods are best suited for applica­
tion by the professional researcher and Involve numerous subletles, con­
versions, and reconversions of the data, all of which require vast amounts 
of time, which the practicing accountant may not have available. There­
fore, It desirable to develop solutions that retain the data series In 
their original raw forms.
Since the advertising expense appears to have what might be called an 
annual cycle. It was decided that a simple explanatory variable using time 
might be enployed. The form of the variable was merely to list the months 
as 1 through 12 each year, starting again the second year with 1 through 
12 and so forth. The resulting coefficient for this variable would consist, 
in general terms, of an average for each month.
Using the variables of:
= Monthly advertising expense 
Xg = Time
X^ = Monthly net sales 
Xj^  = Working-day Index 
X^ = Annualized cycle
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and the linear equation form:
c^l.2345" 1^.2345 '^ 12.345^ 2 ^ 1^] 245*3 ^ ^ 14.235*4 1^5.234*5'
2 2 
provided a 23^ 45 “ •8298. The net Increase over 234^4 equation
(13) was .0750, which Is definitely significant. Each r ^  ^ for each
explanatory variable was significant. In addition, the 2345 “
$5,3^2, representing a reduction of $1,070. However, the standard error
of the estimate Is still large, and further, the coefficients for %2, X^,
and were all significantly changed. This latter point suggests the
variable X^ Introduced Into the ccmputatlons data having some degree of
multlcolllnearlty with each of the other three Independent variables. For
these reasons, this type of annualized cycle was eliminated as a possible
Independent variable.
By reviewing Chart 4.4 and further reflecting on the nature of adver­
tising expense. It becomes undeniably obvious that one must consider the 
timing of advertising expenditures as being largely a function of manage­
ment decisions. If that Is true It should be possible to design an Index 
which would. In effect, quantify the effects of past management decisions. 
Therefore, an Index was developed by employing the following steps:
1. Sum the monthly advertising expenses to arrive at an annual total.
2. Determine the percentage of each month's expense to the annual 
total.
3. Compute a three-year average percentage for each month, to arrive 
at an annual Index.
In computing this Index, It was noted: (a) that a remarkably similar
percentage was computed for the same months In each of the three years, and
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(b) that over 65% of the total annual expenditures were consistently made 
during the first half of the year.
An estimating equation was then computed, using the following variables: 
= Monthly advertising costs 
Xg = Time
X^ = Monthly net sales
X|^  = Working-day index
Xr = Seasonalized index 
5
2
A linear equation form was used in this first test. The ^31^5 =
.85^0, which is a .0992 increase over that provided by equation (13). The 
Syi 22^5 “ $4,946 representing a reduction of $1,466. In total, these
results are quite favorable. However, tests of the various coefficients of
2
partial determination revealed that r^ ^^  235 was no longer statistically 
significant. If one examines the rationale supporting inclusion of the X^ 
variable, then it becanes quite logical that the inclusion of X^ should 
eliminate the need for the X^  ^variable. In order to verify this conclusion, 
calculations were made using only:
Xj, = Monthly advertising costs 
X2 = Time
X^ = Monthly net sales 
X^ i = Seasonalized index
2
and the same linear equation form as before. For this case, 23^ 1 ®
.8532 or only .0008 less than R^ 2345' addition, the S^^ 2324 “ $4,884, 
which is a $62 decrease. Therefore, the conclusion that the need for a
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worklng-day index was eliminated by the addition of a seasonalized index 
appears correct.
Now that the most likely explanatory variables have been determined, 
the next step is to determine the best possible fit. That is, the rela­
tionship between the dependent variable and each independent variable 
must be determined.
To this end, two tests were irun to determine the relationship between
2
X^ and X||. In the first test an X^  ^term was included and in the second
■3 2
test both an Xjj and an X^ term were employed. Neither of these tests
indicated that the relationship existing between the two was not linear.
In previous tests, there appeared to be a possible nonlinear rela-
2
tionship between X^ and X^, so an additional test was made, using an X^ 
term. The resulting estimating equation is as follows:
X^, = $5 ,743 .76  + $375.75X3 + $.000001521X3 -  $.0261X3
' j  ^ (91.05) (.000000741)j (.01114)^
+ $2,488.205X. (Eq. l4)
(423.69)
The 23^34 ~ "8707, which is statistically significant at the .05 prob­
ability level. The 23^34 “ $4,665.67 and is higher than desired for 
the low expenditure months but quite satisfactory for the higher expend­
iture months. In view of the practical constraints existing in regard to 
explanatory variable information and the amplitude of the fluctuations in 
the dependent variable series, it appears that the $4,665.67 value for the 
standard error of the estimate is the minimum that can be derived.
Tests of significance were made on each of the coefficients of partial 
determination at the .05 level and all were determined statistically
117
significant. In addition, each regression coefficient was tested, relative 
to their respective standard errors, using the t-test and each was signifi­
cant at the .05 level. Therefore, in statistical and analytical terms, it 
spears that equation (14) demonstrates reasonably good fit. As a final 
step it is necessary to calculate all the 23^34 and plot them
against the values. This information appears on Chart 4.5. Examination 
of this chart reveals that of the 36 X^ - X^^ 23^34 ''^ r^iances, l4 are 
above the computed curve and 22 are below. Though the distribution of the 
variances above and below the computed curve are skewed, it is not cause 
for deep concern; in fact, it was expected. First of all, the amplitude 
of the upward fluctuations In the X^ series is extreme, relative to the 
values in the low months. Since the estimating equation is computed 
around an arithmetic mean, the extreme values are weighted more heavily— ; 
thus an upward bias may exist. Second, the.dispersion of the variances 
during the last twelve-month period was even. That is, 6 were above the 
Xci 23^34 curve and 6 were below.
The range of the variations, in terras of dollars, was small, relative 
to the value of S^^ 23^34’ Assuming a normal distribution, two variations 
fell beyond the ± 1.963^^ 23^34 af:d 30 of the 36 monthly variations,
or 83.3%, fell within ± l.OOS^^ 23^34° ^he entire three-year period, 
the total error — >0. In view of these results, equation (14) will be 
accepted as a model for the advertising expenses (Class B).
The Class C Cost Equation
The Class C costs will be analyzed next. This class, shown on Chart 
4.6, is conposed of expenses related to customer services. The services
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Chart 4.5. Actual Class B Costs and Computed Class B Costs of the Sales Depart­
ment Costs, January 1964 - December 1966.
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Chart 4.6. Class C Costs, Class D Costs, and Class E Costs of the Sales Depart­
ment Costa, January 1964 - December 1966.
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perfonned may be segregated Into two groups: (a) Assistance in preparing
plans and blueprints for dealers that are bidding on large contracts, and 
(b) Assisting the dealers In servicing the conpany's products both during 
and after Installation and concurrently training dealer service personnel. 
Except for the Dealer School Expense, all the accounts demonstrate signif­
icant variability. The engineering and service salaries are no exception.
A basic nucleus of engineering and service personnel is maintained, but as 
the work load increases, engineering and service personnel are drawn from 
various departments In the factory. Appropriate proportions of the salaries 
of those people on loan are charged to the Class C salaries expense accounts.
Upon referring to Chart 4.6, It may be seen that fluctuations in the 
Class C series have been consistent. During 1964 and 1965, the amplitude 
of the fluctuations was similar, but In 1966, any similarity vanished. The 
1966 step-up In costs resulted, at least partially, from an Increase In the 
number of personnel employed. It appears the trend of the series Is almost 
horizontal for the first two years and then the trend curve, conceptually, 
should be discontinuous, becoming slightly positive in 1966.
Possible explanatory variables candidates are the net-sales series, 
the worklng-day Index, a series representing the number of service calls 
requested and plans prepared, and perhaps an employment Index. Of the 
foregoing series, the most logical candidate would be the number of service 
calls requested and plans prepared. However, Interviews with several of 
the personnel In the department revealed that no records of this type had 
been maintained and further that It was quite likely that records of this 
type would be of little assistance anyway because of the differing lengths
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of time spent on each call and che travel time req-lred to reach the problem 
sites. Therefore, this series was discarded as a possible explanatory- 
variable .
The net-sales series would seem to be an appropriate variable, since 
it reflects both the quantity and type of units oelng shipped each month. 
Since one of the department's major functions is to assist In Installation 
problems, there should be a relationship between the two series.
The working-day index is included on the grounds that travel expenses 
were larger during the months having the greatest number of working days.
An employment index seems logical on the grounds that salaries are a function 
of the number of employees and that travel expenses would be greater as the 
number of personnel traveling increases.
Admittedly tne foregoing series, which will perhaps be used as explan­
atory variables, are not causal variables to the extent one might desire. 
However, since data for the actual causal variables are not available, they 
must of necessity be employed. Of course this will not destroy the useful­
ness of the estimating equation as one may justifiably assume that the 
relationship(s) existing between the explanatory variables employed and 
the true causal variables will continue to exist in the future.
With these considerations in mind, the first calculations were made, 
using the following variables:
= Monthly Class C costs 
Xg = Time
X^ = Monthly net sales
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The equation form employed was:
^cl.23 ^ *1.23 ^12.3*2 ^13.2X3
2
For this equation the 23 ~ •5952, which was sanewhat better than
expected. The 23 ~ $478.43, which was reasonably small in view of the
2 2 2 23 value. Including an term in the equation resulted in an R^ 2;^^
= .6122 and an 2^2^ = $475^^8. The 1.70 per cent Increase in R^ should
2
probably not be considered significant at this R level. Inclusion of
higher order terms In additional calculations failed to increase sighlf- 
2
icantly R . Therefore, it appears that the net-sales series has a linear 
relationship to X^ and that it also explains a statistically significant 
percentage of the total variation in X^.
The next step will be to test the effect of adding to the equation an 
X^ term representing a working-day index. A linear- equation form was again 
enployed. The estimating equation developed follows:
^cl.234 $1,679.59 + $36.54X2 + $.00096Xg + $207.3ZXy (Eq. 15)
This equation provided an R^ 234 “ .6478 and a 234 = $453.13. The 
coefficients of partial determination for each explanatory variable were 
statistically significant. However, it was felt that a larger percentage 
of the variation In X^ should be explainable. Therefore, several addition­
al tests were run, using the same independent variables but adding various 
combinations of higher order X2, X^, and X^ terms. Several of these tests 
did provide larger coefficients of multiple determination, but the increases 
were small. Therefore, it appears that it will be necessary to Include in 
the ccnputations a fifth variable representing an employment index. The
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employment index represents the number of full time employees each month, 
based on a forty-hour work week.
Thus, the following variables were used in a linear equation form.
= Monthly Class C costs 
= Time 
Xg = Monthly net sales 
X|^  = Working-day index 
X^ = Employment index
2
The estimating equation computed provided an 23^5 ~ .9588, which is 
a .3110 increase over that of the previous equation. In addition, the new 
Syi 23/^ 5 = $157.38, which is indeed excellent. Mathematically and statis­
tically this equation provides an excellent fit.. It now appears that suf­
ficient explanatory variables are being employed, but tests should be made
to determine what form of equation will be the most efficient. Before 
Introduction of the employment index series into the equation, tests were 
made to determine the relationships between X^, X^, and X^, but they should 
be retested for the purposes of determining if significant multicollinearity 
now exists.
Five additional estimating equations were conputed, using the same
2
variables, but higher order terms were used. In the first test an X^
term was included and the results Indicated that the relationship between
2
X^ and X^ was linear. In the second test an X^ term was included and in
2
the third test an X^ term was added. Both of these tests indicated linear
2
relationships. In the fourth test an Xg term was included. This was done
1
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after reexamining the series and concluding that It might contain a
curvilinear trend, relative to the Xg series. This proved to be correct
so a fifth test was made using X^ and X^ to see if any material change In 
2
R would occur. The results of the fifth test wer-e negative In that the
X^ and Xg relationship still appeared linear, after the curvilinear trend
was considered. Based on the foregoing tests, the following estimating
equation provided the best fit.
X^i . e - s b c  = - $ 1, 904.96 + $.5363X5 -  $11,731X5 + $.00019765X5
( .2 6 2 ) ^  (5 .5 9 6 )  ( . 0000691) j
+ $257.0258X. + $577.l69Xc (Eq. I6)
(31.75) (38,61)5
Equation (16) provided an 2^2345 “ ’9636, which Is definitely statisti­
cally significant. The 2^2345 ~ $150.53 and I.96 (150.53) = $295.04,
which Is less than .0700 of X, for the lowest month. Tests of significance 
were conducted for each of the coefficients of partial determination and 
all were significantly greater than zero at the .05 level. But It must be 
observed that X^  ^and X^ were the most significant. A t-test was used to 
test the regression coefficients relative to their respective standard 
errors and each was significant at the .05 level.
There appears to be multlcolllnearlty between Xg and X^; however, 
this was anticipated and should not be viewed with alarm In this particular 
case. The reason Is that equation (I6) Is to be used only for the purposes
of describing the monthly Class C costs and not for marginal measurements
of the various Independent variable coefficients. Therefore, even If 
multlcolllnearlty does exist between Xg and Xg, It does not destroy the 
predictive capabilities of the estimating equation, so lomg as the
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relationship between and X^ remains relatively constant. In view of 
the fact that 36 monthly observations were used In the calculations, It 
would seem that such an assumption should be valid for future months as 
well.
The actual historical experience and the confuted curve are plotted 
on Chart 4.7. Of the 36 X^ - X^, 2^2345 differences, 20 are above the 
coiputed curve and 16 are below. Given that a dispersion of I8 differences 
above or below the computed curve would be exactly even, it would seem that 
the dispersion actually obtained is quite satisfactory. For the most 
current twelve-^nonth period the dispersion of the differences was 7 above 
and 5 below the ccxnputed curve.
For the three-year period, the total error in dollar terms — 5* 0.
This, of course. Is to be expected in usirig correlation analysis, but Its 
validity Is enhanced by the smallness of the 2^2345* one dif­
ference occurred outside the ± 1.963^^ 2^2345 confidence Interval and 75.0 
per cent of the differences were within ± 1.003^^ 2^2345’ ^  view of these
results, it woul.d appear that equation (I6) may be justifiably accepted as 
a model for Cost Class C.
The Class D Cost Equation
The next Sales Department cost segment subjected to analyses was the 
Class D costs. The general accuracy of the coirponent accounts, in tenris 
of measurement and timing, was discussed in a previous section. What must 
now be reviewed is the nature of the various corrponent accounts.
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Chart 4.7. Actual Class C Costs and Computed Class C Costs of the Sales Depart­
ment Costs, January 1964 - December 1966.
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The Class D Cost series appearing on Chart 4.6 demonstrates considerable 
variability over the three-year period. This variability belies the generally 
accepted opinion that these types of cost may be safely regarded as program­
med fixed costs. All the component costs demonstrate variability and, at 
first glance, the total costs may appear to fluctuate almost in accord 
with the net-sales series. However, logic insists that these costs should 
not move directly with net-dollar series; rather each series probably moves 
with a third set of variables. For exanple, it would seem that clerical 
salaries should be primarily a function of the work load, that letters, 
sales orders, and Invoices prepared should be a function of the number of 
orders received and so forth. All the costs of this class are Interrelated 
and may or may not be related to net-dollar sales.
It was decided that this cost class could perhaps be fairly accurately 
reproduced by utilizing two explanatory variables. The first series, and 
the one which should be by far the most significant, is the total number 
of orders and invoices handled. This series also includes the number of 
replacement orders and credit memos, ’The data for this series were taken 
from records maintained by the conpany's data processing section. As was 
mentioned previously, tests establishing that the tabulations for the series 
were relatively accurate were made.
The second series to be used will be the working-day index. This 
series was used in the Class A Costs analysis and because of the different 
number of working days in the various months, appears to be an appropriate 
explanatory variable for this case as well.
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The first calculations were made employing the following variables:
= Monthly Class D costs 
Xg = Time
Xg = Number of forms processed 
Equation form:
^cl.23 " *1.23 ^ ^12.3^2 ^12 2*3
2
This linear, three variable equation provided an 23 ~ .5396. The
2 2 2 
^12 3’ ^13 2’ the 23 were all significant at the .05 level. The
23 = $980.55, which is not as small as was desired, that is l.gGS^^ 23
is equal to approximately .40X^ in the lowest month.
2 2 
The inclusion of an Xg term in the equation provided an 23^3 ~
.6112. This is a net Increase of .0716, which is definitely significant.
However, the 23^3 = $915-06, which is not materially less than 23 °
2
Based on further analyses, it appears that neither the R would be materially 
increased nor the would be materially decreased by including additional 
Xg terms in the equation. Therefore, the next step is to include additional 
explanatory variables in the computations. To this end, the following 
variables were employed.
X^ = Monthly Class D expenses 
Xg = Time
Xg = Number of forms processed 
X^ = Working-day index
2
Using a linear equation form, the R^ gg^  ^= .7953, which is a statisti­
cally significant increase of .1841. In addition the gg^ = $407.61,
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2
which is quite satisfactory. Next .an term was Included in the equation, 
2
which increased R-, 234^ 21 ,8254 and decreased the standard error of the
2 2
estimate to $382.45, Finally, both an and an X^  ^term were included In
the estimating equation. Addition of these two terms resulted in an
^1 23^34^ 4 ~ "8285, but the 232^42^ changed slightly. These results,
2
of course, indicated the inclusion of an Xg was not desirable. Several
additional calculations were made using Increasingly higher order X- and
terns. The results of these confutations indicated that the inclusion
of higher order Xg terms would not improve the equation's efficiency.
Therefore, it was decided that the following equation could be safely
accepted as being descriptive of the X^ series.
X^ . __r2u = $-28,437 + $18.23X3 + $,526X3 - $422,23xf 
' j (6.337) (,0572)j (182,475)
+ $7,283,8lXn (Ea, 17)
(3,152.10)4
The 23424 = ,8254 and the 234^4 " $382,45. The r 2^ 34^4’
2 2 2 
r^g 242%, r^2| 2234» and the r^^ 2342 were each statistically significant
at the ,05 level. The X^^ values from equation (17) were plotted against 
the X^ values on Chart 4.8,
Examination of this chart reveals a reasonably good fit exists between 
the two series. Of the 36 X^ - X^^ 234^4 differences, 22 are above the 
ccxTfuted curve and l4 are below. For the most current twelve months the 
dispersion is even, with 6 differences above and 6 below the confuted 
curve. The range of the 36 differences appears satisfactory. Only two 
differences fell outside the ± 1,963^^ 234^4 and ,6667 of the dif­
ferences occur within ± 1,003^^ 234^4' ThGi%fore, it appears that equation 
(17) may be employed as a satisfactory model of the Class D Costs,
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Chart 4.8. Actual Class 0 Costs and Computed Class D Costs of the Sales Depart­
ment Costs, January 1964 - December 1966.
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The Class E , F, and G Costs
Cost Class E Is comprised of the executives' salaries and their travel 
expenses. In general, the salaries account Is quite fixed In nature. In 
this account some variation may be attributable to transfers In and out of 
different positions. Fluctuations in this Cost Class are primarily attrib­
utable to variations In the travel expense items. On an annual basis, 
hardly any variation In the three twelve-month totals appears. In addition, 
no relationship seems to exist between these expenses and sales or other 
fluctuating variables; Instead, the only really visible relationship Is 
with the number of working days per month, and perhaps there Is a slight 
seasonal variation. Because of the nature of this cost class and the 
relative Immateriality of the travel expenses. It seems appropriate to 
treat these costs as programmed costs for which no estimating equation 
need be developed.
The two remaining Cost Classes, F and G, are prograinned fixed costs 
In that only Insignificant monthly variances occur. In annual terms, there 
are significant fluctuations, but they result from management decisions 
and not from some quantifiable external or Internal variable factor. There­
fore these costs may be reliably predicted In advance without estimating 
equations of the types developed for the first four cost classes.
Summary of the Sales Department Cost Analyses
In the preceding sections four of the functional areas within the Sales 
Department have been analyzed and estimating equations developed for each.
It Is appropriate at this point to discuss the differing nature and purposes
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of the four estimating equations derived. In this regard, it should be 
noted again that correlation may be used to determine the relationships 
between two or more series, and at the same time, it may assist In explaining 
the cause for the dependent series. With this in mind, observe that the 
estimating equation for the Class A Costs (Salesmen's salaries and related 
expenses) may logically explain the cause of these costs. On the other 
hand, perhaps the reverse is true. That is, sales would not exist if it 
were not for the expenditures for Class A costs. Therefore, one must admit 
that the relationship between Class A costs and sales Is not merely one of 
cause and effect; rather there Is a two-way Interchange of influences between 
the variables. The estimating equation for Class A Costs cannot be considered 
a means of caipletely explaining that cost, but it may partially explain the 
causes and it certainly may be used for establishing parameters for cost 
control.
The same considerations are relevant to the Class D costs (Clerical 
and related expenses), but perhaps not to the same degree. The estimating 
equation for these costs, in this writer's opinion, does explain much of 
the cause for this cost. Yet, the two-way street also exists In this 
segnent. Further It Is quite probable that several relevant explanatory 
variables were left out of the estimating equation because appropriate 
Information was not available.
In the cases of the Class B costs (Advertising expense) and Class C 
costs (Planning and Service expenses), the function of the estimating 
equations was to provide cost control parameters. Examining the nature 
of the Independent variables enployed should convince one of the validity
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of this statement. However, these estimating equations do reflect the 
cognizance of the two-way flow of influence; they also reflect the admis­
sion that such costs are primarily a result of management policies. There­
fore, it is appropriate to conclude that the estimating equations developed 
for the Sales Department are primarily designed for cost control purposes 
and not for explanatory purposes.
The estimating equations which are to be used as the Sales Department 
cost model are summarized below.
Class A Costs:
^cl.234 " $18,345 + $362.19X2 + $.0105Xg r $l,300.13Xy (Eq. 11)
Syi.234 = $1,383.08
Class B Costs :
*01.23234 = $5,743.76 + $375.75X2 + $.000001521x2 - $.0260Xg
-r $2,488.20X^ (Eq. 14)
Syi.23234 = $4,665.67
Class C Costs:
* 0 1 .2 2 3 3 4 5  " - $ 1 ,9 0 4 .9 6  + $ .5363X 2 -  $11 ,731X 2  + $ .00019765X 2
+ $257.0258%% + $577,169X5 (Eq. 16)
S y i . 323345 ^ $150-53
Class D Costs :
*01.23424 = -$28,437 + $18.23X2 + $.526X_ - $422.23X%
+ $7,283.81%% (Eq. 17)
Syl.33424 = *382.45
CHAPIER V
DEVELOPMENT OP AN OVERHEAD COST MODEL FOR THE 
MANUFACTURING SERVICE DEPARTT4ENT - I
Standard materials and direct labor costs are widely used by manu­
facturing firms. Many of these same firms employ a standard overhead rate, 
but in name only is it a "standard." In reality, it may be found that a 
predetermined overhead rate is being used but its computation in no way 
involved the quasi-scientific and complex techniques utilized to develop 
the materials and direct labor standards. The multiplicity of functions 
and thus costs, necessitated by the normal production activities of con­
temporary manufacturing firms, makes the development of a true standard 
overhead rate a difficult, if not impossible task. This is especially 
true in the case of multiproduct manufacturing firms.
Budgeting personnel encounter numerous difficulties in forecasting 
overhead costs, and management is constantly facing dilemmas while attempt­
ing overhead cost control. To make matters worse, overhead costs are be­
coming an even larger proportion of the total costs of producing a given 
product. It is hoped that the analyses to be conducted in this and the 
two succeeding chapters will provide an insight into the possible applica­
tions of regression and correlation techniques for budget and cost control 
in the overhead cost sector.
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This chapter vd.ll offer a general discussion of the accounts and 
procedures employed by the Grace Company in accounting for overhead costs. 
This vd.ll include a brief synopsis of the accounts arid the nature of the 
charges made to each. The accounts will then be classified as represent­
ing fixed or variable costs. Those accounts classified as fixed costs 
vd.ll be reviewed and discussed, and if appropriate, subsequently excluded 
from further analysis. Steps will then be taken to sub-classlfy further 
those accounts regarded as variable costs in preparation for additional 
analysis and development of a specific estimating equation.
Chapters VI and VII will contain the in-depth analysis of the vari­
able overhead cost accounts, including the development and testing of the 
respective estimating equations.
Reporting Procedures
The classification and reporting structure within an individual com­
pany's accounting system often dictates which functions are manufacturing 
services; not the nature of the functions themselves. If one were to con­
duct a regression analyses on another ccxnpany, there might well be more
service departments than are contained within this analysis of the Grace
Conpany's factory accounts, or there could be fewer. Functions considered 
as services, for purposes of this dissertation, should presumably be pre­
scribed by the Grace Conpany accounting system. However, as will be ex­
plained later, such is not the case.
Within the factory-costs sector of the Grace Ccmpany, as shown by the 
chart of accounts, there are seven production departments and four service 
departments. The four service departments employed by the Grace Company
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are:
1. Tools and f^ntenance Department
2. Returned Goods Costs
3. Stockroom Costs
4. General Factory Costs
The conpany's procedure for accumulating costs relevant to each of 
these four sectors, though not unique. Is both Interesting and pertinent 
to this analysis. For example, the tool and maintenance costs consist of 
charges for wages associated with trucking parts and equipment about the 
factory, various supplies and small tools not chargeable to a particular 
work order, and supervisory salaries. No charges are entered to the 
account for machinery depreciation, property taxes, insurance, payroll 
taxes, or other related costs. The total costs accumulated in the account 
are allocated each month to the production departments on the basis of the 
total direct labor dollars.
An analysis of the Stockroom Costs account reveals that It contains 
only the wages of that department's employees. The Returned Goods Costs 
represents the wages and materials costs incurred to rework defective units 
rejected by the Inspection personnel. These costs are in turn allocated 
directly to the responsible production department in the month incurred.
The General Factory Costs account contains a large number of different and 
unrelated costs. The total of this account Is also allocated to the 
various production departments.
In essence, it spears that for purposes of correlation analysis, it 
will not be practical to utilize the four-service-department framework pre­
scribed by the chart of accounts. Rather, it will be necessary to analyze
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the Factory Overhead subsidiary ledger accounts with a view toward group­
ing related accounts into meaningful cost sections. This approach will 
result in the various overhead accounts’ being treated in conformity with 
the manner In which the costs are actually accumulated prior to allocation.
The factory overhead costs control is segregated into two sections for 
reporting purposes: controllable costs, and non-controllable costs. Each
of these sections contain variable, semi-variable, and fixed costs of one 
type or another. In addition, portions of the various costs contained in 
the controllable cost section are allocated either directly to the produc­
tion departments or to the General Factroy Costs account, which Is subse­
quently reapportioned to the respective production departments. These two 
cost classifications, used by the company for reporting purposes, are 
neither realistic nor relevant for purposes of correlation analysis. With 
this in mind, the following schedule of accounts was prepared in order to 
set out the accounts actually employed and to Indicate the cost-fiow 
patterns. Each account was assigned a number in order to expedite subse­
quent discussions of the individual accounts. Actual dollar figures are 
not shown because of the confidential nature of the information Involved.
Accounts Employed
As reflected by Schedule A, there are 36 different accounts contained 
in the factory overhead ledger. It may not be necessary to develop an es­
timating equation for each of the 36 accounts. Many of the accounts are 
of a fixed nature and, therefore, are not amenable to correlation analysis. 
A number of the individual variable cost accounts are probably functions of
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SCHEDULE A
FACTORY OVERHEAD COST ACCOUNTS
Account Account Production Tool and Genera
Account Title Number Total Departments Maintenance Factor
Direct Supervision 50 $ XXX $ XX $ X $ X
Machinery Repair 51 XXX XX X X
Supplies 52 XXX XX X X
Trucking Expenses 53 XXX XX X X
Inspection Expenses 54 XXX XX X
Rework Costs 55 XXX XX X
Time Study Allowances 56 XXX XX
Time Lost - Injuries 57 XXX XX X X
Overtime Premium Paid 58 XXX XX X X
Night-Shift Premium 59 XXX XX X X
Machinery Rental 60 XXX XX X
Lights, Water, Gas 61 XXX X
Indirect Supervision 62 XXX X
Payroll Taxes 63 XXX X
Time Study Salaries 64 XXX X
Factory Engineering 65 XXX X X
Planning Salaries 66 XXX X
Purchasing Salaries 67 XXX X
Personnel Expenses 68 XXX X
Stockroom Salaries 69 XXX X
Safety and First-Aid 70 XXX X
Employee Pensions 71 XXX X
Group Insurance 72 XXX X
Telephone and Telegraph 73 XXX X
General Factory Travel 74 XXX X
Vacation Payments 75 XXX X
Depreciation - Cars 76 XXX X
Repairs-Company Cars 77 XXX X
Depreciation - Machinery 78 XXX X
Building Repairs 79 XXX X
Depreciation - Building 80 XXX X
Insurance - Fire 81 XXX X
Insurance - Liability 82 XXX X
Plant Security Salaries 83 XXX X
Property Taxes 84 XXX X
Scrap Recovery (Deduct) 85 (XXX) (XX)
Totals $xxxxx $xxx D ot $xxx
Departmental Allocations X (XX) (XXX)
Totals $xxx -0-
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the same or similar explanatory variables. Finally, several of the ac­
counts are likely to be Interrelated, because of mutual causation var­
iables or because they manifest similar activities. In such instances It 
may be best to combine the related cost accounts.
With these considerations In mind. It Is appropriate to Identify the 
type of costs recorded In each account. Once this Is determined. It may 
be possible to group the accounts logically and thereby reduce the number 
of estimating equations that It will be necessary to conpute.
Direct Supervision— 50: Contains charges for the salaries of the pro­
duction department foremen and assistant foranen.
Machinery Repair— 51: Comprised of charges for labor and parts used 
for repairs. Labor charges Include time spent by the production workers
in repairing their own machines and also time spent by personnel from the
tool and maintenance department. Parts charges also Include expenditures 
for dies which cost $200 or less.
Supplies— Contains charges for all types of Indirect supplies 
utilized In the plant production departments, general departments, and 
the tool and maintenance department. Cost for such items are charged to 
this account. In addition, some very minor Indirect materials are In­
cluded In this account along with charges for administrative supplies of 
one sort or another.
Trucking— Contains labor charges for general cleaning, unloading 
rail cars, handling stores, etc. Charges to this account represent in­
direct labor throughout the factory and are taken from the labor sumnary.
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In addition, this account contains labor charges for time spent by produc­
tion workers, personnel of the tool and maintenance department, personnel 
of the stockroan, and other Indirect labor personnel who are paid on an 
hourly wage basis and who on occasion perform any of the foregoing tasks.
Inspection— 54 ; Contains charges for the salary of the department 
supervisor and the wages paid the factory Inspectors. The supervisor’s 
salary Is charged Into the general cost section while all wages paid to the 
factory Inspectors are allocated to the individual production department in 
which they work.
Rework— Contains charges for direct labor required to correct 
previous production errors. When determinable, charges for this labor are 
allocated directly to the production department responsible for the faulty 
product; however, when this practice Is not determinable or appropriate, 
the charges are placed in the general cost section.
Time Study Allowances— Contains charges representing allowances 
granted to incentive pay workers to bring their earnings up to the standard 
amount per hour where It has been determined that the standard time per 
unit was set too low. These allowances also Include charges for delays 
caused by failure to have materials on hand, and occasionally, machine down 
time.
Time Lost Injuries— 2Z.' Contains charges for all Indirect and direct 
labor time lost because of Injuries. This account total Is reallocated to 
the respective production departments or overhead departments, based on the 
time lost frcm this cause by the employees of the separate departments.
I4l
Overtime Premium Paid— Contains charges for all overtime wages 
paid to direct and indirect factory personnel„ Charges for overtime paid 
to supervisory personnel are included in the regular supervision accounts. 
Although this account reflects the total overtime premium paid, each pro­
duction department and the various overhead departments are allocated their 
appropriate share, based on the actual, overtime incurred in the respective 
departments.
Night-Shift Premium— Contains charges for the night-shift pre­
mium paid to both direct and indirect laborers working on the night shift. 
This account is the only one of the 36 factory accounts that does not con­
tain data for the period March, 1964, through December, 1966. Although a 
night shift had been operating for several years, the night-shift premium 
had not been reported separately prior to August of 1965^
Machinery Rental— 60 : Contains charges for machinery used in pro­
duction and in the service segments of the factory on a rented basis.
These charges are shown as direct charges to the various departments re­
ceiving benefits of the rented machinery and equipment.
Utilities Expense— 6l: Contains invoiced charges for electrical power, 
lights, gas, and water. Instead of departmentalizing this cost, the com­
pany charges it to the general factory overhead and subsequently reappor­
tions it to the various production departments.
Indirect Supervision— 62 : Contains charges for one-half of the gen­
eral managers’s salary, one-half of the assistant general manager’s salary, 
all of the factory manager's salary, and all of the production manager's
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salary. No other salaries or expenses are charged to this account.
Payroll Taxes— Contains charges for the employer's share of the 
P.I.e.A. Taxes, State Unemployment Insurance, and the Federal Unemployment 
Insurance. These taxes are the total for all direct, indirect, and super­
visory personnel within the factory.
Time Study Salaries— Contains charges for the salaries of all 
time-study personnel and assorted clerical help vâthin the department.
Factory Engineering Expenses— Contains all salaries paid to the 
faceor'y engineering department personnel. Including salaries of necessary 
clerical help, and all associated administrative supplies expense. Be­
cause one of Che engineers is assigned to the tool and maintenance de­
partment, Pis salary is reapportioned as a part of that department's cost. 
The balance of tne department's cost is included in the general factory 
costs.
Planning Department Expense— Contains charges for salaries of 
engineers and other planning department personnel, including secretarial 
and clerical assistants. Supplies used by the departments are also con­
tained in the account.
Purchasing Department Expense— 67 : Contains charges for salaries of 
all purchasing agents, stenographic and clerical personnel, and all supplies.
Personnel Department Expense— Includes the salary of the per­
sonnel manager, the assistant personnel manager, stenographers, and cler­
ical personnel. Also included are the supplies used within the department 
and the cost of advertisements for employee recruitment.
1^3
Stockroan Salaries— §9_: Contains charges for salaries and wages paid 
to all stockrocsn personnel, including supervisory and administrative clerks. 
No charges are made to this account for supplies of any type.
Safety and First Aid— 70_: Contains charges for first aid supplies
located within the plant, ambulance, fees, etc.
Employee Pension Cost— 71: Contains charges for annual pension costs
incurred by the com pany in accordance with the employee union contract. 
Non-unionized personnel also have a retirement program requiring that de­
posits be made to a pension trust. These deposits are included in this 
expense account.
Group Insurance— 7£: Contains the costs of group insurance premiums
paid by the conpany on all factory employees, including those of the ship­
ping department.
Telephone and Telegraph— 73 : Contains charges for this service as 
invoiced by the coipany. The Grace Conpany maintains a record of the num­
ber of extensions both within the factory and in other offices that are 
utilized by factory personnel. In addition, a record is maintained of all 
long distance calls placed by factory personnel. A summary of all long 
distance calls is prepared each month and the associated cost is allocated 
between the various cost sectors.
General Factory Travel— 7^: Contains charges for all travel and away- 
fron-hane living expenses incurred by all factory personnel.
Vacation Payments— 7^: Contains charges for payments made to all dir­
ect, indirect, and supervisory personnel for vacation time. This item is
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recognized as an expense on an estimated basis for eleven of the twelve 
months. In December of each year, an ad.justment is made to the account to 
correct the estimated expense deductions to actual.
Depreciation - Conpany Cars— 76: Contains charges for depreciation
taken annually on all company cars utilized by factory personnel. The sum- 
of-the-years digits method of depreciation is used for tax purposes, but 
the straight-line method is used for book purposes.
Repairs - Company Cars— 77_: Contains charges for all maintenance and
repair expense related to the company cars. Operating expenses for these 
cars are reported in the general factory travel account.
Plant Security Salaries— Contains charges for salaries to all 
security and plant watchmen.
The remaining account titles appear adequately descriptive of the 
cost contained therein. However, it should be noted that depreciation on 
both the machinery and on the buildings is charged to general factory 
costs and subsequently allocated back to the production departments on the 
basis of standard direct labor dollars. The Grace Conpany viewed this pro­
cedure as a significant deficiency in its cost system. Therefore, on 
January 1, 1967, a procedure was adopted wherein depreciation of machinery 
was allocated to the department in which the machine was used, but build­
ing depreciation continues to be allocated as before.
Insurance premiums paid for fire and liability protection are carried 
into the general factory overhead account and subsequently reallocated on 
the basis of standard direct labor dollars. This same procedure is also 
used for property taxes and is consistent with the procedure employed to
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recognize building depreciation.
Fixed Costs
The fixed costs may be segregated into a committed cost and a pro­
grammed cost class. The canmitted cost class contains those costs of a 
sunk nature, such as machinery and building depreciation, and long-term 
costs associated with top level factory personnel. The programmed fixed 
cost class includes items of a shorter duration, in terms of time, but 
which are not directly related to volume of production.
Chart 5.1 contains three series. The bottom series is comprised of 
Machine Rental— 60, and depreciation of. Cars— 76, Machinery— ?8, and 
Buildings— 80. Technically, the depreciation should and does fluctuate 
frcm one month to the next, but since it is treated a function of time by 
the company, and because accurate monthly data was not available, its pre­
sentation on an annualized basis seems Justifiable. The machinery rental 
account was analyzed and found to be a reasonably fixed charge. Rentals 
are not paid on the basis of volume, but on the length of time used. The 
conpany rents only a few pieces of equipment, and these were rented for 
the entire period of analysis, except in 1965, when several additional 
pieces of machinery were rented and subsequently purchased on January 1, 
1966. This partially explains the fluctuation in the charted series. The 
balance of the fluctuation is attributable to new machinery acquisitions 
vriiich are being depreciated, using the straight-line method.
The middle series on Chart 5.1 is caiprlsed of charges for: Insurance 
— 81 and 82, Property Taxes— 85, and Employee Pension Costs— 71. Of these
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three costs, management has little or no control over the property taxes, 
no direct control over the employee pension costs, and only limited con­
trol over the cost of insurance. It seems unique that the eirployee pen­
sion cost would not fluctuate to any great extent, but that is the case. 
The reason is that the company pays monthly premiums for all employees 
based on the average number of employees in each class. The fluctuations 
appearing in this series are attributable to changes in the average num­
ber of employees per class, a reduction in property taxes in 1966, and 
slight variations, on an annual basis, in the insurance costs. However, 
a perusal of this series readily reveals its stable nature and lack of 
sensitivity to internal influences.
The highest series is ccxnprised of salaries, some supplies and in­
significant sundry departmental expenses. Specifically, the accounts con­
tained in the series are Indirect Supervision— 62, Purchase Department 
Expense— 67, Planning Department Expenses— 66, Engineering Department Ex­
penses— 65, Time-Study Salaries— 64, Personnel Department Expenses— 68, 
and Plant Security Costs— 84. An examination of the plotted series re­
veals a slightly upward trend and sane variation, for which there is no 
clear seasonal pattern. Each of these accounts was subjected to analyses 
prior to classification as programmed costs. The analysis of the indirect 
supervision account revealed it to be absolutely stable over a one-year 
period. For the three-year period the only variation occurring resulted 
from annual increments in salaries. The expenses of the purchasing de­
partment demonstrated more variability, but analysis revealed that the 
variation was attributable to the timing of supplies charges and increases
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in employee salaries. The annual cost of supplies in this department 
changed less than one-tenth of one per cent over the three-year period. 
Annual stability. In the view of this writer. Is quite remarkable.
The Engineering Department expenses varied considerably. Analysis 
and interviews revealed that supplies for both engineering and the time- 
study department were contained in this account. Further, personnel of 
the time-study department were responsible to the engineering department 
supervisor and worked concurrently in both departments. Since the time- 
study salaries also demonstrated variability, It was obvious that the 
payroll department had encountered difficulty in properly classifying 
salaries between these two departments. Therefore, for purposes of this 
analysis, the two departments were combined. This procedure eliminated 
much of the two departments' variability. The remaining variation may be 
attributed to salary increase, the difficulty of replacing trained per­
sonnel, charges of salaries to the sales department on occasion, and the 
timing of supplies charges. However, here again, the supplies expenses 
varied only slightly between years.
Expenses associated with the Personnel Department consist of sal­
aries, supplies, and a very small amount of classified advertising and 
other sundry expense.
After a thorough analysis of the foregoing accounts, it was the view 
of this writer that each one unquestionably qualified as either a comm­
itted or programmed cost; that each could be quite accurately predicted 
without developing an estimating equation; and that each was highly im­
pervious to changes in production volume within the range of the past three
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years of experience=
Inmaterial, Stochastic, and Non-Operating Costs
Aside fran the foregoing accounts which have oeen justifiably ex­
cluded from further analysis, there are additional accounts that should 
be excluded either on a stochastic basis or- as trlvia, or even on both 
grounds, and others that may be excluded because they contain non­
operating costs. For example, it would seem that costs incurred for Time 
Lost from Injuries— 57, Safety and First Aid— 70, and Repairs to Company 
Cars— 77 should be excluded on both grounds. The annual sum of these 
Items is absolutely insignificant, relative to total overhead costs, and 
the timing of tneir occuiTence Is net predictable. Therefore, they may 
safely be excluded from the analysis, even though they are certain to 
occur over longer periods cf time
Triviality, or lack of significance, provides valid grounds for ex­
cluding other overhead accounts. In the case of the Grace Company, It 
appears only two other accounts fall within this range. Specifically, 
these accounts are the Telephone and Telegraph Expense— 73, and the Gen­
eral Factory Travel Expense— 7^o Both accounts demonstrate seme variation 
between months, and each appears to have a positive but stable trend. How­
ever, the ccmblned monthly and annual expenditures are absolutely insign­
ificant relative to the total overhead cost. In addition. It Is doubtful 
that their respective variations could be correlated with any plant-wide 
activity. Therefore, It Is felt that these two accounts should not be sub­
jected to correlation analysis.
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Non-operating costs are the third type of expense vriiich should be 
exempted from regression and correlation analysis» Various costs in­
curred by the firm cannot be related to production nor can they be con­
sidered certain to occur in significant amounts during any one- or two- 
year period. However, these same costs are certain to occur over longer 
periods and in significant amounts, % e  account to be eliminated on this 
basis is Building Repairs— 79, Costs of this type may be the result of 
time and nonnal wear, but the timing of incurrence is largely a function 
of management decision. Costs may also be incurred because of fire or 
other catastrophes over vdiich there is no human control. Therefore, there 
is logical Justification for not submitting the Building Repair Expense—
79 to correlation analysis.
As has been previously stated, correlation is not an effective tool 
for analyzing non-repetitive processes or occurrences that are due to 
chance. Most firms will have a few accounts of this nature and to attempt 
correlation with seme exogenous variable would probably be futile and im­
practical, Correlation is not a particularly useful tool for analyzing 
small, but stable expense items. However, the degree of "smallness" re­
lies in each case on a value judgment and must be related to the magnitude 
of the Independent variables being employed. It is not the intent of this 
wid-ter to inply that small expense items should not be analyzed in any 
manner or considered in preparing a budget. Indeed, small expense itens, 
expenses of a stochastic nature, and non-operating expenses must be con­
sidered in the budget. But it is better merely to compute a trend for such
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items or establish a budget limit based on value judgments within the 
coTçiany's policy framework.
Variable Cost Accounts
Accounts Included in this section demonstrate considerable varia­
tion over each one-year period. Reasons for variation in the different 
factory overhead cost accounts are numerous; many of the relationships 
are quite caiplex, and in seme cases, practically indetennlnable. It does 
not ^pear plausible that any single explanatory variable could rationally 
be expected to explain a large proportion of the variation in any one cost 
or even of the composite sum of all the variable costs. On the other hand, 
it would seem that the selection of a large number of explanatory vari­
ables for the different costs would be impractical when related to effic­
iency in preparing the budget. Therefore, the first step in preparation 
for conducting the actual correlation analyses should be to segregate 
those overhead accounts containing significant variation into categories. 
Classification in the various categories would be a function of the rel­
ative sensitivity of a specific cost to variations in the production 
activities.
Category I— In the first category would be those costs directly as­
sociated with production of the product(s) in the sense that the related 
services are absolutely essential and consist primarily of indirect labor. 
Overhead accounts that might be placed in this category are: Trucking—
53 j Inspection— 5^, Rework— 55, Time-Study Allowances— 56, and Stockroom 
Expense— 69. It would seem that these costs should be closely related to
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such explanatory series as direct labor hours and dollars of materials 
usage.
Category II— The second category would consist of those costs which 
logically should be sensitive to other internal influences as well as to 
either the direct labor hours or materials usage series. Overhead accounts 
that might be classified in this category are: Overtime Prsnlum— 58,
Night-Shift Premium— 59, Machinery Repair— 51, Indirect Supplies— 52, 
Utilities Expense— 61, Scrap Recovery— 86, and Direct Supervision— 50. All 
of these accounts will probably require that at least two or more explan­
atory variables be employed before acceptable estimating equations can be 
developed.
Category III— The third category of overhead costs will exist because 
other costs were first incurred and only indirectly because production 
took place. This category would include such costs as: Employee Group
Insurance— 72, Vacation Pay— 75, and Payroll Taxes— 63. Logically, these 
fringe benefits should be related to production efforts, but because of 
their very nature more accurate estimates may often be developed by em­
ploying methods other than regression analysis.
Sutimary
The Grace Company's formal reporting structure for overhead cost ac­
counts was not satisfactory for purposes of regression and correlation 
analyses. The four-account structure employed by the company was broken 
into 36 different overhead cost accounts. Several of these 36 accounts 
contain charges from a single source such as insurance or property taxes,
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and others, such as machinery repairs, contain charges fran numerous 
sources.
Each of the 36 accounts was then reviewed as to the source and be­
havior of its charges. Based on this review, each account was placed in 
one of three broad classes. The first classification was fixed costs, 
which was further sub-divided into conmitted or programmed costs. A sec­
ond classification was established for those accounts containing immater­
ial balances and costs of a stochastic, or non-operating nature. Finally, 
a number of the accounts were placed in a third broad classification as 
variable costs. The variable cost class was subsequently sub-divided in­
to three categories and several accounts were placed in each.
Those accounts placed in the fixed cost and the second classifica­
tion will be excluded fran further analysis. Of those accounts classified 
as variable costs, the Category I accounts will be subjected to regression 
and correlation analysis in Chapter VI. The Category II and III accounts 
will be similarily analyzed in Chapter VII.
When the analysis of the manufacturing service departments of the 
Grace Company was first commenced, it seemed as though a complex maze of 
costs was being confronted. It was immediately obvious that sane sort of 
organization would have to be introduced into the account classifications 
if this task was ever to have an end. Therefore, the foregoing classifica­
tion scheme that reflects both the natural characteristics of the various 
costs and the capabilities of the statistical tools to be employed was de­
vised. If the classification system developed is valid, then the objective 
of this chapter has been achieved.
CHAPTER VI
DEVELOPMENT OP AN OVERHEAD COST MODEL FOR THE 
MANUFACTURING SERVICE DEPARTMENT - II
Determination of the Category ^ Estimating Equations
Those accounts contained In Category I will be analyzed In this 
chapter. Starting with these accounts should develop Information that 
may be useful In the analyses of the Category II and III accounts. The 
general methodological approach will be first to determine and review 
several data series as potential explanatory variable candidates for the 
Category I accounts. The Individual cost accounts will then be reviewed 
for measurement errors and for their cost sources and behavioral character­
istics. Each account will be treated In full before starting analysis on 
a succeeding account. Finally, a summary of the analysis will be present­
ed, but this will be deferred until the end of Chapter VII when all three 
variable cost categories may be viewed as a whole.
Explanatory Variable Candidates
Logically, there should be some direct relationship between such costs 
as Trucking— 53 or Inspection— 5^, and at least one of the explanatory 
series of direct labor hours, standard direct labor dollars, direct mater­
ials usage, or units produced. These explanatory series are shown on
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Charts 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. Each of these explanatory series 
must be analyzed and evaluated as likely candidates to be employed with 
the dependent variables.
Perusal of the total direct labor hours series reveals considerable 
seasonal and monthly variation. On t h e  whole, the trend appears slightly 
positive, although June of 1965 contains the peak number of hours for 
the entire 34-month period. The base month in each year is August, a 
state which stems fran the company’s policy of stopping production for a 
two-week vacation each year. Much of the apparent seasonal variation in 
the series is attributable to the division of the year into four thirteen- 
week quarters, consisting of two four-week months and a third five-week 
month. The remaining variation is attributable to seasonal Influences 
and, of course, to other elements that may or may not be determinable and 
that are likely to be insignificant. Experience gained frcm analyses of 
the two previous cost groups indicates that it probably will not be nec­
essary to de-seasonalize the series, but that in sane instances a working- 
day index may be appropriate.
Upon perusal of the standard direct labor dollars series and the 
dollars of material usage series, it becomes obvious that the same state­
ments may be made regarding these two series as were made about the dir­
ect labor hour series. However, it is interesting to note that the trend 
is slightly more positive in the latter two series. Note that the standard 
direct labor dollars series peaks in 1966, even though direct labor hours 
actually decline. At first glance this appears to be a major discrepancy 
in the data but further inquiry provided a reasonable explanation. That
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Chart 6.1. Total Direct Labor Hours (Piece Work) and Total Direct Labor 
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is, early in I966, additional and more efficient equipment that reduced 
the labor requirements per unit was installed. This resulted in reducing 
the total direct labor required while increasing the quantity of materials 
usage. In addition, ccmmencing in September, I965, an across-the-board 
increase in the hourly rate of pay was incorporated into the labor stand­
ards. A third element also distorting the relationships between the 
three series is that the product design changes instituted in I966 call­
ed for a larger and more conplex unit. A fourth distorting factor was 
that the sales mix of Product B models shifted during 1966 so that a 
greater proportion of the sales consisted of the larger models than in 
previous years. In sunmary, distortion in the relationships between the 
three series is primarily attributable to increased automation, increased 
hourly wage rates, increased size and complexity of the products, and a 
shift in the product sales mix.
What are the implications of these changes for correlation analysis 
of the overhead costs? It is hoped they will be minimal. If the proper 
explanatory variable(s) are selected for each overhead cost, and if the 
overhead costs were sensitive to the factors of production, the overhead 
cost relationships should have remained stable— despite the alterations 
in the combinations of the two primary factors of production.
Estimating Equation— Trucking Expenses— 53
Material handling is the primary function of the personnel whose 
wages are charged to this account. However, these employees perform other 
functions, some of vPich were previously discussed. In addition to the
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changes for regular workers anployed in the department, there are numer­
ous occasions when the direct labor workers will do clean-up work or mat­
erial handling. The cost of this time is also charged to trucking. Chart 
6.6 contains the trucking series. In general the fluctuations in this 
series follow the same pattern as both the labor hours and the materials- 
usage series. Logically, the trucking expenses should be most closely 
related to the materials-usage series, which appears to be valid vdien the 
series are ccnpared. Because of the likelihood of multicollinearity be­
tween the labor-hours series and the materials-usage series, it is nec­
essary that only one of the two be used in this particular instance. 
Therefore, because of both the logical and gr^hical relationships demon­
strated, the first computational effort will be made using the following:
= Trucking Expenses— 53
Xg = Time
X^ = Dollars of materials usage 
and a linear equation of the form:
^cl.23 *1.23 ^12.3*2 ^13.2^3
The variable Xg for time is used as before, to eliminate the effects of 
time on the relationship between the X^ and X^. In this case, the data 
covers the 34-month period fran March, 1964, through Decanber, 1966. The 
data time period for each observation is one month.
For equation (l8), = .7056 and the 23 = $1,561.21. 23
is statistically significant at the .05 level. The value of 1.963^^ 23 “ 
$3,059.97 is quite satisfactory when related to the individual monthly ob­
servations. Although these results are good, it must be kept in mind that
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a slnple linear equation fo m  was enployed. The next step is to refine 
the foregoing results by determining the most efficient equation fom, 
but continuing to employ the Xg and variables.
Charts 6.3 and 6.6, containing the two variables, should now be re­
examined. It appears that the independent variable (X^) has a reason­
ably linear trend, whereas the trend of the dependent variable (X^) 
appears curvilinear. Further, it appears there may be a slightly cur­
vilinear relationship between the two variables themselves, after the 
effects of time have been eliminated. Therefore, the original equation
f o m  of X^ 23 “ 23 ^12 3^ 2 2^3 be altered in the follow­
ing computations by adding or deleting various tems. In the first iter-
2 2 
ation an Xg tern was added. This provided a 2^23 ~ *7133 representing
a .77 per cent increase that is not statistically significant at the .05
3 2probability level. The next iteration employed an Xg and an Xg tern.
Use of both these tems changed the shape of the curve considerably, but
2
it provided an 2^2^23 ~ *7^98. This represented a 4.42 per cent in- 
2
crease over the R^ g^ value originally computed, which is not a statistic­
ally significant increase at the .05 probability level. Other iterations 
were made using the Xg tern with larger exponents, but none of these pro­
vided a better fit. Thus it appears that the use of the three tems 
3 2Xg, Xg, and Xg, camot provide a satisfactorily efficient equation. But 
this behavioral pattern does indicate that some f o m  of curvilinear Xg 
tern may be expropriate.
To verify the relationship between X^ and X^ several additional iter­
ations were performed enploying different Xg and Xg tems. None of the
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iterations provided a better fitting estimating equation. Therefore, it 
must be concluded that the true relationship between and is approx­
imately linear.
Although the coefficient of multiple detennination is reasonably good 
for the type of data being analyzed, it is not so high as might be desired. 
Because of the coiposite nature of the expense items contained in the truck­
ing account, it is probable that the inclusion of a working-day index would 
significantly inprove the efficiency of equation (l8). An X^ | terni, repre­
senting a working-day index, was added to equation (l8) as the next step
2
in the analysis. T M s  new equation form provided a ggij “ .7%24 or only 
a .0368 increase. The ~ $1,484.55, which is a $76.66 decrease ftxm
that of equation (I8). Although the changes occurring in the statistical
measures as the result of adding an X^  ^term to equation (I8) were not im­
pressive, they were in the right direction.
Additional iterations were made, using the same Xg, X^, and X^ vari­
ables, but changing the equation form, to test the possibility of multi- 
collinearity between X^ and X^ j. But, the behavior of the variables in the 
completed iterations indicated that little multicollinearity exists. Of 
these iterations, the best fitting estimating equation is:
= +$552.67 + $ .32542x3 -  $11.6965X3 + $.004964lX_
( . 1247) (4 ,254)  ^ (.001205)^
+ $585.289X0 (Eq. 19)(280.84)4
2
Associated with equation (19) are a 2^2^34 “ *7807 and a 2^2^34 
= $1 , 393.14. The coefficient of multiple determination of .7807 is sig­
nificantly greater than zero at the .05 level. The standard error of the
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estimate of $1,393.14 Is quite satisfactory in view of the criterion estab­
lished in Chapter III. Each of the coefficients of partial determination,
^12^.2^34’ ^ 1 2 ^ . 2 % ’ ^ 1 3 . 2 ^ 4 ’ ^l4»2^23 subjected to an F test
with = 1 and n^ = 29. Each was individually significant at the .05
level. The regression coefficients and their respective standard errors 
were subjected to a t-test and all were significantly greater than zero 
at the .05 level.
Estimating equation (19) appears to be statistically valid and both 
2
the 2^2^34 ^yi 2^2^34 quite acceptable values. Ihe form of 
equation (19) is of interest because the time terms are not represented in
■3 2
a linear form. Inclusion of and X^ without including an Xg term is a 
departure fron prior procedures, but it is not a major departure. The rea­
son for not including the Xg terra was that it simply was not significant.
If Xg had represented an explanatory variable other than time, there may 
have been grounds for retaining the linear term in the estimating equation. 
But in this case there seemed to be no logical need for the Xg term; thus 
it was deleted.
2
If practicable, it is still desirable to obtain a higher R value for 
the dependent variable Trucking Expenses— 53. To this end a new explanatory 
series consisting of a summation of the two-unit output series was developed. 
In addition, it was decided that the direct-labor-hours series could also 
be employed. Ihe problem involved in using either of these two series was 
multicollinearity between the independent variables. To minimize bias from 
this source, the following equation form was employed:
0^1.2^ 23(45) 1^.2^ 23(45) * *‘^1(45) .2^ 2^ 23^ 4^ 5‘
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The term was used to designate the total output series In one gr*oup of 
Iterations, and the dlrect-labor-hours series In a second group of Itera­
tions. These procedures and the resulting runs did not provide any slgnlf- 
2
leantly larger R values than those already obtained. Further, there was 
no material change In the Xg coefficient values, and the standard error of 
the estimate was not decreased. Therefore, the conclusion must be accepted 
that within the present Infomiatlon constraints, equation (19) affords the 
best fit on both statistical and logical grounds.
Before equation (19) Is accepted as a model of Trucking Expenses, It 
Is necessary to plot a ccnputed curve against the actual curve and review 
the variances. The X^^ and X^ curves are plotted on Chart 6.7. Of the 3^
X^ - Xg^ differences, 18 are above the X^ curve and l6 are below. During 
the most recent twelve-month period, 7 of the differences are above the 
curve and 5 are below. Assuming normality, this variation of the X^ - X^^ 
differences above and below the curve Is satisfactory. The magnitude of 
the variations danonstrated a better than normal distribution as 25 of the 
differences, or 73.5 per cent, were within ± 1.003^^ 2^2^34 
difference occurred outside of the ±1.96 standard error of the estimate 
range.
The Individual months vdilch appear to have the larger differences are 
March, July, August, and Septanber. It Is, of course, quite difficult to 
offer a rational explanation of why differences exist during these certain 
months. If the explanation were quantifiable, then It could be incorporated 
Into the estimating equation to eliminate the differences. IMfortunately 
such Is not the case In most Instances. For example, the differences
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associated with July, August, and September may be paitlally attributed to 
the lag between the time when materials are brought to the production line 
and the time when the materials are actually used in production. In addi­
tion, the mix of the raw materials Issued may be an element. Finally, 
there may be a group seasonal psychological factor that r Tfects efficiency. 
No doubt, present are many other factors that have a bearing on the rela­
tionships contained in the estimating equation. But in view of the existing 
information constraints, it appears equation (19) does provide a reasonably 
good fit. Therefore, it must be accepted as the model for Trucking Expenses 
— 53.
Estimating Equation - Inspection Expenses— ^
Inspection Expenses are incurred for the purpose of maintaining pre­
scribed produce quality .levels. Wages are the only charges contained in 
the account. The series is plotted on Chart 6.8. Charges to this account 
are incurred in each production department, not just at the point of final 
output. Because of increased automation, employee education, more intense 
direct supervision, and improved inspection techniques, the company has 
been successful in gi’adually reducing this expense, even though product 
output has increased. This negative trend is apparent upon examination of 
Chart 6.8. It was felt that the direct-labor-hours series should be the 
most closely related explanatory variable series.
The initial ccnputations enployed the following variables:
= Inspection Expenses 
Xg = Time
Xg = Total direct labor hours
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Chart 6.8. Inspection Costs of the Manufacturing Service Department Costs, 
March 1964 - December 1966.
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In a linear equation of the form:
*cl.23 ^ &1.23 ^12.3^ 2 ^ ^13-2^3'
The first iteration provided a 23 " -7705, which is definitely signif­
icant at the .05 level, and a 23 " $736.37. Statistically, these 
results are satisfactory; however, it is still necessary to deteimine the 
most efficient equation form employing only the foregoing variables. A 
number of additional iterations were made, using additional and terms 
with various combinations of exponents. The procedures used in testing 
for significance and efficiency were Identical with those used in previous 
account analyses. Of the equation forms used, the following equation ap­
peared the most efficient:
X ,  p ^3q2q =  - $ 4 , 1 7 9 . 5 8  -  $ 1 0 3 . 4 9 X 2  +  $ . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 3 X 3  -  $ . 0 0 0 0 1 5 4 4 X 2  
'  ^  ^ (12.56) (.0000000000533) (.00000729)^
t $.7363X3. (Eq. 20)
(.3l4)j
For equation (20) the 23^3^3 “ *8013, which provides an P value of 29.24,
? 2
which is definitely significant. The individual r^^3 23^3» ^13  ^23^3’
2
^13 23^3^  were significant at the .05 probability level. The 23^3^3 “
$708.27 and is satisfactorily low, relative to the magnitude of the indi-
3 2
vidual monthly observations. The standard errors for each X2, X^, X^, and 
Xg coefficient were acceptable as the related regression coefficients were 
significant at the .05 level. Therefore, based on the foregoing statisti­
cal measures, equation (20) appears to be an efficient estimating equation 
for inspection expenses.
To preclude the possibility of a relationship existing due to time 
alone, several iterations were carried out using an X^ term representing a
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working-day index. This was done only for the purposes of maintaining 
consistency in conducting the various account analyses, not on the grounds 
of logic. Indeed, the nature and functions of the inspection personnel 
a r e such that a working-day index should not logically be appropriate. 
Examination of the results of the several iterations using the working-day 
index revealed that the term did not explain a statistically significant 
amount of variation in X^. In addition, the inclusion of the X^ term did 
not alter the previous relationships established.
In view of the foregoing, it appears that equation (20) should be ac­
cepted as the model of the inspection expenses. The next step is to ccnpute 
the X^^ 23^3^ 3 and plot these against the X^ values. This infor­
mation is shown on Chart 6.9. Of the 3^ X^ - X^^ differences, 18 are above 
the X^ curve and I6 were below. For the most recent twelve-month period,
6 of the X. - X , differences were above the curve and 6 were below. As- 1 cl
suming normality for the three-year period and for the most current 12 
months, the dispersion of the X^ - X^^ differences conform to a normal 
distribution. However, there is seme ^parent covariance since the vari­
ations seem to have a series tendency. On the other hand, there is no 
definite pattern in the occurrence of the variations. A re-examination of 
the data provided no tangible clues for the type of variation demonstrated. 
In terms of magnitude, again assuming normality, the variations are quite 
acceptable. That is, 67.6 per cent of the differences occur within a 
range of ±1.008^^ 23^3^3 i^ one of the differences is larger than ±1.96 
Syi 23^3^3* Therefore, equation (20) will be accepted as a model for the 
Inspection Expenses— 5^.
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Manufacturing Service Department Costs, March 1964 - December 1966.
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Estimating Equation - Time-Study Allowances— 56
Charges to the time-study allowances account represent the costs of 
direct labor associated with work performed where it has been determined 
the piece-work standard was set too high. Charges are also made to this 
account for various types of delays encountered by the direct labor workers. 
Monthly charges to the account appear on Chart 6.10. Perusal of the series 
indicates a close relationship exists with the direct-labor-hours piece­
work series on Chart 6.1. Based on the nature of the cost being analyzed, 
this apparent relationship is definitely logical.
The first coiputational effort employed the following variables:
= Time-Study Allowances— 56
Xg = Time
X^ = Direct labor hours - piece work 
The following linear equation form was employed:
^cl.23 ^ ^1.23 ^12.3^2 bi3.2%3'
This equation form provided an “ .8142, which Is significantly greater
than zero. The standard error of the estimate g^) was $1,025.53, 
which Is also quite satisfactory. Given these excellent Initial results, 
the next step Is to determine the most efficient equation form. A number 
of Iterative confutations were made etrfloylng the Xg term with different 
exponents. The equation which, on balance, appeared the most reliable was:
oZ ,. = -$1 ,477 .81  -  $6.694X, + $210.128X. + $.01978X,. (Eq. 21)
^  (1.7305) (61.803) ( .00434)j
The g2gg = .8761, which Is definitely significant and the g2g^ =
$861.53, vdiich Is also quite satisfactory.
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The existence of a curvilinear time relationship between the two series 
is not surprising after re-examining the two plotted series: The explanation 
for this type of relationship is much less readily discernible. It may be 
partially attributed to the changing proportions of labor and materials 
required, during the three-year period, to produce a unit. These changing 
proportions may have occurred because of model changes and increased auto­
mation.
Although equation (21) possesses excellent statistical characteristics,
it should not be inmediately accepted as the model for time-study allowances.
That is, it appears estimating equation (21) is relatively efficient in its
capability to eliminate the effects of time on the X^, relationship;
however, X^ is employed only in its linear f o m  and it seans likely that
a curvilinear f o m  might be more appropriate. Therefore, a number of it-
2
erations were carried out using the Xg, Xg, and various combinations of the
X^ tern. The most efficient of the equations corputed was the following:
X„, = +$2,774.70 - $6.9725X, + $2l8.173X- + $.0000002547%^
^ ( l . H T S r  (52.793) (.0000000729)^
- $.0018963X3. (Eq. 22.1)
(.006318)
For equation (22.1) the 2^23^3 ~ *9128, which is a .0367 increase over 
that of equation (21). The 2^23^3 ~ $726.69, represents a $124.84 
decrease from that of equation (21). That the Xg coefficients did not 
materially change lends validity to equation (22.1). However, In regard 
to the X^ variable, it must be noted that in equation (22.1) the X^ tern 
explains vastly more of the variation In X^ than does the X^ tern. In fact, 
the X^ tern does not explain a significant amount of the variation In X^
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and Is conpletely dcmlnated by its standard error. Therefore, It ^pears
a curvilinear relationship does exist between and X^, but that the re-
2
lationship may not be described accurately by the use of X^ and X^. Since
the Xg linear tenn is not even marginally significant, it was excluded from
2
subsequent iterations. These iterations enployed the Xg and Xg terms and
a single Xg term with an exponent ranging from 1.1 through 2.8. Of this
series of iterations the following equation was the most efficient.
X^, = +$2,385.77 - $6.9647X, + $217.873X_ + $.n00000233l6l6X?
^  (1.456) (51.93) (.000000013327)^
(Eq. 22.2)
For equation (22.2) the g2gg2 = .9125, which is significantly 
greater than zero at the .05 level. The g2gg2 = $715.58, vMch is 
extremely small #ien related to the monthly data observations. All of the 
coefficients of partial determination are significant at the .05 level.
The regression coefficients and their related standard errors were subjected 
to t-tests. Each regression coefficient was significantly different than 
zero.
The form of equation (22.2) is of interest. The curvilinear time re­
lationship has already been discussed, so there is no further need to 
analyze it. The curvilinear relationship between X^ and Xg may be attrib­
utable to several factors. First, the direct-labor-hours - piece-work 
series is not a prime explanatory variable. That is, the true explanatory 
variable is the number of units produced for which allowances are given, 
but it spears this series moves with the direct-labor-hours - piece-work 
series. Second, time-study allowances expense includes charges for time
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lost, in sane instances, because of material shortages, etc. As the number 
of direct labor hours increases, it is to be expected that seme types of 
delays would occur more frequently, the rate of delay occurrence being 
higher than the rate of increase in the direct labor hours. Therefore, 
the data indicate that efficiency in the service departments, machine op­
erations, etc., apparently declines when the direct labor hours exceed a 
certain level.
In view of the foregoing analyses, it appears that equation (22.2) 
should be accepted as a model on both statistical and analytical grounds. 
The next step is to plot both the and series on the same chart and 
examine the differences. These series appear on Chart 6.11. Of the 3^ X^
- X^^ differences, l8 are above the X^ curve and l6 are below. For the 
most current twelve-month period, 6 of the X^ - X^ j^  differences are above 
the X^ curve and 6 are below. Assuming normality, the magnitude of the 
variances is quite acceptable in that 20 of the observed differences occur 
within ± l.OOSy^ 2^23^ arid the ronalnder are within ± 1.968^^ 2^23^ ' ^
view of the criterion established for equation acceptance, it appears that 
estimating equation (22.2) may be readily accepted as a model of the Time- 
Study Allowances— 56.
Estimating Equation - Stockroom Expenses— 69
Costs are incurred in this account for the purposes of receiving, 
maintaining, and disbursing raw materials and sane factory supplies. The 
lack of a dollars-of-raw-miaterials-received series resulted in this expense 
being analyzed in the Category I group. However, this is an exception to 
the category classification criteria and it may not be an appropriate clas­
sification in another firm.
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The stockroom expense series Is plotted on Chart 6.12. Perusal of the 
plotted series revealed a positive and sonevtot curvilinear trend. Fluc­
tuations in the series are of considerable anplitude; however, the anplitude 
is probably exagerated because of the scale against which the series is plot­
ted. In any case, the fluctuations are quite consistent in terms of both 
timing and anplitude. Because of the nature of the functions performed by 
the department's personnel, it was felt the doiiars-of-material usage would 
be the most likely explanatory variable series. However, because certain 
types of raw materials are received by the stockroom personnel, the material 
usage series alone will probably not explain a particularly high proportion 
of the department's total cost. A search of the company's records revealed 
there was no permanent file of receiving reports for even a six-month period. 
The procedures for establishing the monthly purchases in dollar amounts was 
such that a series of that type would have been inaccurate. The inaccuracy 
was attributable to failures in making proper cut-offs at the end of each 
accounting month. It appeared impractical to attaipt reconstruction of a 
dollar or quantity series of raw materials received by the stockroom, so 
it is hoped an adequate estimating equation can be developed without the 
use of such a series. But one mitigating factor should be of significant 
benefit. That is, interviews with the department foreman indicated that 
the volume of raw materials received each month was relatively stable. 
Therefore, based on this infoimation and the nature of the department per­
sonnel's other functions, it would seem that a working-day index might be 
an appropriate explanatory variable.
I8l
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Chart 6.12. Stockroom Costs of the Manufacturing Service Department
Costs, March 1964 - December 1966.
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Based on the foregoing discussion, the first conputational efforts 
will employ a linear equation form and the following variables:
- Stockroom Expenses— 69 
Xg = Time
Xg = Dollars of material usage.
2
The first set of computations provided an gg = .5814, vMch is, of 
course, significantly greater than zero at the .05 level. The gg = 
$571.66, which is quite satisfactory relative to the absolute magnitude 
of the individual monthly observations.
To improve the efficiency of the estimating equation, a number of ad­
ditional iterations were carried out, employing various combinations of 
the Xg and Xg tenus with different exponents. The most efficient equation 
determined was of the form:
^cl.2 2^^ 23  ^^ 1.2 2^^ 23 ^  ^ 12^ .2^ 23^ 2 " ^ 12^ .2^ 23^ 2 ^12.2 2^^ 3^
+ big_2V2^3' (Gq. 23)
for vMch the 2^2^23 ~ *^996 and the 2^2^23 ~ $500.4l. Although 
the Xg variable was employed only in a linear case, analysis of the vari­
ance associated with the Xg term indicated that a higher order term should
probably be included. However, vdien computations were made using a higher 
2
order Xg term, the increase in the per cent of variation explained in X^ 
was not significant. It is felt this lack of significance may possibly be 
blamed on the composite character of the dependent variable. Inclusion 
of an X^ i term representing a working-day index should assist in clarifying 
the relationship between X^ and Xg.
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The next step, therefore, is to amend equation (23) by adding an 
term for the working-day Index. The variables to be errployed are:
- Stockroom Expenses— 69
Xg - Time
X^ = Dollars of material usage
X^  ^= Working-day Index.
The following estimating equation was then computed.
X , = -$582.85 + $.251079TX? - $15.6343X2 + $261,725X5
^ (.1135) (6.139) (92.19)
+ $.0163458X5 + $273.577X. (Eq. 24.1)
(.003235)^ (115.58)
2
For equation (24.1) the 2^2^234 “ '750, representing a .05 Increase over 
that of equation (23). In addition, the 2^2^234 ~ $464.88, which was a 
$35.53 decrease. The value of the coefficient of multiple determination 
was significant at the .05 level and the standard error of the estimate 
value of $464.88 Is quite satisfactory. Ihe individual regression coeffi­
cients and their respective standard errors were subjected to t-tests and 
all were significant at the .05 level. In addition, all five of the coef­
ficients of partial determination were tested for significance and all 
were significant at the .05 level.
The Inclusion of an X^  ^term did not Increaise the coefficient of multi­
ple determination to the degree desired, but Its explanatory contribution 
was significant. Tests were subsequently made to determine the most effi­
cient form of X|^  which was found to be linear.
2
The next step was to re-test the validity of employing both an X^ and 
an Xg ten., now that the Influence emanating fron the working-day variable
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had been eliminated. Ihe coiputations employed the following variables:
= Stockroan Salaries 
Xg = Time
X^ = Dollars of material usage 
X^ = Working-day index.
Using these variables and the previously discussed equation form, the fol­
lowing equation was developed:
X^i 9 3 5 2 .^ 2 , .  = -$ 2 ,0 8 6 .5 7  + $.2449x3 -  $15.3021X, + $260.399X-
01.2 2 23 34 (.1091) (5.899) (88.563)
- $.0000006207X3 + $.03385X3 + $312.794Xr. (Eq. 24.2) 
(.0000003393)^ (.01006)3 (113.08l)^
For equation (24.2) the 2^2^23^34 ” -7775 and the 2^2^23^34 “ $446.56.
Although the 2.75 per cent increase in variation explained by the addition 
2
of X^ is quite marginal, in terms of statistical significance, it provided
the best fit among the equations in this series anploying a curvilinear Xg
2
term. A logical basis for the retention of the Xg term may exist. That
is, as more materials are issued, during any given period of time, it should
be expected that employee efficiency will drop, thereby causing costs to
increase geometrically. The exact rate of increase is, of course, subject
2
to considerable variation; the Xg term may be regarded as only an approxi-
2
mation of the actual average rate. However, since the Xg term is not sig­
nificant, equation (24.2) will not be utilized.
It is apparent that the independent variable (X^) still contains sig­
nificant unexplained variation, but it seems that sufficient variation has 
been explained to permit the valid use of estimating equation (24.1) for 
establishing annual budgets and for limited cost-control purposes. However,
185
because of the lack of appropriate explanatory variable series, interpre­
tation of variances from the cotrputed stockroan expenses curve may be 
difficult.
The and curves are plotted on Chart 6.13. Of the 34 X^ - X^^ 
differences, 19 are above the X^ curve and 15 are below. During the most 
current twelvennonth period, 7 of the X^ - X^^ differences are above the 
X^ curve and 5 are below. The dispersion of the differences, in terms of 
dollar magnitude, and assuming normality, is quite satisfactory. Of the 
34 differences, 23 or 67.6 per cent, occur within ± l.OOS^^ 2^2^234 
none of the differences occur outside the ± 1.96 standard error of the 
estimate range. This relatively tight pattern of dispersion inputes addi­
tional validity, particularly in view of the smallness of the standard 
error of the estimate. This same feature also mitigates the inplications 
of the series-like, but urpattemed behavior of the X^ - X^^ differences.
In light of the criteria for acceptance and in view of the infoimation 
constraints mentioned, estimating equation (24.1) will be accepted as a 
tentative model of the Stockroom Expenses— 69.
Rework Costs— 55
This is the last account within the Category I group that will be sub­
jected to correlation analysis. Costs are incurred for the purpose of 
correcting defects in the units produced and the account includes charges 
for both materials and direct labor. In terms of absolute dollar amounts 
the charges to this account are relatively small, but they are significant. 
Most importantly, management is vitally concerned with controlling costs 
of this type. However, this is one of those accounts which might not be
l86
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significant for seme other firm or for which there was no pattern of cost 
incurrence. In such cases it probably would not be practical to atterrpt 
correlation analysis of the account.
In the case of the Grace Company, the rework costs danonstrated a 
consistent pattern. During the high production months of March, June, and 
Septanber, rework costs were lower than in the other months, particularly 
when related to either the direct-labor-hours series or dollars-of-materials- 
usage series. On a month by month basis there was no apparent relationship 
between rework costs and either of the two possible explanatory series men­
tioned. The next possible approach considered was a lead-lag relationship. 
For exanple, March rework costs were related to the February dollars of 
material usage. However, this approach also proved unfruitful. It was 
obvious that additional information was needed, although the ledger account 
had been previously examined and various personnel of the cost department 
had been interviewed. Therefore, it was decided that the plant manager 
should be interviewed regarding several facets of the rework costs. This 
interview revealed that during high production months it was not possible 
to rework or scrap all the defective units encountered during those same 
months. Therefore, it was necessary to carry over defective units to a 
less intensive production month, during which they could be reprocessed. 
During the less busy production month(s) the defective units carried over 
were corrected and, in addition, every effort was made to correct all 
defective units generated in those same months. Finally, the interview 
revealed that a considerable effort was made to have no defective units on 
hand at Decanber 31 of each year.
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Based on the Information obtained in the inteiTview and in view of the 
production pattern, the monthly rework costs were grouped as follows:
A. January and February
B. March, April, and May
C. June, July, and August
D. Septanber, October, November, and Decanber.
The Rework Costs— 55 series is plotted on Chart 6.14 according to the fore­
going groups. As will be noted, this grouping procedure resulted in only 
11 observations being plotted as opposed to the normal 34 observations.
The next problan is to determine the ^propriate explanatory variable(s) 
to eriploy. The two prime candidates are the direct-labor-hours series and 
the dollars-of-materials-usage series. The first series was considered and 
subsequently eliminated on the basis that the proportion of labor time 
contained in each unit had declined over the 34-month period. Further, a 
previous interview had revealed that a large proportion of the defects oc­
curred in the early stages of production, before much direct labor had been 
added. On the other hand, a large proportion of the total materials cost 
had been added before the defects occurred. Therefore, a test was made 
vdierein the annual rate of increase in the dollars of material usage was 
coiçared to the annual rate of increase in the rework costs series. Sur­
prisingly, the rates of increase were almost identical for each series, 
for each year. In view of these considerations, the dollars-of-material- 
usage series was employed as the explanatory variable.
The first computational efforts utilized the following variables:
= Rework Costs— 55
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Xg = Time
Xg = Dollars of material usage 
and the linear equation form:
^cl.23 ^ *1.23 ^12.3*2 *^13.2^3
This first iteration provided an 23 “ .9802 and a 23 “ $975.04.
Both of these statistics are inpressive; however, the standard error of
2
the estimate is somevrtiat large relative to the value of R . In any case, 
the data was re-examined for clerical misstatements and the calculations 
were repeated. The results were precisely the same in the second iteration. 
Therefore, the conclusion must be accepted that extremely high correlation 
exists between the two series.
2
Despite the high value of R , it is necessary to test other equation 
forms before the strictly linear form may be accepted as the most efficient. 
In view of the relative value of the standard error of the estimate, there 
is a high probability that a more efficient equation form does exist. The 
likelihood of the time relationship's not being linear is small because of:
(a) the earlier computations made regarding the annual rates of change for
2
the two series and (b) the high R value. However, several iterations 
2
which employed X2 and higher power terms were subsequently carried out.
These iteration were inconclusive regarding the linear time relationship.
The next step was to test the possibility of a curvilinear relation­
ship existing between X^ and the X^ term. Reduction of the standard error
2
of the estimate was the objective; increasing the R was not a relevant 
consideration. Subsequent iterations employing a linear Xg term and dif­
ferent ccmbinations of the X^ term provided a more efficient equation.
191
X -, 5,2 = -$7,828,525 + $90.865X, -  $.00000003621X? + $.00?53175X-. 
j   ^ (51.31) (.000000005277) ( . 0 0 0 ^ 3 )
(Eq. 25.1)
2
For equation (25,1) the 23^3 = .9974, which Is phénoménal, and the
2g2g = $375.04. It is the reduction of $600.00 in the standard error 
of the estimate that is so very significant.
2
The standard errors for the regression coefficients of X^ and X^ are 
small and consequently provide high t-values. But the standard error of 
the Xg time tern is such that the Xg regression coefficient is not signif­
icantly greater than zero at the .05 level. In order to maintain consis­
tency in methodology and in view of the purposes for inclusion of a time
variable, retention of the time term was desirable. Therefore, a series
2
of Iterations were carried out using the X^ and terms and various forms 
of the Xg variable. These iterations indicated it was not feasible to rep­
resent time with more than one term. For that reason a series of iterations 
were then made using a single Xg term with exponents ranging from .8 thi'ough 
3.4. Of these iterations the following equation offered the best fit.
X , ,3.4,2, = -$7,981.66 + $.45661x3'^ - $.0ÛOÛO0O4lO93X?
• ^  ^ (.19819) (.000000005724)J
4 $-00782479X, (Eq. 25 .2)
(.00046701)j
For equation (25.2) the ^j2j = .9979. % e  2 ^ * V 3  ^ $3^0.34,
represents a decrease of approximately $25 from that of equation (25.1).
2 2
Tests of the r^g2 23-4^ and r^^ indicated both were more significant
q 2i
than in equation (25.1) . in addition, Xg is marginally significant at 
the .05 level. In statistical terms, estimating equation (25.2) appears 
extremely valid.
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The and curves are plotted on Chart 6.15. Of the 11 X^ - X^^ 
differences, 6 are above the X^ curve and 5 are below. This even distri­
bution and the lack of a pattern provide additional validity. Assuming 
normality, the dispersion of the differences In terms of dollar magnitudes 
Is excellent. Of the 11 X^ - X^^ differences, 8 or 72.7 per cent, are 
within a range of ± l.OOS^^ and the remaining differences are well
within the ± 1.96S^^ Estimating equation (25.2) was accepted
as a valid model for Rework Costs— 55.
Pron the foregoing discussion It should be obvious to the reader that
this writer was quite surprised to obtain such a large coefficient of
2
multiple determination. It was to be expected that a fairly high R would 
be obtained because of the nature of the dependent variable being examined 
and Its apparent relationship to the Independent variable. But such results 
as those actually obtained are unusual. In the first place, the variation 
in both series was of considerable magnitude. Second, only eleven obser­
vations were employed In the analysis. This second factor Is of primary 
Importance, for as the number of observations decreases, the degree of 
confidence must also decrease. Generally, this reduction In confidence 
Is reflected In the Increased size of the standard error of the estimate.
But In this case, the standard error of the estimate was quite small, rel­
ative to the actual X^  ^values. In spite of the excellent fit demonstrated 
by estimating equation (25.2), It is quite likely that future periods may 
provide Instances where the X^ - X^^ differences are considerably outside 
a range of ± 1.96S^^ 23-^^2^. These statements are not Intended to repudi­
ate the validity of estimating equation (25.2); their purpose Is only to
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2
caution the reader that even the highest of R values does not prove cau­
sation or future applicability.
With the coTipletlon of the analysis of the Rework Costs— 55, all of 
the Category I accounts have been examined. The next chapter contains 
the Category II and III account analyses, at the end of which a sumnary 
of all the variable costs account analyses will be offered.
CHAPTER VII
DEVELOPMENT OP AN OVERHEAD COST MODEL FOR THE 
MANUFACTURING SERVICE DEPARTIRENT - III
In this chapter the variable cost Categories II and III will be an­
alyzed. The general methodology will be similar to that of Chapter VI. 
Several of the explanatory variable series utilized in Chapter VI will 
probably be appropriate for sane of the accounts to be analyzed. Thus oc­
casional references may be made to the charts in Chuter VI.
Determination of the Category II Estimating Equations
In contrast to the analysis of the Category I accounts, in which only 
one primary independent variable was employed, it may be necessary to uti­
lize several explanatory variables or derivations of the primary variables 
in order to develop estimating equations for the Category II accounts.
The accounts to be analyzed in this section are: Direct Supervision— 50,
Machinery Repairs— 51, Utilities Expense— 61, Overtime Premium— 58, Night- 
Shift Premium— 59, Indirect Supplies— 52, and Scrap Recovery— 86.
The broad underlying purpose for the company incurring these costs was, 
of course, to produce products. It would be convenient if these costs could 
be directly related to either of the two primary resource inputs of direct 
labor or raw materials. But unfortunately, such direct relationships might 
not exist, at least on a monthly basis. Therefore, as was previously
195
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mentioned, it may be necessary to employ secondary explanatory variables: 
sane may be derivatives of a primary resource series, some may be the result 
of past managenent decisions, and others may be synthetic explanatory vari­
ables. This latter type of explanatory variable may be manifested in the 
form of a seasonal index, an index of investment in machinery and equipment, 
etc. The type of explanatory variable employed is inportant, but it does 
not necessarily need to be a causation variable. What the explanatory vari­
ables must do is provide a logical basis for estimating future costs, given 
that production will continue.
Estimating Equation - Direct Supervision— ^
Salaries paid to departmental foremen and assistant foremen are charged 
to this account. Although overtime wages are not paid to supervisory person­
nel, they do receive additional compensation when their entire department is 
required to work extensive overtime. In prior periods department-wide over­
time has occurred at reasonably patterned intervals. Additional compensation 
is also paid during August of each year, as sane of the foronen are required 
to work considerably longer hours than in other months because of the main­
tenance and repair work carried out.
The direct supervision series is plotted on Chart 7.1. Perusal of the 
series reveals a definite pattern during I965 and I966. For both of these 
years the months of January, February, March, April, and May were quite 
stable. During June a considerable fluctuation occurred, but in July the 
pattern appears restored. In August a second pattern disturbance results 
in a new pattern of stability in September, but at a slightly stepped up
197
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level. The December fluctuation is present in both years, but it is not 
nearly so extreme as the June and August fluctuations. The year 1964 
presents almost a complete contrast in behavior.
The next step was to consider several data series as possible explanatory 
variables. The series considered were the total units produced, direct 
labor hours, dollars of material usage, monthly average number of production 
workers, and overtime premium psiid. None of these appeared to offer a rea­
sonable basis for developing an estimating equation. Therefore, these same 
series were examined with a view toward combining two or more series or for 
the possibility of developing sane type of ratio or index. All of these 
efforts proved futile. It was then obvious that additional interviews 
should be made.
In subsequent interviews it was learned that the unusual pattern in 
1964 was the result of management's inexperience in coping with illusional 
prosperity. That is, during the year 1964, sales increased dramatically 
in the first few months; and managanent, in its desire to increase product­
ion, arbitrarily gave tenporary percentage increases to all production-line 
supervisors. During June and July the percentage of increase was again 
raised. The drastic reduction in August occurred because of management’s 
awareness of the inadequate profit picture and a lower production level.
But for the ronainder of 1964 the cost line could not be held completely 
because of previous coimitments. Therefore, at the end of Decanber, 1964, 
a new policy was instituted by management, and several supervisors left.
As a result of this new policy, percentage increases are given only in June 
and August, except for December, when one is given primarily as a goodwill
199
measure. These incentive increases are determined arbitrarily and are not 
an absolute function of production volume, etc.
In view of the foregoing, it appears that the Direct Supervision— 50 
account cannot be subjected to correlation analysis. A logical and per­
sistent activity must be present before correlation analysis is beneficial; 
such is not the case. However, there is no reason why an equation could 
not be employed to represent Direct Supervision in a budget cost model. A 
possible equation form would be:
Xi = bXg + cXg,
where:
X^ = Monthly direct supervision
Xg = Number of supervisors
b = Average monthly salary per supervisor
X^ = Percentage of salary to be paid as an incentive
c = bXg.
The b term was designated an average, because a limited turnover does persist 
among the supervisor^ personnel and there are numerous salary levels. For 
all months except June, August, and December the cX^ term will be zero, as 
it is only in those months that X^ will have a value greater than zero. The 
annual budget could be determined by merely taking X^ ^2*
Estimating Equation - Machinery Repair Expense— 51
Charges are made to this account for the cost of supervision and wages 
in the tool and maintenance department, wages paid to other direct and 
indirect workers for time spent in repairing machinery and equipment, parts.
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small tools, and sane of the less expensive dies. The machinery repair ac­
count obviously does not represent a single department; indeed, it is a 
complex overhead account. Adding to the complexity is the fact that during 
intensive production periods personnel of the tool and maintenance depart­
ment are often used as production workers.
The conpany's accounting system does not accumulate costs related to 
the tools and maintenance department and then subsequently reapportion this 
cost to the appropriate production departments. Instead, labor and parts 
are charged directly to the production department in which the work was 
done. Of course, there is sane expense incurred that cannot be directly 
related to a specific production department. When this occurs, the expense 
is charged to the tool and maintenance department and then subsequently 
reapportioned to the production departments based on standard direct labor 
dollars.
The machinery repair series is shown on Chart 7.2. There are 36 ob­
servations covering the period January 1, 1964, through Decanber 31, 1966.
Peak months are consistently March, August or September, and Novonber. The 
overall pattern of the series is quite consistent both in terms of the timing 
and amplitude of the fluctuations. The series' trend is positive and slightly 
curvilinear. The behavioral pattern demonstrated by the series is different 
from that of any of the previously examined series. Therefore, the work 
done in developing previous estimating equations is of questionable value 
in developing an equation for this account. Perusal of the pattern indicated 
a generally constant minimum monthly cost, but the amplitude of the fluctu­
ations is considerable. It appears that difficulty in developing an
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estimating equation for the series may be encountered because of the timing 
of the fluctuations and not because of their amplitude.
In selecting explanatory variable(s) one should attempt to use a primary 
series such as the direct-labor-hours series. But perusal of the primary 
series reveals that no month-by-month relationship exists, either in terms 
of positive or negative correlation. In addition, no immediate lead-lag 
type of relationship appears appropriate. A final possibility might be to 
detemine sane average level of capacity, in terms of direct labor hours, 
and then correlate the differences with the machinery repair account. How­
ever, such a procedure should be utilized only as a last resort.
Aside from the previously mentioned primary explanatory series, it 
would seem that the amount of machinery utilized in production should be a 
relevant factor. Presumably, the more machinery employed in production, 
the larger the maintenance expense, ceteris paribus. It would be useless 
to develop a series expressing only the number of machines employed through­
out the plant. A machine hours series would be appropriate but the conpany 
does not develop that type of information. Therefore, a series reporting 
the gross investment in machinery and equipment at the end of each month 
will be used. In order to develop this series, it was necessary to analyze 
the fixed asset ledger. The analysis covered the three-year period frcm 
January 1, 1964, through December 31, 1966. During this period a small 
amount of machinery was retired, and no adjustments were made to the series 
for these items. It was also found that fully depreciated machinery, pro­
vided it was still being used, was retained on the books. Thus, no adjust­
ments were necessary for these items. After the analysis was conpleted it
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was decided that an Investment index would be more appropriate than an 
actual dollars series. The index was ccxiputed using an average-value-of- 
investment for the eighteenth and nineteenth months as the 100 per cent 
base. The resulting index appears on Chart 7.2 along with the machinery 
repair expense series.
By utilizing a machinery and equipment investment index it should be 
possible to establish an average rate of growth relationship that may be 
valid for future years. But the problem of the timing of machinery repair 
expense is still unsettled. The primaiy explanatory series have been tenta­
tively set aside, one secondary explanatory series has already been sug­
gested, and it now appears a synthetic explanatory variable must be developed. 
In view of the consistent pattern of fluctuations in the dependent series 
and the similarity in their amplitude, some type of cost incurrence index 
is appropriate. To this end a machinery repairs index was constructed in 
the following manner,
1. Sum the monthly expenses for each year.
2. Determine the per cent of each month's expense to its respective 
annual sum.
3. Sum the three percentages for the same months in each of the three 
years and divide by three.
This index in effect provides a percentage value that reflects the 
average amount of machinery repair expense incurred during any given month 
in the past three-year period. Note that this series does not attorpt to 
explain either the cause or the amount of machinery repair expense— it merely 
represents quantification of the prior year patterns of expense incurrence.
Its only purpose is to assist in budgeting. Only when definite and consistent
204
behavioral patterns have existed in the past and when they are expected to 
continue in the future, is this type of index appropriate.
The first computational efforts employed the following variables:
= Machinery Repair Expense— 51 
Xg = Investment Index 
Xg = Machinery Repair Index 
and a linear equation form of:
^cl.23 ^ *1.23 ’’ ^12.3^2 *^13.2^3'
2
The first iteration provided a 23 “ .8370, which is quite good, and a
23 “ $1,919.73, which is also quite satisfactory. Individually the 
2 2
r 2^ 3 the r^^ 2 approximately equal significance. The next
step was to determine the most efficient equation form. Logically, the X^ 
term should be linear because of its computational nature. Several iterations 
were made, all of which indicated the relationship between and X^ was 
definitely linear. The relationship between X^ and X2 is not readily deter­
minable, either by logic or from inspection. Iterations were carried out
wherein the X^ term was retained in a linear form, and the X2 term was 
varied in form. Of these iterations, the following estimating equation 
appeared the most efficient.
X^i _332__ = +$679,545.91 - $.662785x3 + $204.6059x3; - $20,619.497%^
3 (.18510) (57.799) (5,961.829)
+ $1,491,263X3. (Eq. 26)
(143.92) ^
2
For equation (26) the Rj^  2^2^23 ~ .8855, representing a .0485 increase over
2 R 2
that of R^ 23. By employing Xg, X2, and X2 terms approximately 29.75 per
205
cent of the previously unexplained variation was explained. There was a 
similar reduction in the standard error of the estimate. For equation 
(26) the 2^2^23 ~ $1,660.14, which is a $259-59 reduction from the 
previous
In statistical terms, estimating equation (26) provides an Impressive 
fit; the coefficient of multiple determination is quite high, and the val­
ue of the standard error of the estimate is well within a satisfactory
2
range. The individual coefficients of partial determination: r^gS 2^23’
r^g2 2323' ^12 2^2^3* ^13 2^2^2 highly significant. In addi­
tion, the variance in each of the (b) coefficients is acceptable. Vari­
ance in the (b) coefficient values is a significant consideration if one 
intends to employ the (b) coefficients as marginal costs, but it has been
previously declared that such use is not practical in most cases where
non-linear terms have been anployed. Second, variance in the (b) coeffi­
cients does not inhibit the ability of the estimating equation, as a whole, 
to produce past actual experience if the assumption of normality is val­
id. Third, when explanatory variable series, that do not contain varia­
tion in proportion to the variation contained in the dependent variable 
are employed, this writer's experience indicates that considerable vari­
ance will be present in the regression coefficients. Finally, vÆien syn­
thetic variables similar to the term are employed, one knows in advance 
that a high degree of variance may exist because of the methodology used 
in orgeating the explanatory variable. Ergo, when the foregoing conditions 
are present, one must be prepared to accept the reality of larger vari­
ances in the (b) coefficients. But such variance does not destroy the
206
2
validity of the estimating equation, providing the R and values are 
within predeteimined ranges.
Before equation (26) is accepted as a model for machinery repair ex­
pense, it is necessary to establish its capability of duplicating actual 
experience. A curve representing the actual experience or values and 
a second curve representing the values are plotted on Chart 7.3. Of 
the 36 X^ - X^^ differences, 19 are above the X^ curve and 17 are below.
For the most current twelve-month period there are 7 X^ - X^^ differences 
above the X^ curve and 5 below. Ihe behavioral pattern of the differences 
is not consistent and is not particularly important because of the even 
dispersion, particularly over the last twelve-month period. The magnitude 
of the X^ - X^^ differences, and assuming normality, in terms of the 
Syi 2^2^23 is quite satisfactory. That is 25, or approximately
69.44 per cent, of the X^ - X^^ differences occurs within a range of ±
l.OOSy^ 2^2^23’ oriiy falls outside ± 1.968^^ 2^2^23* ^  view of
the foregoing analysis, estimating equation (26) will be accepted as a 
model for Machinery Repair Expense— 51.
Before moving on to the analysis of another account, it is appropriate 
to discuss the departure frcm the normal methodology that was made in the 
case of estimating equation (26). This departure consisted of the deletion 
of a term representing time or trend. There were several reasons for such 
a departure. First, one must bear in mind the purposes for conducting the 
correlation analysis. That is, the resulting estimating equation is to be 
used for budgeting and cost control purposes. Therefore, the explanatory 
variables employed should be so related to the dependent variable that they
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will be of continuing explanatory significance in future periods. The first 
explanatory variable (investment index) was employed in an effort to establish 
a basis for estimating future machinery repair expenses, given future capital 
expenditures. The machinery repair index was employed to assist in estimating 
the timing and, to sane extent, the magnitude of future expenditures. These 
two explanatory series both supplement and complement one another. However, 
assume the investment index had been deleted and in its place a series re­
presenting time had been arployed. In fact, this was done. The results of 
such a procedure were statistically iirpressive, as a 2^2^23 ~ was
derived; and the associated standard error of the estimate was slightly 
lower than that provided by estimating equation (26). Therefore, a statis­
tically valid estimating equation was in hand. But assume management desired 
to know the probable implication for machinery repair expense of larger 
increments in capital investment over the next three years. That type of 
information would not be obtainable from an estimating equation employing 
only a trend and a timing index. Obviously such an equation would be quite 
inflexible and thus undesirable.
Second, assume that an estimating equation was derived utilizing a
variable for trend, one for investment index, and one for the timing index.
This was done and again the results appeared statistically valid. Of the
2
iterations carried out, the most efficient equation provided a 23^3 3^4 
= .8861 and an that was slightly higher than for equation (26).
However, this approach did not alter significantly the b coefficient value 
for the timing index, change the value of the (a) term, or reduce the vari­
ance of the b coefficients. Further, because of the nature of the investment
209
index it would seem logical that considerable multicollinearity would exist 
between it and the trend series. On the other hand, this did not appear 
to be the case, based on this writer's analysis of the various iterations.
In any case, it was concluded that the techniques of correlation are such 
that the true time and investment index relationships were probably "clouded" 
and, therefore, neither of the associated b coefficients would be indicative 
of the true relationship. In view of this, it was concluded that the time 
tenn should not be included in the final estimating equation. Although this 
has not been the procedure previously followed, it was believed that in this 
case the validity, flexibility, and predictive integrity of the estimating 
equation, as a vAiole, was enhanced.
Estimating Equation - Indirect Supplies— 52
Charges are made to the indirect supplies account for a multitude of 
sources. Interviews with production personnel revealed that approximately 
80% of the total supplies expense was associated with a few items. These 
few items could be classified into two groups, according to the methods 
used for collecting cost information. In the first group only one item, 
actually of the nature of an indirect material, accounted for a major portion 
of the total indirect supplies cost. This item, for identification purposes, 
will be designated Supply A. In the second group are several supply items; 
all of these are carried in the stockroom until such time as they are req­
uisitioned for use in the factory. The remainder of the indirect supplies 
expense is comprised of numerous small cost items that are purchased for 
specific production departments or for other factory uses, all of which are 
taken directly into expense at the time the invoice is received.
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The timing or Incurrence of indirect supplies expense appears to be 
fairly closely related to supply usage, when viewed over a period of one 
month. Supply A is purchased in liquid form with deliveries being made the 
latter part of each week by the vendor and placed in the conpany's bulk 
storage tanks. Invoices are rendered after each delivery, and expense is 
charged; so it appears this supply cost is reported in a timely manner.
The other group of large dollar supply expense items is entered to expense 
at the end of each month based on a sunmary of the supply requisitions.
For the balance of the indirect supplies expense there is no clerical means 
of relating use patterns to the expense recognition patterns. But a miti­
gating consideration is that most of these items are of a reoccurring nature, 
purchased for periods of 15 to 45 days, and numerous in type. The effect 
then is to generate a more or less constant but positive sloped expense 
curve for this portion of the indirect supplies.
The indirect supplies account has been adequately reviewed and may not 
be subjected to correlation analysis. Because of the nature of this expense, 
it is logical that the direct-labor-hours series should be closely related.
A ccnparison of the indirect siçjplies series, shown on Chart 7.4, and the 
direct-labor-hours series indicates the two series are quite similar. 
Therefore, the first conputational effort will arploy a linear equation 
form and the following variables:
= Indirect Supplies
Xg = Time
Xg = Direct labor hours.
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Chart 7.4. Indirect Supplies Costs of the Manufacturing Service Depart­
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By ertploying a linear form, the following equation was computed.
X = -$1 ,044.62  + $84.29247X, + $.282599X_
(33.87) ( . 02112) j
This first calculation provided & 23 " *7763, which is definitely sig­
nificant at the .05 level, and a 23 “ $1,917*58. Both of these sta­
tistical measures of fit are satisfactory and the standard errors for the 
regression coefficients are low. Possibly the values of both may be inproved 
by determining the most efficient equation form. Tests were first made to 
determine the true character of the Xg variable. These tests involved con­
ducting several iterations in #iich the Xg term was eirployed with various 
exponents. Based on these tests it may be concluded that the time relation­
ship between X^ and X^ is approximately linear.
The next step involved making a series of iterations wherein the X^ 
term was anployed with various exponents. Of these Iterations, the best 
non-linear equation determined, in statistical terms, follows:
X^, __2_ = +$9 , 569.74 + $89,628X3 + $ . 00000547498x8 -  $ . 218616X3 
 ^ (28.733) ( . 000001508)  ^ ( .1404) ^
(Eq. 27.1)
For equation (27 .1)  the 23^3 = .8445, representing a 6.82 per cent 
increase over that of the linear case. The 23^3 = $1,625.32 ,  vMch is
quite satisfactory when related to the absolute values of the nranthly data.
2
The standards errors of the regression coefficients of X2 and Xg respectively 
were satisfactory as both the X2 and X^ regression coefficients were sig­
nificantly greater than zero at the .05 level. But the X^ regression coef­
ficient was not statistically significant at the .05 level and further, the 
X^ regression coefficient had a negative sign.
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The numerous iterations previously run Indicated the term was ap­
proximately linear and that the variable should consist of two terms 
with one being curvilinear. It was concluded that the curvilinear X^ 
term should probably have an exponent greater than one but less than two. 
Iterations were subsequently run enploying linear X^ and X^ terms and an 
term. Of the equations corputed, the following spears the most 
efficient.
X^, .,1.4- = $13,599.24 + $89.3544X, + $.01201?X^’^  - $ .93773%,
 ^ (28.58) (.003255)^ (.3318)^
(Eq. 27.2)
2
For equation (27.2) the 23^'^3 ~ -8^61, representing a .0016 increase
2
over the equation (27.1). The 23^'^3 ~ $1,816.86, representing
a $9.46 decrease fron that of equation (27.1). The X, regression coefficient 
changed only slightly and remained significantly greater than zero at the
.05 level. A major change did occur in both the X^ regression coefficients.
1 4
But the Xg and X^“ regression coefficients are both significantly greater 
than zero at the .05 level. Yet the coefficients of the linear X^ term 
ranained negative.
In the course of conducting this last series of iterations, it was 
observed that as the X^'^ exponent was increased the regression coefficient 
of the linear X^ term and the pure constant both decreased. This behav­
ioral pattern indicates that the sign of the X^ linear term relates to the 
magnitude of the exponent of the curvilinear Xg term. In an earlier
•3
iteration an X^ and an Xg term were used, and in that case the regression 
coefficient of X^ was positive. The purpose of this discussion has been to
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illustrate the difficulty of rationalizing the signs taken on by partic­
ular terms when multiple curvilinear regression is eirployed. In view of 
the foregoing, it would seem that equation (27.2) could be justifiably 
accepted as a model of the Indirect Supplies— 52.
Although equation (27.2) is sufficient, additional effort should be 
expended to increase its efficiency. To this end an term, represent­
ing a working day Index, was added as an explanatory variable. The reason 
for adding the Xj^ term Is to determine If a type of fixed monthly cost ex­
ists which has not already been explained by X^, and thereby increase the 
2
R value. Because of the possibility of high multicollinearlty existing 
between X^ and X^, a linear equation form was employed in the initial 
iteration. In successive iterations different combinations of the X^, X^, 
and X^ terns employing various exponents were Included. As these itera­
tions progressed it became apparent that high multicollinearlty did exist 
between the independent data series. In an attempt to eliminate the ef­
fects of the interrelationships between X^ and on the estimating equa­
tion, the two terms were used as a product. That is, an equation fonn of 
the following type was used:
^c1. 2(34) ^ ^1.2(34) *^12. ( 34)^ 2 ^ *^1. ( 34) . 2*3*4"
But this procedure did not prove fruitful in this case. It was concluded
that high multicollinearlty exists, because the direct-labor-hours series
is quite dependent for its sum on the number of working days in each month.
Not only is this a rational assunption but it is also quite probable that
the average minimum points on the direct-labor-hours series are closely
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related, in proportional terms, to the same points on the series. What 
these two considerations imply Is that a working day Index in not a rel­
evant explanatory variable In this case.
2
It now appears that the 23^'^3 ~ '8461 of equation (27.2) is the 
highest value obtainable In view of existing Information constraints. The 
unexplained variation In Is not particularly large and might be par­
tially rationalized by noting that clerical errors relating to the timing 
of recognition of the Supply A expense may exist. Further, there are 
probably occasions when some supply Items, which are not carried In the 
materials Inventory, are purchased in unusually large quantities, thereby 
creating distortion. But these factors do not materially Impugn the va­
lidity of equation (27.2).
Chart 7.5 compares the plotted X^ curve and the X^^ curve for
equation (27,2). Of the 34 X^ - X^^ differences, 18 are above the X^ 
curve and 16 are below. For the most recent twelvemonth period, 7 of the
X^ - X^^ differences are above the X^ curve and 5 are below. For the en­
tire three-year period the error In measuranent— >0, This dispersion of 
the differences Is quite satisfactory, particularly in view of their pat­
tern. In terms of dollar magnitude, the dispersion of the differences 
approximates the assumed normal distribution as 22, or 64.7 per cent, oc­
cur within the ± 1.008^^ 23^‘^ 3 and 33, or 97.0 per cent, occur
within the ± 1.963^^ 23^'^3 Therefore, estimating equation (27.2)
will be accepted as a tentative model for Indirect Supplies— 52.
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Costs of the Manufacturing Service Department Costs, March 1964 - December 1966.
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Estimating Equation - Scrap Recovery— 86
There are several different methods of accounting for scrap materials. 
The Grace Canpany utilizes a most slnple method In that scrap materials 
are collected dally and then picked up by the buyer vrtien a truckload has 
been accumulated. The conpany merely credits the scrap recovery account 
for the weekly proceeds. The scrap recovery account Is a credit balance 
account In the factory overhead ledger.
Scrap materials are created almost entirely In two of the seven pro­
ducing departments. These two producing departments manufacture ccnponent 
parts for the final product. An effort Is made to maintain a small In­
ventory of these Intermediate corponent parts. For this reason the incur­
rence of scrap proceeds does not necessarily coincide with the material 
usage series previously employed as an explanatory variable. Three basic 
raw materials are utilized In the conponents, and It Is frc m  t h e s e  that 
almost all the scrap Is created. Records are maintained vMch lunp the 
proceeds from two of the scrap materials and the third Is set out separately.
In conducting the analysis of this account It quickly became apparent 
that the dollars-of-materlal-usage series previously used would be Inap­
propriate because of the ccnponent parts Inventory. Therefore, the three 
raw materials series mentioned above, and vAlch might be designated X, Y, 
and Z, were each examined as explanatory candidates. It was found that 
during 1964 the conpany had not maintained a dollars-of-materlal-usage 
series for each of the three materials. Rather, during this period the 
three had been combined. However, during the years 1965 and 1966 they 
were shown separately, and over this period, the proportional use rutes
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ronalned relatively constant. These considerations Indicated the three 
series could be combined for the entire three-year period for purposes of 
correlation analysis. Such a procedure would also provide a more valid 
explanatory variable series, plus a larger number of observations.
An analysis of the scrap recovery account revealed that scrap proceeds 
from materials X and Y had been lumped together and that It was not always 
possible to detennlne what proceeds had been derived from which materials. 
Therefore, for a second reason It was necessary for correlation purposes 
to combine all scrap receipts. The analysis also revealed that because 
regular pickups of the scrap material were not made by the buyer, no clear 
cut-off point for the scrap proceeds appeared. In reality. It seoned that 
for most of the accounting periods the cut-off, or matching of material 
usage to scrap proceeds, was reasonably accurate, but for some It was not. 
Interviews established that the company tried to sell the scr^ In the 
month created, but this was not always acconpllshed. However, there was a 
clean cut-off as of the end of Decanber of each year.
Examination of the s c r a p recovery series and the dollars of material 
usage of X, Y, and Z Indicated that It would be necessary to aggregate the 
months. The necessity for aggregation obviously stenmed frcm the data 
Inadequacies previously mentloped. After reviewing the behavior of the 
two series. It appeared the following scheme of grouping would be the most 
appropriate:
January and February 
March, April, and May 
June, July, and August
September, October, November, and December.
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The period covered in the analysis Is r^ arch, 1964, through Decanter, 
1966. After grouping the monthly data according to the foregoing scheme, 
there were only eleven data values. However, this Is a sufficient number 
of observations for purposes of correlation.
The first correlation computational efforts employed an equation fom
of;
^cl.23  ^&I.23 ^12.3^2 ^13.2^3’
where
= Scrap Recovery 
Xg = Time
X^ = Dollars of material usage of X, Y, and Z.
2
This equation form provided a 23 “ .9320, which Is quite significant, 
particularly in view of the small number of observations. The 3^^ 23 ~ 
$2,129.29, which Is satisfactory.
The next step was to Improve the efficiency of the estimating equa­
tion. To this end different ccxnblnatlons of the and X^ terms, using 
various exponents, were anployed In a number of Iterations. Of the equa­
tion calculated the highest coefficient of multiple determination derived 
2
was R^ 2^23^3 ~ *9697. But for this equation the regression coefficients
2 2
of X2, X2, and X^ were not statistically significant at the .05 level.
2
However, the X2 term was almost significant. Therefore, an additional
2
Iteration was carried out employing only an X2 and an X^ term. This equa­
tion appears as follows:
g2_ = -$1,218.20 + $65,638X3 + $.0126507X3 (Eq. 28)
3 (26.13) (.002965)3
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For estimating equation (28) the g2^ = .9422 and the =
$1,919.57. The coefficient of multiple determination is significant at
the .05 level and the = $1,919.57 is quite satisfactory. The
2 2
r^2^ 2 the r^^ ^2 are both statistically significant at the .05 level. 
The standard errors for the respective regression coefficients are satis­
factorily low, and both regression coefficients are significantly greater 
than zero at the .05 level.
Curves representing the series are plotted on Chart 7.6. Of
the eleven X, - X , differences, 4 are above the X, curve and 7 are below.
1 cl 1
Although this is not an ideal dispersion of the differences, it is satis­
factory. After all, the best dispersion attainable would have been a 5 to 
6 pattern. In terms of magnitude, the dispersion of the differences ^ -  
pears satisfactory. Of the eleven differences, 8 occur within a range of 
± l.OOSy^ 2^2 the remaining three are well within the ± 1.968^^ ^2^ 
range. In view of the foregoing, it seems estimating equation (28) should 
be accepted as a model for Scrap Recovery— 86.
Estimating Equation - Utilities Expense— 6l
Charges are entered to this account for electrical power, lights, gas, 
and water. The conpany uses a considerable amount of electricity and gas 
in the production process but hardly any water. Unfortunately this account 
also includes utilities charges used by the administrative sectors. How­
ever, such charges should represent only a small proportion of tiie total 
expense, and in addition, they should be relatively fixed. Therefore, it 
is not a significant consideration.
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Chart 7.6. Actual Scrap Recovery and Computed Scrap Recovery 
of the Manufacturing Service Department Coats, March 1964 - December 
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An examination of the utilities account revealed that monthly charges 
are posted frcm a voucher register in total. Because of the manner in vdiich 
utility companies bill, it was necessary to examine the original Invoices. 
This examination revealed that the charges for gas had been recorded as 
expense in the month following actual consunption. The same procedure also 
occurred occasionally with the electricity charges. Because of these errors 
it was necessary to re.ate ccxipletely the monthly charges. A second dif­
ficulty encountered, and one that was not amenable to adjustment, related 
to the cut-off dates on the meter readings. For exanple, the electricity 
readings were made on the third or fourth of each month, the gas, on the 
25th or 26th, and the water, on the 30th or 31st. These dates did not 
necessarily correlate with the conpany's accounting period. The discrep­
ancies introduced by this factor remain in the data, as no valid method of 
adjustment was determinable.
The utilities expenses, after being recast, appear on Chart 7.7. Note 
that only a single series is plotted to represent all three expenses. This 
was done in order to maintain conformity between the estimating equation 
and the company's reporting systan. The series demonstrates reasonable 
variability and a positive trend. Peaks appear in the series during June 
and July, indicating a responsiveness to production levels, and in December 
and February, indicating a responsiveness to climate conditions.
Each of the individual component series demonstrates a different type 
of variability. The electricity series reaches its peak in June of each 
year and does contain significant variability. In contrast, the peak month 
for gas consunption was February; however, June was also a peak month. The
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Costs, March 1964 - December 1966.
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series representing water consunption was approximately stable, being some­
what proportionally higher during the sunmer and for those months containing 
the greatest number of days. In general, the utilities series represents 
a conglonerate of expenses, generated by a number of factors.
In seeking ^proprlate explanatory variables It was necessary to con­
sider the nature of the Individual utility expense conponents. Because 
considerable electricity Is used In production, it seems logical that the 
dollars-of-materlal-usage series would be a possible explanatory series. 
Although the direct-labor-hours series might be ^proprlate. It probably 
would be less satisfactory because of the changing proportions of labor 
and capital aiployed In production. Gas consunption, because of the manner 
In vrtilch gas Is used In production, should also be related to the dollars 
of material usage. However, gas consumption should also be related to 
climate conditions. Therefore, a seasonal index assigning various weights 
to the Individual months based on the consunption of gas for heating pur­
poses was developed. This Index was prepared by assuming no gas was used 
for heating during August and that all gas consunption was associated 
entirely with production. Although this assunptlon may not have provided 
an absolutely valid basis for such months as December, January, and February, 
It does provide a reasonable point of departure.
In view of the foregoing, the first conputatlonal efforts aiployed 
the following variables:
= Utilities Expenses— 6l
Xg = Time
Xg = Dollars of material usage.
225
and the equation form of:
^cl.23 ^1.23 °12.3%2 °13.2^ 3'
The first iteration provided a = .6908 and a = $286.83, which
is quite satisfactory. Ic now seems that both a logical and rtatisticnlly
sigTiificant relationship exists between and X,. Ihe relatively small
value obtained for the standard error of the estimate is, to a i.ai’ge degree,
attributable to the relative variation in the independent variable series.
But its size is also a function of the fit between the two series.
The usual procedure was next emp..cyea co determine the most efficient
equation form. Based on the numerous iterations carried out, it appears
the relationship between and X^ is approximately linear, only after
2 2
eliminating the effects of time which required an X., X^, and X^ term 
There appeared to be a slight need for a second negative X^ term with a 
fractional exponent greater than one but less than two. 'This does fit 
logically, in that as electricity consumption increases, the rate per K.W.H. 
decreases above a predetermined level. Inclusion of such a term miglit 
improve the fit, but probably not significantly..
The next step was to add an X^ term representing the seasonal Index 
pre'viously discussed. The first iteration employed a linear equation form 
to maintain consistency in methodology. This first iteration provided a
p 2
R£ 234 - .7561, representing a 6.53 per cent increase over the Rj_ 23 ~
.6908 previously computed. This 6.53 per cent increase is significant, 
although it is not so large as was hoped. The 234 = $257-36 is some­
what less than the 23 ~ $286.83. It will obviously be difficult to
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further decrease the standard error of the estimate value because of its 
present minimum size.
To Improve the efficiency of the estimating equation and concurrently 
to test for multicollinearlty, Iterations were made enploylng different 
combinations of the four variables. In the final analysis, and as was 
expected, the following equation appears the most efficient,
= $3,149.35 + $.1752695x3 - $9.655598X, + $149.0858X_
^ (.05483) (2.9582) (44.659)
+ $.001014126X? + $18.03887X.. (Eq. 29)
( .00012602)j  (5.78919)
For equation (29) the 2^2^234 ” «8234, which seems to be the highest 
attainable value in view of the existing data constraints. The 2^2^234 
= $226.67, which Is excellent relative to the absolute values of the monthly 
observations. Variance associated with the regression coefficients was 
satisfactory. Tests of significance on the Individual coefficients of 
partial deterrolnatlon for each tenn revealed each was significant at the 
.05 probability level. Therefore, estimating equation (29) seems to pro­
vide a valid statistical description of the utilities expenses.
It was previously mentioned that the direct-labor-hours series might 
also be a suitable explanatory variable. To test this possibility, several 
Iterations were completed using the direct-labor-hours series. Because of 
past experience It Is known that multicollinearlty exists between the 
dollars-of-materlal-usage and the direct-labor-hours series, so that they 
were not enployed together. In any case, the results of these Iterations 
verified that the direct-labor-hours series was not so significant an ex­
planatory variable as Is the dollars-of-materlal-usage series. That Is,
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in each equation case which has been previously discussed in this section, 
the resulting coefficient of multiple correlation was consistently 6.0 to 
8.0 per cent lower, and the associated standard error of the estimates was 
higher. However, the regression coefficient value for the seasonal index 
did not change significantly in any of the iterations. Therefore, it ap­
pears equation (29) is the most efficient of those corputed. For clarifi­
cation purposes the variables employed in estimating equation (29) are 
shown below.
= Utilities Expenses— 6l 
Xg = Time
X^ = Dollars of material usage 
X^ = Seasonal index
Chart 7.8 contains the X^ and the X^^ series. Between the two series 
are a few disparities, but in terms of dollar magnitude, they may be attrib­
utable to chance. Of the 3^ X^ - X^^ differences, 17 are above the X^ 
curve and 17 are below. For the most recent twelve-month period, 7 of the 
X^ - X^^ differences are above the X^ curve and 5 are below. In terms of 
magnitude, 24, or 70.5 per cent, of the differences occur within a range of 
± l.OOSy^ 2^2^234’ none of the differences are greater than ±1.96 
Syi 2^2^23^' view of the foregoing, estimating equation (29) is accept­
able as a model of Utilities Expenses— 6l.
Overtime Premium— 58
Charges are made to this account for the premium portion of all pay­
ments for overtime hours worked by all hourly wage workers throughout the
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Manufacturing Service Department Costs, March 1964 - December 1966.
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factory. Supplemental payments made to supervisory, professional, and 
clerical personnel are not included in this account. Because the charges 
to this account are for all factory workers, the dependent series in a 
sense, contains heterogeneous data. After reviewing the weekly and monthly 
reports reflecting transactions in this account, there appears to be no 
practical way of determining the amount of premium applicable to direct 
labor as opposed to indirect labor. A second factor contributing to the 
lack of homogeneity was the segregation of the night-shift premium com­
mencing in August, 1965. Because of the records maintained by the company, 
it was not practical to ad,just the overtime premium account for this change 
for the months preceding August, 1965• Therefore, the two series were 
combined.
In developing an estimating equation for the revised overtime and 
night-shift premium account it seemed a basic and easily determinable ex­
planatory variable should be employed. The obvious candidate would be a 
labor hours series. In terms of data, the conpany reports dlrect-labor- 
piece-work hours and a total labor hours series. A day-work-labor hours 
series developed from source records by this writer, when combined with 
the direct-labor-piece-work hours, provides a total direct labor hours 
series. At first glance, the most logical series would be the total labor 
hours series, since the dependent variable contains all overtime premiums. 
However, the total labor hours series would not be easily quantifiable for 
future periods, whereas the total direct-labor-hours series could be conputed 
using forecasted production. Therefore, it was decided that the latter 
series should be employed as an explanatory variable. This necessitated the
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assumption that overtime hours would occur In the service departments at ap­
proximately the same time as they occurred in the production sectors. The 
validity of this assumption could not be verified by examining the raw data.
A second explanatory variable selected was merely the number of hourly 
workers within the factory. Computations were then carried out using three 
variables: total direct labor hours, number of employees, and a time vari­
able. Monthly data were used, which is in conformity with previous account 
analyses and covered the period of March, 1964, through Decanber, 1966.
These calculations did not provide any significant coefficients of cor­
relation, nor were the standard errors of the estimates within acceptable 
ranges.
Subsequent interviews with the concerned budgeting personnel revealed 
that the company had not developed any budgeted figures for overtime and 
night-shift premiums. Two basic reasons Justified such a policy. First, 
management felt that to budget overtime premium would be, in a sense. Im­
plying that overtime should be worked. Management had supported this con­
tention to the point of not permitting any overtime work in the production 
departments during January, February, or March of 1965. However, by April 
of 1965 such a back-log of orders was on hand that overtime was forced, and 
during subsequent months the cost of overtime premiums ballooned. The 
second reason that overtime was not reflected in the annual budget was that 
the budgeting personnel had not been able to develop an accurate method of 
preparing estimates. The nature of the costs itself, coupled with the 
departmentalization of the production departments and the character of the 
production process, had effectively fouled all efforts of the conpany’s
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personnel to prepare accurate forecasts. Therefore, this writer was not 
able to obtain any assistance on the matter from the company’s budgeting 
personnel. It was obvious that a new approach had to be taken.
Since overtime premium is incurred on a weekly basis and not on a 
monthly basis, it was decided that the data should be restated by weeks.
Based on weekly reports generated by the conpany's accounting system, the 
overtime and night-shift premium account was restated for the period Jan­
uary, 1965, through December, I966. No data were developed for 196^, as 
the years 19^5 and I966 provided a total of 104 weekly observations, a 
more than sufficient number. The month of August was also deleted from the 
series on the grounds that night-shift premium is minimal during this period 
and that overtime premium paid is not a function of production but rather a 
function of maintenance work. Exclusion of August reduced the number of 
observations to 96. By employing the two years 1965 and 1966, and by ex­
cluding the month of August in each year, it is felt the remaining data 
would be as honogeneous as is possible under the circumstances. Chart 7.9 
contains the overtime and night-shift premium series for all three years. 
Examination of the plotted series, shown by monthly periods, readily reflects 
the similarity between the actual costs for the two years, 1965 and 1966.
The next step was to convert the direct-labor-hours series to a weekly 
basis. A second change made at this time involved restating the total direct- 
labor-hours series to an average-hours-worked-per-week-per-enployee series.
The purpose here was to determine at what point overtime premium costs seemed 
to increase.
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It was decided that the number of factory employees series should be 
retained as an explanatory variable. This series was, therefore, restated 
in weekly terms. However, the exact accuracy of this series is somewhat 
questionable because it is prepared as of the last working day of each week. 
Since there are employees that are terminated and are added during the week, 
it is necessary to assume that the effect of terminations and additions of 
employees off-set one another, both in terms of numbers and hours worked. 
This assumption could not be verified by a check of the personnel reports 
because these records reflect only monthly turnover figures. However, the 
relatively large number of observations employed lends validity to the as­
sumption.
The first group of iterations employed the following variables.
= Overtime and Night-Shift Premium— 58
Xg = Time
X^ = Average hours worked per employee
X^ = Number of employees
2
The first calculations, using a linear equation form, provided a 234 ~ 
.5667, which at the .05 level is significantly greater than zero. The 
Syi 224 “ $1,224.80, which is too large relative to the lower observed week­
ly values, but satisfactory relative to the higher observed weekly values.
A series of iterations was then carried out enploying various combina­
tions of exponents with the three explanatory variables. The purpose of 
these iterations was to determine the most efficient equation form and, con­
currently, to test for significant multicollinearity. But these itera­
tions indicated that significant multicollinearity did not exist between
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the Independent variables. As for the most efficient equation form, it 
appeared the Xg variable should be supplemented by a squared term. In­
clusion of an Xg term and higher powers did not irrprove the fit. The same 
behavior pattern applied to both the X^ and X^ terms. Of the estimating 
equations caiputed, the following equation appeared to be the most efficient.
X^ i = +$101,051.96 + $.494824X5 - $53.0315X5 + $25.83155X5
01.2 23 34 4 (.19768)^  (21.149) (5.0539)
- $1,480.7650X5 + $.774377x2 - $494.1750Xu. (Eq. 30) 
(358.90) ^ (.23459) (160.994)
2
For equation (30) the 22232^^2  ^= .7410, which represents an increase 
of 17.34 per cent over that of the linear case, The Individual coefficients 
of partial determination for each term were all significant at the .05 prob­
ability level. Further, the decrease in the standard error of the estimate 
over that previously obtained was excellent. That is, the 22232^^2  ^= 
$963.84, but it was still much higher than was desired.
Although the individual statistical measures of accuracy, i.e., the 
coefficient of multiple determination and the individual coefficients of 
partial determination, were well within acceptable ranges, the standard 
error of the estimate was too high. The cause of this condition is not 
readily apparent; however, its existence was anticipated by this writer 
based on a thorough examination of the raw data prior to canmencing the 
correlation computations.
The magnitude of the standard error of the estimate may be attributed 
to three fundamental factors. First, the anplitude of the fluctuations in 
the dependent variable series is quite extreme in relative terms. There 
is no comparable variation in either the X^ or X^ variable series. The
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independent variable series, by their very nature, are limited in the ampli­
tude of their fluctuations. When such a condition exists, the standard error 
of the estimate may be high even though the most efficient equation form 
has been determined. Second, the relationship between the dependent and 
independent variables appeared to be changing over the period of analysis. 
That is, the average-number-of-hours-worked-per-week-per-enployee seemed 
to be increasing relative to the overtime premium series. Although the Xg 
variable may account for some of this variation, it should not account for 
a significant proportion. This changing relationship will cause an increase 
in the standard error of the estimate. The changing relationship between 
and X^ might be attributable to the changing proportion of labor and 
capital employed, more efficiency in the enployment of direct labor person­
nel, and a reduction in overtime premium paid to the indirect laborers.
A third factor could be that only 74.01 per cent of the variance in 
X^ has been explained. Obviously, other explanatory variables might be 
included in the estimating equation if they were determinable. However, 
information constraints have limited the number of possible causation 
variables.
Although equation (30) does provide reasonably high coefficients of 
partial determination and a satisfactory coefficient of multiple determin­
ation, two facets of the equation require further considerations and might
assist in solving the variance problem. First is the question relating to
2
its form. The inclusion of the Xg and X^ terms seans appropriate because
a curvilinear time relationship does exist between the X^ and the X^ and
2
X|^  variables. The X^ term may be logically rationalized in that as the
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average hours worked per direct labor worker increases, the overtime premium
2
paid to all workers should increase at a faster rate. However, the term 
does not appear rational, at least to the same degree. It would seem log­
ical that this term should have a linear relationship to X^, after the ef­
fects of time are eliminated. On the other hand, it must be remembered that 
2
r^^2 was definitely significant. During the iterations conducted
earlier an equation form was employed which was similar to equation (30)
2
except that no X^ tern was employed. That equation form provided a
^1 2^23^34 ” '7083 and a 22232^1^ = $1,015.45. Yet when an X^ term was
2
added, the R increased only .0318, which is minimal; but the coefficient
2
of partial determination for X^  ^must be closely related to seme variable 
that is not included in the estimating equation.
The second problem also related to the first, as will be shown sub­
sequently, is the magnitude of the constant term in equation (30). Its 
value was $101,051.96, which is absolutely illogical in view of the nature 
of the independent variable. Such a value for the constant term may be 
regarded as a forced value based on the explanatory variables used and their 
respective regression coefficient values. In general, it is a meaningless 
figure in most cases, since it is primarily a function of the equation form 
and the value of the coefficients. Just as a note of caution, this is the 
case only in multiple correlation, not simple correlation.
In view of this, it should be noted that when only an X^  ^linear term
2
was enployed, and where the 2^ 23^ 3^  ~ the constant term had a
value of $8,988.34. This is far different from the $101,051.96 derived 
2
when an X^  ^and an X^  ^term were both enployed. Therefore, in view of the
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foregoing, it was concluded that in this one case the estimating equation 
should be forced through the point of origin. This procedure merely 
eliminates the pure constant term in the estimating equation and, concur­
rently, will proportionately adjust the regression coefficient values. It 
should also assist in eliminating the effects of variables that have not 
been included in the estimating equation, and particularly, their effects 
on X^. It is hoped that this procedure will also result in a material 
reduction in the value of the standard error of the estimate.
Two iterations were carried out vrtrerein the estimating equation was 
calculated through the point of origin. The first iteration «iployed the 
same equation form as equation (30). This resulted in a 22232^^2  ^= 
.9021. In addition, all of the regression coefficients were altered to 
seme extent. The Xg coefficients altered because of the shift in the 
curves, the X^ coefficients decreased proportionately, but the X^ coef­
ficients were dramatically reduced. Further, the coefficient of partial
2
determination for X^j was no longer significant. These are the results 
that were expected and as such, added validity to the previous discussions.
The next iteration enployed only a linear X^j term and provided a
2
Rl 2^23^34 " *9003. The individual coefficients of partial determination 
were all quite significant. The new = $1,026.06, which is
still much too large. These statistics are associated with the following 
estimating equation:
X^, = +$.866765X 5 -  $95.4685X5 + $17.6991X 5 -  $879.0080X5
^   ^ (.1778) (18.339) (1.615) ^ (104.23) ^
+ $37.7005Xn. (Eq. 31)
(5.5696)4
2 3 8
What has been acconpllshed is the development of an estimating equation 
that appears valid. The values of the explanatory variables appear logical, 
particularly in view of the assumptions made, and the multicollinearlty 
does not appear to be significant. This equation would be quite appropriate, 
except that the value of the standard error of the estimate is much too 
large. Even if the equation did exactly duplicate past experience, this 
researcher could have no confidence in any forecasts which might be sub­
sequently developed. Therefore, equation (31) will be discarded as invalid. 
New approaches must be considered.
It may be recalled that the initial data employed was in terms of one- 
month periods. Restating these data into weekly periods appears to be a 
valid procedure. The problem, therefore, appears to be in the data's 
factory-wide aspect. That is, it appears the variables employed might be 
appropriate if they were segregated both by weeks and by production de­
partments. But this information is not available within the Grace Ccsipany's 
reporting structure. If this information were available, then a satis­
factory estimating equation could probably be developed.
A second approach to development of an estimating equation for the 
overtime and night-shift premium account could be made by developing one 
or more synthetic variables. Such an approach always exists as a possi­
bility, but because of the inconsistent attitude of management toward this 
expense, the validity of synthetic variables would be highly questionable.
A third approach would be to examine other series of all types that 
could be found within the firm. Possibly one or more unrelated series 
might be anployed to develop an excellent estimating equation, in a mechanical
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sense. But the usefulness of an equation developed In that manner would 
also be extremely questionable.
A great deal of time and effort has been expended by this writer 
toward developing a valid estimating equation for the Overtime and Night- 
Shift Prenium— 58. At every turn difficulties and information constraints 
have been encountered. Because of these factors, it has not been possible 
to develop a valid estimating equation for this account. If additional 
and much more detailed information had been available, this writer is con­
fident that a satisfactory estimating equation could have been developed.
Analyses of the Category III Accounts 
It was previously determined that several types of factory overhead 
costs exist because other manufacturing costs were first incurred. In the 
case of the Grace Company, there were three such accounts. There is a 
question regarding the appropriateness of regression as a tool for predicting 
future costs of this nature. Its applicability is questionable because 
these costs are, to a large degree, a function of external factors and have 
only a secondary relationship to activities within the fim. Before cor­
relation is discarded as an appropriate tool for forecasting such accounts, 
it seems that the individual accounts should be thoroughly analyzed.
Employee Group Insurance— 72
Charges are made to this account for the company's share of the g r o v p  
insurance pranium paid on all factory employees participating in the pro­
gram. The coipany pays BO per cent of the total premium regardless of the 
employee's classification as either an hourly wage worker or as a fixed 
salary enployee.
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Examination of the group insurance expense account revealed monthly 
charges to be exceptionally constant over extended periods of several 
months, but in other months considerable variation was present. This In­
consistent behavior required clarification. Subsequent examination of 
source documents and withholding patterns revealed that several clerical 
errors had occurred which, in turn, resulted in the accounts demonstrating 
considerable variation. Necessary correcting adjustments were made that 
caused the monthly expense pattern to be much more consistent. The adjusted 
series is plotted on Chart 7.10. Although the dollar scale is not shown, 
it is permissible to state that the chart was plotted with the scale of 
$300 increments and was started at zero. The purpose in giving this infor­
mation was merely to indicate to the reader the lack of variation in this 
expense series. On an annual basis, the normal operating budget period, 
the average monthly deviation was less than 3 per cent of the monthly 
average expense.
For the years 1964 and 1965, the monthly expense behavior seems to 
respond to the number of employees in the work force, the number of new 
employees added each month, and finally, some psychological factor that 
apparently influenced a few employees to subscribe to the insurance in Jan­
uary of each year. This pattern was interrupted during 1966, when the 
employee turnover rate increased drastically. For example, during the 
month of April, 1966, the enployee turnover rate increased approximately 
four times the normal April rate. This was caused by severe competition 
in the labor market steiuning fron defense contractor’s hiring much larger 
amounts of labor than in previous years.
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Chart 7.10. Employee Group Insurance Costs of the Manufacturing Service 
Department Costs, March 1964 - Decen^er 1966.
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On balance, it appears that correlation analysis is not an appropriate 
tool for developing forecasts of the enployee group insurance expense, in 
this particular case. This conclusion is predicated on the foregoing factors, 
summarized as follows:
A. The eirployee group insurance expense series does not exhibit 
significant variation.
B. The expense is not a function of quantifiable activities within 
the firm or of management decisions. Rather, it appears to be a function 
of employee opinion, the stability of the coipany's "hard core" labor 
force, and the demands for labor by other firms competing in the labor 
market.
The foregoing reasons do not provide a basis for automatically pre­
cluding the use of correlation either conceptually or mathematically, but 
they do raise the question of practicability. It has been previously 
declared that the primary purpose for developing estimating equations is 
to assist in the budgeting function. In the case of many programmed costs, 
correlation has not been employed because it simply was not necessary in 
order to derive valid budget estimates. The employee group insurance ex­
pense does appear to be of the nature of a programmed cost, other things 
being equal, and as such, use of correlation techniques is not necessary. 
However, if one elected to use correlation, then the considerations men­
tioned in (B) would necessarily need to be quantified. To do this would 
require development of several probability series, development of which 
is outside the scope of this paper. Therefore, it is felt that the most 
practical treatment of the Employee Group Insurance— 72 would be as a
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programmed cost. Conventional methodology could no doubt be employed to 
develop accurate annual estimates for budget purposes.
Vacation Payments— 75
The Grace Company accrues a liability each month for the estimated 
vacation payments expense. These monthly accruals are debited to the va­
cation payments account, resulting in an equal monthly charge to expense.
As of December 31, each year the accrued and expense accounts are pre­
sumably adjusted for previous estimating errors, to the degree possible. 
Since the adjustment to the expense account is a function of the accrual 
adjustment, it is appropriate to examine the way the latter adjustment is 
determined. Interviews revealed that on December 31, the prior year's 
actual payments are analyzed. An estimate is made of the average number 
of employees for the next year and is then computed using proportions.
After the estimated expense for the caning year is determined, it is di­
vided by one-half, and the figure thus derived is established as the year 
end accrued liability. Based on these procedures, it would seem that the 
amount shown as expense might not be particularly accurate for any one year. 
However, examination of the amounts actually paid revealed that the error 
never exceeded 8 per cent in any of the three years and that in 1966 the 
error was less than 2 per cent.
As vacation payments are made, they are debited to the accrued lia­
bility account. These entries are made only to the workers paid on an 
hourly basis. Vacation payments to monthly salaried employees are not
2 M
segregated as such nor Is any provision made for such payments. That Is, 
vacation payments made to salaried personnel are retained In the respective 
salaries expense accounts.
In addition to the vacation payments to hourly workers, the account 
Is also charged for holiday wage payments to hourly workers as they are 
Incurred. No provisions are made In the accrual account for this Item. 
Holiday pay Is given only to those workers employed on the date of the 
respective holidays. In general, eight paid holidays are recognized each 
year.
Vacation payments are made almost entirely during the month of August. 
This Is a result of the company's policy of stopping production for two 
weeks during August. All disbursements are made as of this time except 
for a few of the maintenance personnel that are needed during this two- 
weeks ' period. Workers that are not entitled to a full two-weeks' paid 
vacation, because of Inadequate employment longevity, are used for main­
tenance work during the period when production Is stopped.
In order to utilize correlation for estimating the annual expense for 
vacation payments. It would be necessary to develop considerable infor­
mation that Is not readily determinable from existing company records.
The necessary information would be similar to the following :
A. Average number of employees each month having X number of years 
of service, by groups.
B. Average hourly wage rate for each group in (A) above.
C. A probability factor or turnover rate for each group of employees
Indicating the likelihood of enployment at the start of the annual
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vacation period.
The foregoing information would provide an excellent basis for devel­
oping an estimating equation of considerable accuracy. Yet, to develop 
such data fron present records would be an extremely onerous task. Even 
without the foregoing information, correlation might be appropriate under 
the px'-esent system if eight or more years of data were available. But a 
considerable risk would be involved if this approach were ertployed, because 
of the high likelihood of heterogeneous data. Therefore, correlation 
analysis will not be employed for estimating the vacation payments.
In view of the company's procedures for handling vacation and holiday 
pay, it appears that correlation is not a particularly relevant estimating 
technique for the vacation payments account, in total. But if the payments 
for vacation pay were segregated from payments for holidays, the latter 
item might be amenable to correlation techniques.
Employment of correlation for estimating the annual expense for holiday 
payments presents mechanical problems entirely different fron those en­
countered in estimating the annual vacation payments. To estimate this 
expense, one would merely need to know: (a) the number of holidays in the
coming year, (b) the estimated number of enployees on each date, and 
(c) the average straight-line hourly rate. No problems as to the length 
of employment service or the likelihood of termination before a certain 
date, as was the case in the vacation payments estimate, would appear.
The problems involved in securing the above information are not particularly 
extensive. For example, the number of employees would be reasonably deter­
minable based on production forecasts, and the average hourly rate could be
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determined approximately by reviewing past experience, with appropriate 
adjustments for expected future changes that will occur in the rate scale. 
This is the same information that would be needed for conventional methods. 
The point is that this expense could probably be estimated just as accu­
rately with conventional methods as with correlation. In fact, conventional 
estimates might be more valid because of the strictly linear nature of 
the expense and the possible existence of a pure constant in a previously 
determined estimating equation. An estimating equation, based on corre­
lation, will not be employed in this case since the lack for its need in ^ 
effect implies impracticability.
Payroll Taxes— 63
Charges are made to this account for the employee's share of the 
P.I.e.A., and for the state and federal unemployment compensation premiums 
paid on all factory employees. This account obviously represents a classic 
example of an expense that is incurred and determined primarily by external 
factors. Conventionally, budget estimates of this expense are prepared in 
annual terms and are expressed as a percentage of the expected annual pay­
roll. No effort is normally made to predict or isolate this expense by 
months or quarters because of the nature of the charges. The estimating 
problems that exist using conventional techniques continue to exist and 
perhaps become even more conplex, when correlation is employed. The general 
question which must now be posed is whether or not the use of correlation 
would significantly improve the accuracy of budget estimates for this type 
of expense. This question may only be answered by examining possible
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procedures and problems In estimating this expense.
The conventional approach would be to determine the percentage of pay­
roll tax expense in previous years to the gross payroll. This percentage 
would then be adjusted proportionally to reflect known future changes in 
either the tax rate or base. The next step would be to determine the ex­
pected gross payroll. These confutations could be based on labor standards 
for planned production, to determine the direct labor costs, and on the 
estimating equations for indirect labor, etc., assuming correlation was 
used for these items. The percentage derived would then be applied and the 
annual budget estimate confuted. This is obviously one of the simplest 
methods possible, but it is reasonably accurate and widely enployed by 
industry.
At first glance, the foregoing methodology appears to have three major 
deficiencies. First, it appears that employee turnover is not considered, 
although it is a definite factor in determining the annual expense total. 
However, such is not the case because the arithmetic average does implicity 
reflect turnover even though this fact is not readily obvious, but it does 
not reflect future turnover rates. Correlation, per se, would not signi­
ficantly assist in this regard since the turnover is a function of many 
factors, some of which are external to the firm. Abnormal and extreme 
increases in the turnover rate, similar to those that occurred within the 
Grace Cofany during 1966, would render a correlation estimating equation 
invalid. Such would be the case even though a variable representing the 
prior year's monthly turnover rate had been included in the estimating 
equation.
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A second apparent shortcoming is that the total annual expense figure 
derived is an absolute dollar amount and conventional estimating procedures 
do not provide a probability range within which this total figure may 
fluctuate. An estimate derived using correlation would provide such a 
range through Its related statistic, the standard error of the estimate. 
However, because of the exogenous stochastic factors affecting the turn­
over rate It Is possible that the range of error would be too narrow to 
be technically valid for planning needs.
Finally, the timing of expense Incurrence, by months or quarters, Is 
not reflected by the conventional procedures. This deficiency could be 
relevant for planning cash flows or for comparative monthly budgets. Cor­
relation could be useful in establishing patterns for the timing of expense 
Incurrence. But refinement of the conventional data could provide similar 
estimates, though not so statistically valid. Here again, the externally 
stochastic nature of the turnover rate impugns the validity of both corre­
lation estimates and conventional estimates.
In summary. It appears that correlation may offer additional and more 
valid estimates of payroll tax expense If, and only If, employment Is 
stable. The existence of stability In the turnover rate Is critical. If 
stability does not exist, correlation does not provide budget estimates 
significantly more valid than conventional procedures, as related to this 
particular account. Further, the need for monthly or quarterly expense 
patterns Is In this case, questionable. This latter consideration alone 
implies that correlation techniques may not be practical and that a
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conventional tool which is much less complex is probably appropriate.
Summary of the Manufacturing Service Department Costs Analyses
In the preceding sections, it was determined that the fourHmanufactu- 
ring-service-department-reporting structure enployed by the Grace Company 
was inappropriate for correlation analysis. Therefore, these four depart­
ments were separated into a series of 36 accounts as reported by a secondary 
system within the Grace Canpany. This step permitted an analysis of each 
account and thus provided a much more valid basis for developing individual 
estimating equations. Each of the 36 accounts was then superficially ex­
amined to determine the general nature and type of charges each contained. 
This broad review provided a basis for their initial classification into 
one of several groups.
The first group classification was that of fixed costs. The fixed 
costs classification was further segregated into a committed cost group and 
a programmed cost group. Committed costs were defined as costs of a sunk 
nature over which the operating managanent had little or no control in the 
short-run. Pour accounts were placed in this group: Machine Rental— 60,
and depreciation of. Cars— 76, Machinery— 78, and Buildings— 80.
Programmed costs were defined as costs of a fixed nature over which 
the operating management had a limited measure of control in the short- 
run, but which were not particularly responsive to variations in the vol­
ume of output, etc. The programmed costs were further subdivided into 
two groups. The first group contained costs over which management has the 
least control and included: Insurance— 8l and 82, Property Taxes— 84,
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and Bnployee Pension Costs— 71- The second subdivision of the programmed 
cost group included accounts, the balance of which consisted, for the most 
part, of salaries and a minimum of supplies, etc. These accounts were the 
Indirect Supervision— 62, Purchasing Department Expenses— 67, Planning 
Department Expenses— 66, Factory Engineering Expenses— 65, Time Study 
Department Expenses— 63, Personnel Department Expenses— 68, and Plant 
Security Salaries— 83. In regard to these expenses, it was noted that each 
account demonstrated insignificant variability and that, in general, each 
had a slightly positive trend. In this case correlation techniques, per se, 
offer no significant assistance in budgeting such expense items. This 
might not be the case in other firms, depending on the nature and behavioral 
patterns of the individual accounts.
A second group classification was employed to deal with several ac­
counts that were not amenable to correlation analysis or for which corre­
lation analysis was not practical. This group was further subdivided into 
three segments, although the segnents were not entirely unrelated. The 
first two segnents were canprised of accounts that were exempted from corre­
lation analysis because of their stochastic nature, their relative lack 
of materiality or on both grounds. Accounts included in these segments 
were: Time Lost from Injuries— 57, Safety and First Aid— 70, Repairs to 
Conçany Cars— 77, Telephone and Telegraph Expense— 73, and General Factory 
Travel Expense— 7^.
The third segnent, non-operating costs, contains only one account. 
Building Repairs— 79. Non-operating costs were excluded from correlation 
analysis on the basis of the nature of the causation factors. The factors
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are not related, to a determinable extent, to production or other activity 
levels. Therefore, correlation techniques cannot be meaningfully employed.
The third group classification was variable costs. Accounts were 
placed in this group based strictly on a superficial review of their indi­
vidual behavior in terms of variability, magnitude, and presumed causation 
factors. This third group was further subdivided into three broad cate­
gories. The first category contained those accounts which appeared to be 
most closely related to production activities. Presumably the costs in 
Category I should have been functions of one or more of the primary inde­
pendent variables, such as the direct-labor-hours, or dollars-of-material- 
usage series. Accounts placed in this category were: Trucking— 53, Inspec­
tion— 5^5 Rework— 55, Time-Study Allowances— 56, and Stockroom Expenses— 69.
The Category II costs were defined as those costs which were respon­
sive to secondary independent explanatory variables, derivatives of the pri­
mary explanatory series, or to some type of related synthetic explanatory 
variable series. Accounts placed in this classification were: Machinery
Repair— 51, Indirect Supplies— 52, Utilities Expense— 61, Scrap Recovery 
— 86, Direct Supervision— 50, Overtime Premium— 58, and Night-Shift Pre­
mium— 59.
All the accounts contained in both Categories I and II were subjected 
to correlation analysis, except for the Direct Supervision— 50 account. An 
additional change was made in the classifications when the Overtime Pre­
mium— 58 and the Night-Shift Premium— 59 accounts were combined for purposes 
of correlation analysis.
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The third category within the variable costs classification contains 
those cost accounts incurred only because other direct or overhead costs 
had been previously Incurred. These same accounts are also dependent upon 
external or exogenous factors. Accounts placed in this category were: 
Bnployee Group Insurance— 1 2 , Vacation Payments— 75, and Payroll Taxes— 63. 
None of these accounts was subjected to correlation analysis.
It should be noted that it was not necessary :c practical to conduct 
correlation analyses of all the accounts within the manufacturing service 
department sector. Similar circumstances would probably prevail in other 
coipanles. A summary of the estimating equations developed for the several 
accounts analyzed follows:
Trucking Expenses— ^
X^i 232^34 = +$552.67 + $.32542x3 - $11.6965X2 + $.004964lX_
+ $585.289X. (Eq. 19)
^ 1 . 2 h h k  = .7807
Syl.232234 =
Inspection Expenses— 54
%cl.2333^3 = -$4,179.58 -
+ $.7363X2
^1.23^3^ 3 = .8013
Syl.2333^3 = $708.27
Time-Study Allowances— 56
*01.2^23^ = +$2,385.77 -
= .9125
Syl.2^232 = $715.58
1.00001544X2
(Eq. 20)
(g + $217,873X 2 + $.0000002331616X^1
(Eq. 22.2)
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Stockroon Expenses— 69
^cl.2^23^1 " -$582,85 + $.2510797X^ - $15.6343X^ + $26l.725%2
+ $.0163458X2 + $273,577X4 (Eq. 24.1)
^1.2^2^ 234 '750
Syl.2322234 = *464.88
Rework Costs— ^
Xci 23.4_22 = -$7,981.66 + $.4566lX^'4 _ $.000000041093X2
+ $.00782479X2 (Eq. 25.2)
Rl 23-4323 = .9979
= $340.34
Machinery Repair Expense— ^
X^i 2 8 2 2 2 3  = +$6 7 9 , 5 4 5 . 9 1  -  $.6627857x3 + $204.60596X2 -  $20,619,497X2
+ $1,491.2635X2 (Eq, 26)
4.232^23 = "8855
Syl.232223 =
Indirect Supplies— 52
*01.231-43 = +$13,699.24 + $89.3544X2 + $ .012017X2'4 -  $.93773Xg
? (Eq. 27.2)
R^ 231*43 = .8461
V . 231*43 $1,616.86
Scrsg) Recovery— 86
*cl.2^3 = -$1,218.20 + $65,638X2 + $.0126507X2 (Eq. 28)
^1.2^3 = .9422
V . 2^3 = $1,919.57
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Utilities Expense— 6l
^01.2^234 " +$3,149.35 + $.1752695X^ - $9.655598%2 + $149.0858X2 
+ $.001014126X_ + $18.03887X^ (Eq. 29)
^1.2^234 = '8234 
^yl.2^2^234 " $226.67
CHAPTER VIII
APPLICABILITY OF REGRESSION AND CORRELATION 
ANALYSIS IN THE BUDGETING FUNCTION
Introduction
Management is generally considered to have three broad functions: 
planning, organizing, and controlling. Budgets play a vital role in assis­
ting management to fulfill Its functions. The budget, a basic mode of can- 
municatlon within the organization, represents a quantification of much of 
management's plans. Because It communicates to all affected personnel the 
canpany's goals and the resources provided to achieve these goals, the bud­
get assists In control. Finally, the budget provides a basis for evaluating 
perfoimance by comparing the actual results of a period to those that were 
planned. Without question, the budget has been accepted and utilized by 
most manufacturing firms as an Important quantitative technique.
Although manufacturing firms prepare both financial and operating bud­
gets, considerable variation appears among corpanles In the amount of effort 
expended in developing budgets. Often a firm will have only one person who 
prepares the budget during spare hours. Conversely, other firms may have a 
complete budgeting department charged with the responsibility of preparing 
the budgets and continually up-dating current budgets. Regardless of the
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number of personnel Involved or the relative sophistication of the tech­
niques employed, budget personnel are faced with the common problem of 
developing accurate forecasts. It is with the problem of accuracy that 
this chapter will deal.
In six of the seven preceding chapters the writer has been concerned 
with the conceptual and mechanical difficulties involved in actually com­
puting estimating equations for various costs and expenses incurred by the 
Grace Canpany. A number of estimating equations were developed, many of 
which were analyzed or discussed in depth. In this chapter the experience 
gained in previous chapters and several of the estimating equations devel­
oped will be errployed in examining the possible relevance of regression and 
correlation techniques for improving the accuracy of forecasts.
Forecasts with Regression and Correlation
In essence, budgets are quantified forecasts of future activities 
couched within the framework of the company's goals. These goals are a 
function of the company's desires for the future and its present and expec­
ted capabilities to accomplish the prescribed activities. Therefore, the 
budget executive, when developing the budget, must consider the caipany's 
present financial and production capabilities along with its predetermined 
objectives. The general approach is to commence with the company's pre­
sent financial position, develop an operating budget for the budget period, 
and then determine the expected financial position as of the end of the 
budget period. Although regression and correlation could be of direct 
assistance in preparing the financial budget, this aspect will not be
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discussed in the following sections. Instead, the discussion will be 
limited to the applicability of correlation in developing the operating 
budget.
Determination of an Operating Budget
For purposes of discussion, it shall be assumed that the sales forecast 
has been determined; thus the models and quantities of product units to be 
handled and produced are given. The task now is to estimate, or forecast, 
all the cost elements.
Adopting the Grace Company as a hypothetical firm, the budget or cost 
model for the manufacturing cost sector may now be developed. Since the 
number of unit models to be produced is known, the direct materials cost 
and direct labor costs may be canputed using the respective standard costs 
per unit. Thus, the estimated total annual cost for direct materials and 
direct labor may be conveniently determined. But such is not the case for 
the overhead cost element.
The conventional methods of estimating total overhead should now be 
examined. The purpose here is to determine a basis for comparing the assump­
tion of conventional methods with those of multiple regression analysis.
In all conventional ^preaches the first step is to segregate the strictly 
fixed costs fron the variable and semi-variable overhead costs. These fixed 
costs would include both committed and programmed cost elements. Of course, 
this is also a necessary step if regression analysis is to be enployed.
The variable and semi-variable overhead costs might then be estimated 
by aggregating all such accounts and computing an experience ratio. This
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approach assumes, in this case, that the overhead costs are not departmen­
talized or related to the individual production departments. The experience 
ratio would be computed as follows:
Total variable and semi-variable overhead cost t.
Total Direct Labor Dollars t^
—  = E.R.t^
The experience ratio of time period one (t^) would be multiplied by the 
estimated direct labor dollars for time period two (tg). This method is 
pure extrapolation and in effect, is a manifestation of seat-of-pants 
intuition. Added refinements might use a different denominator or include 
in the tg estimate a "fudge factor" for price increases and other possible 
changes. Further, a separate experience ratio might be conputed for each 
overhead element and different denominators might be used, or the direct 
overhead accounts might be related to the respective production departments 
before the experience ratio was canputed.
Assume this latter sophistication was added, wherein the direct vari­
able and sani-variable overhead costs are associated with the respective 
production and service departments before the experience ratio is ccnputed. 
Then it seems several assumptions are being made that may not be valid.
These assunptions are: (a) that a perfectly linear relationship exists at
all levels of activity, and (b) that the relationship is constant over time.
The first assumption is not valid in that practically all overhead costs 
have sane fixed element if the finn is to continue operating. The second 
assunptlon would be valid only under extremely stable conditions that pro­
bably exist in only rare instances. Other deficiencies in the method are
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that no quantifiable error estimate Is determined and that no measure of 
the relationship between the variables Is computed. The regression and 
correlation techniques employed In the cost models do not Involve making 
either of these two assumptions and an estimate of the probable range of 
error Is provided along with a measure of their relationship.
A slightly more sophisticated approach, representing an attempt to 
recognize the existence of a fixed element within each overhead cost. Is 
the "high-low points method." Aside from the fact that It does provide a 
fixed element. It suffers from the same deficiencies as the experience ratio. 
But It may be an even less desirable method than the experience ratio be­
cause It presumably develops an authoritative fixed cost element. It Is 
likely that the fixed cost element established Is absolutely Invalid be­
cause the previously stated underlying assumptions are normally not valid.
The next step. In terms of relative sophistication, Is the scatter 
chart. This approach requires that a free-hand curve be fitted to a series 
of plotted observations. Properly drawn, the curve will provide a fixed 
cost element for variable and seml-varlable overhead costs, and It will 
Indicate the existence of a possible curvilinear relationship. But this 
method assumes a constant relationship between the variables over time, 
which Is a highly unlikely condition In most real-life situations. In 
addition, the method does not automatically provide an estimated range of 
error.
Finally, a fourth approach that may be employed Is generally considered 
as having the highest degree of sophistication of the conventional methods. 
Although the simple or linear least squares approach has been classified
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among the conventional methods, It is likely that many budget personnel 
would not regard it as such. This ^proach involves the caiputation of 
a linear estimating equation. It will provide a fixed cost elanent that 
may be valid if a linear relationship does exist in the data, and if the 
data employed cover a sufficient range of activities. The primary inprove- 
ment in forecasting offered by this method is that an estimated range of 
error is ccnputed in the form of a standard error of the estimate, and a 
coefficient of determination is provided indicating the per cent of vari­
ation in the overhead cost explained by the independent variable of direct 
labor dollars, etc. Note that the slirple least-squares technique does not 
remove the assunptlon of a constant relationship over time.
Aside from the four fundamental deficiencies mentioned previously, a 
fifth and quite critical deficiency should be brought out. That is, each 
of the four methods depends entirely on the explanatory ability of a single 
independent variable in only its linear form. In conducting the regression 
analyses in earlier chapters, it was found that after the effects of time 
were eliminated the use of a single explanatory variable was satisfactory 
in many cases. But this was true only after the time relationship was 
considered, and in no case, vrtrere a single explanatory variable was employed 
was the most efficient equation form linear. Curvilinear relationships 
similar to those developed may not hold true in other situations or under 
different conditions, but in this study a linear function was usually less 
efficient.
Three of the conventional methods discussed provide a figure for the 
fixed element contained in most overhead costs. For clarification it
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it should be noted that this fixed cost element is a function of the range 
of variation in the data being analyzed, and it is not a fixed cost in the 
true sense. Therefore, a fixed cost element derived by these methods is 
probably of questionable validity because it is based on imperfect infor­
mation.
In summary, four of the most widely used conventional methods of deter­
mining the characteristics of variable and semi-variable overhead costs 
have been discussed. The objective of these methods Is to develop valid 
cost relationships for forecasting expected costs. It has been pointed 
out that each of the four methods has at least one or more deficiencies 
that may impugn the accuracy and thus validity of forecasting based on any 
one of these approaches. However, each method represents, in general, a 
step forward in the development of the art. In the case of the first three 
methods at least, they meet two important criteria established by most finns. 
That is, they are: (a) practical in the sense that most budgeting personnel
have the technical know-how for their application, and (b) they are econoni- 
cal in the sense that a minimal amount of time is required for their calcul­
ation and implOTentation. But in terms of accuracy their value is difficult 
to assess.
The estimating equations developed in the preceding chapters do not 
possess the characteristics criticized in the conventional methods. The 
basis of their development was multiple linear and multiple curvilinear 
correlation, which does not enploy the assumptions underlying the more 
conventional approaches. For example, the first assumption discussed was 
of a perfectly linear relationship. This assumption was eliminated by the
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introduction of curvilinear functions. The assumption of a constant rela­
tionship over time was eliminated by the introduction of a time variable. 
Conceptually, if the two or more series being correlated maintained exactly 
constant relationships over time, the regression coefficient for the time 
variable would be zero. This condition did not exist in any of the equa­
tions computed. In fact, in most instances the time relationship was curvi­
linear. Therefore, it seems that multiple and curvilinear regression and 
correlation analysis provides considerable flexibility not found in the 
conventional methods. Further, because several explanatory variables may 
be employed to describe the behavior of a specific cost, the method pro­
vides vastly more sensitivity to the cost environment and changes in this 
environment than do the conventional methods.
Multiple or multiple curvilinear correlation also provides a measure 
of the total error which may occur in the budgeted figures. For example, 
assume the budget period is one year and that monthly data covering one 
year were used to ccnpute the estimating equation. If none of the assump­
tions underlying the tool itself were not violated and if no alterations 
will occur in the dependent and independent variable relationships, then 
the estimated annual sum of the dependent cost variable may be expected 
to approximate closely the actual costs incurred. In fact, the sum of 
the differences should approach zero. This occurs because the
monthly differences should off-set one another over the course of a 
year. This property of the least-squares method should be of tremendous 
value to both the firm’s budgeting and operating personnel.
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In light of the foregoing discussion, it seems evident that multiple
and multiple curvilinear correlation represents another step forward in
the evolutionary development of cost estimating techniques.
A generalized approach to developing an operating budget for the
Grace Ccnpany follows. This approach aiploys the standard cost systan
developed by the conpany and the estimating equations developed in the
preceding chapters. In essence the following framework represents a cost
model.
Operating Budget
Manufacturing costs:
Standard direct labor costs 
Standard materials costs 
Overhead costs 
Conmltted costs 
Progranmed costs
Variable and semi-variable costs  ^ p
Trucking expenses— 53 = +$552.6? + $.325^2X2 - $11.6965X2
+ $.0049641X2 + $585,289X4
Inspection expenses— 54 = -$4,179.58 - $103.49X2
+ $.0000000001133x3 - $.00001544X^  + $.7363%^
Time-study allowances— 56 = +$2,385.77 - $6.9647X2
+ $217,873X2 + $.0000002331616X2
Stockroon expenses— 69 = -$582.85 + $.2510797x3 - $15.6343X^
+ $261,725X2 + $.0163458X 2 + $273,577X4
Rework costs— 55 = -$7,981.66 + $.45661x3"^ - $.00000004l093X^
+ $.00782479X2
Machinery repair expense— 51 = +$679,545.91 - $.6627857x3
+ $204.60596X2 -  $20 ,619 ,497X 2 + $1 ,491 .2635X 2
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Indirect supplies— 52 = +$13,699-24 + $89.3544X2 + $.012017X^'^
- $.93773X2
Scrap recovery— 86 = -$1,218.20 + $65 638X2 + $.0126507X2 
Utilities expense— 61 = +$3,149.35 + $.1752695X^ - $9.655598X^
+ $149 .0858X 2 + $ .001014126X 2  + $18.03887X1^
Shipping and warehousing costs:
Cormitted costs 
Prograiimed costs
Variable and semi-variable costs = +$1,259.85 + $77,887X2 + $.5775X^
- $13,372X4 + $4,126.70X4
Sales department costs:
Canmitted costs 
Programmed costs
Variable and semi-variable costs
Class A costs = +$18,345.00 + $362.19X2 + $.0105X2 + $1,300.13X4
Class B costs = +$5,743.76 + $375.75X2 + $.000001521x8
- $.0260X2 + $2,488.20X4
Class C costs = -$1,904.96 + $.5363X2 - $11,731X2 + $.00019765X2
+ $257.0258X4 + $577,169X5
Class D costs = -$28,437.00 + $18.23X2 + $.526X2 - $422.23X4
+ $7,283.81X4
If the budgeting personnel of the Grace Cotipany were to ccxrmence com­
putations in the order the foregoing cost model is presented, a corplete 
annual operating budget could be developed. Monthly budget data would be 
developed for direct materials, direct labor, and all variable and seml- 
varlable costs In each cost segnent. Almost all the data needed for the 
numerous explanatory variable series in the estimating equations could be 
taken fran the forecasted sales data and the production data, which have
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been assumed as given, or would be generated by the direct materials and 
direct labor computations. Inputs for the time variables would merely be 
continuations of the series employed In each equation.
The preceding budget model represents an effort to synthesize as com­
plete and reliable a cost model as possible for the variable and seml- 
varlable costs In the factory overhead sector. In the Sales Department, 
and In the Shipping and Warehousing Department. Programming this model on 
a computer would provide a basis for forecasting or budgeting that would 
be more reliable, more flexible, more realistic, and Just as practical as 
any of the contemporary methods of a lesser degree of sophistication.
Cost Control with Regression and Correlation
Control of overhead and other Indirect costs represents one of the 
most difficult functions of management. Problems of considerable complexity 
are encountered when attempting to establish the budgeted costs for the 
coming year. Several of the conventional approaches for establishing these 
budget costs were previously discussed. But once the budget Is established 
using one of these methods. Is It a valid control basis? Management often 
goes to great lengths to convince the operating supervisors that such bud­
geted costs are valid as a basis for cost control. CPe approach taken to 
accomplish this Is to utilize the opinions of the operating supervisors In 
Initially developing the budgeted figures. The attitudes of operating 
supervisors toward the validity of the budgeting costs does have a signif­
icant bearing on morale and their willingness to cooperate In not exceeding 
the budgeted costs. In this regard the following observation seemis spprcprlate.
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A criticism of multiple regression analysis is that it is 
complicated; and so would be difficult to "sell" to lower man­
agement and supervisory personnel. However, the method allows 
for a more caiplete specification of "reality" than do sirrple 
regression or the fixed-variable dichotomy. Studies have shown 
that supervisors tend to disregard data that they believe are 
"unrealistic," such as those based on the sinplification that 
costs incurred are a function of units of output only. There­
fore, multiple regression analysis should prove more acceptable 
to supervisors than procedures that require gross sinplification 
of reality.1
A second feature of multiple regression that aids in cost control 
relates to the coefficients of multiple and partial determination and the 
regression coefficients. These statistics readily indicate the extent of 
the relationship between the dependent variable and the various explanatory 
variables. They also assist management and supervisors to understand bet­
ter what elements and degrees of relationship are present in a real-life 
cost situation. Because of this inproved understanding, management is in 
a better position to evaluate variations and performance as a whole.
A third feature of multiple linear and multiple curvilinear regression
that assists in cost control relates to the standard error of the estimate.
/
Once a valid estimating equation has been developed for a particular over­
head cost, the associated standard error of the estimate may be used as a 
measure of the monthly variations for control purposes. Of course,
it is necessary that all the previously stated assumptions be fulfilled 
before this procedure may be employed. If the assunptions are fulfilled, 
then management may prescribe a range within which monthly variations could 
occur and still be considered acceptable. Employing the Indirect Supplies
^Benston, loc. cit., p. 659.
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— 52 equation and its associated standard error of the estimate of $l,6l6.86 
for purposes of Illustration, management could establish as acceptable, a 
variation range equal to 1.96($l,6l6.86). Management would know there Is a 
probability of .05 that actual monthly costs will differ fran their average 
value by more than $3,169. If a difference occurred of more than $3,169 It 
would be a signal for management to review this cost and perhaps quiz ap­
propriate personnel as to Its cause.
Use of the standard error of the estimate for this purpose provides a 
marvelous control technique that lends significant validity to the principle 
of management by exception. This technique not only provides a measured 
range of variation, but It also attaches a probability of Its occurrence. 
Thus, management Is not forced to establish arbitrary cost control ranges, 
as In the case of less sophisticated methods. Further, supervisors are 
fully aware of the range of permissible variations.
It was stated earlier that the variations should be both positive and 
negative over the budget period and because of this behavior the sum of the 
variations should approach zero over the entire budget period. Thus, It 
would seem that a variation pattern of positive, negative, positive, etc.
Is to be expected. Although this may not always be the case, the monthly 
variations over the period may well sum to approximately zero. Seme Indi­
cation, of the variation pattern to expect, might be determinable fran an 
examination of the variation pattern demonstrated In prior periods. In any 
case, the month-to-month variation pattern may provide early warning to 
management that actual annual costs are not going to approximate closely 
the budgeted costs, even though not one of the Individual monthly variations 
exceeds the predetermined limits.
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Limitations of Regression and Correlation 
for Forecasting and Cost Control
If accurate forecasts that are valid for cost control purposes are to 
be developed by employing multiple and multiple curvilinear regression and 
correlation analysis, th^n It is obvious that the assumptions underlying 
regression and correlation must not be violated. If these assumptions are 
not fulfilled then an apparently valid estimating equation may be Just an 
authoritative facade. In conducting analyses the analyst must always be 
alert for possible conditions that might completely invalidate any esti­
mating equations to be computed.
Criticism is often leveled against these tools because the estimating 
equations are developed from historical data. Presumably, the implication 
is that what has happened in the past is not an adequate indication of the 
future. This is a valid criticism, but then it also applies equally well 
to the conventional methods employed by most firms. However, if the fore­
casts prepared from the estimating equations are to be accurate, the same 
patterns and relationships on which they were computed must continue in 
the future.
It is extremely dangerous to prepare forecasts employing data that 
are not within the range of experience from which the estimating equations 
were confuted. This danger of fallacious accuracy may be sanewhat miti­
gated by the employment of only current data when computing the estimating 
equations and by the Inclusion of a time variable that itself provides an 
indication of the changing time relationships. Further, a process may be 
employed whereby the estimating equations are continually up-dated by
Including the experience of each new month in the estimating equations.
Thus, in effect, a revised budget would be prepared each month. Another 
procedure that might be employed, when it is known that specific changes 
will occur in the future, involves restating the historical data in light 
of the anticipated changes and then developing revised estimating equations. 
Occasionally similar results may be obtained by including an additional 
variable in the estimating equation representing the expected change.
However, these last two procedures should be carried out circumspectly.
If one is preparing forecasts for a one year period and requires that 
the sum of the variations over the year should approach zero, then
it is necessary that a one-year period be used to compute the estimating 
equations. If monthly data are employed, then only 12 observations would 
be available. Unless it is possible to fit an extremely efficient esti­
mating equation with not more than two explanatory variables, it is advis­
able that more observations be included. In general, when multiple curvi­
linear regression is employed, the inclusion of only 12 observations will 
not provide many degrees of freedom. Thus, management’s confidence in the 
estimating equation’s forecasting accuracy might be reduced. Increasing 
the number of observations to include l8 to 36 months might provide a bet­
ter basis for forecasting. But if such a procedure were followed the sum 
of the variances over the next 12 months might not— > 0.
Managers and supervisory personnel, unless properly informed, may 
have a tendency to view the pure constant term in the estimating equations 
as a fixed cost element. Such an interpretation might lead to incorrect 
conclusions and decisions pretaining to cost control. It has been repeatedly
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emphasized in previous chapters that the pure constant can not be inter­
preted as being the fixed cost element, "...unless the linear relationship 
found in the range of observations obtains back to zero.... Thus, the 
value of the constant term... is not the cost that would be expected if
there were no output; it is only the value that is calculated as a result
2
of the regression line computed frcm the available data." The same con­
ditions apply in the curvilinear case.
In the preceding chapters a number of estimating equations were devel­
oped. These analyses clearly revealed that the analyst must sift and or­
ganize the data in depth in order to determine th( proper explanatory 
variabDes. Determining causation and valid relationships is a complex task 
requiring knowledge of the statistical tools and a corplete knowledge of 
the costs and activities being related. It would seem that the knowledge 
needed and the perceptiveness required could come only from experience and 
study. Library conputer programs make it possible to chum out any number 
of estimating equations, but without an analyst with the foregoing charac­
teristics the validity of such estimating equations would be highly ques­
tionable .
One final observation that may be construed as a limitation in the 
applicability of regression and correlation for forecasting and cost control 
ranains. It was observed that a number of possible estimating equations 
exist for any set of data. The problem lies in determining the best esti­
mating equation. It was clearly stated throughout the analyses that the
^Ibid., p. 661.
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estimating equation accepted as a cost model for each cost was the most 
efficient of those computed, but there was no assurance that it was the 
best obtainable. For each set of data an estimating equation can be devel­
oped for which the sum of the deviations will equal zero. But there is 
only one equation that will produce a minimum standard error of the esti­
mate, given a specified set of variables. The problem is to determine 
that one equation. The approach was iteration and at each step the coef­
ficients of determination and standard error of the estimate were evaluated. 
It is believed this approach will lead to an estimating equation that at 
least approximates the one best equation. Of course, that this type of 
analysis requires time and manpower points up the economic maximization 
rule that the marginal cost should not exceed the marginal revenue gener­
ated by the activity. Therefore, "once a significant correlation is ob­
tained, the Judgment as to whether or not it is good enough will depend 
upon the experienced accuracy with other methods, the standard for accuracy
•3
that has been set, and the time available for further refinement."
Summary
The objective in this chapter was to examine the applicability of 
regression and correlation in the budgeting function. In this effort 
budgeting was declared in essence a forecast that must serve as a framework 
for cost control. In accord with previous analyses and discussions, can­
mitted and programmed cost elements were excluded from the realm of appli­
cability of regression and correlation. Pour conventional methods for 
analyzing, forecasting, and establishing cost control bases for variable
O
Knapp, loc. cit., p. l6
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and semi-variable costs were then presented. The assumptions underlying 
each of these four methods were discussed and it was pointed out that these 
assumptions rendered each approach, at the least, deficient. However, it 
was shown that these assumptions were not relevant when regression and cor­
relation analysis was employed. The advantages of correlation for fore­
casting and cost control were presented along with a conplete cost model 
for the Grace Ccmpany, which employed the estimating equations developed 
in the preceding chapters.
Although the beneficial characteristics of multiple linear and multiple 
curvilinear regression and correlation were presented, it is hoped that 
their limitations relating to forecasting and cost control capabilities 
were as clearly discussed. In the final analysis, it seems the following 
statement aptly synthesizes the discussions within this chapter.
Correlation analysis does not, of course, supplant an 
investigative procedure whereby the forecaster looks through 
the eyes of the people responsible for the area of operations 
to be forecast. Only through such a process can impending 
developments without historical precedent be factored into any 
prediction. Correlation analysis does provide the most concise 
expression of the historical interrelationships of the selected 
variables that can be derived. It offers no guarantee that the 
relationshios will hold. But, used in combination with knowledge 
of operating plans and judgnent of future business conditions, 
it can eliminate a large percentage of the error inherent in 
other forecasting methods.^
^Ibid., p. 14.
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary
The principal objective of this study has been to determine the prac­
tical applicability of multiple linear and multiple curvilinear regression 
and correlation for forecasting and control of manufacturing overhead and 
other indirect costs. In the main, it appears that these tools are prac­
tical for the purposes described. In order to achieve the principal objec­
tive and formulate a positive conclusion, it was necessary: (1) to examine
the underlying assumptions of the tools themselves, (2) to determine con­
ditions under which the assumptions may not be fulfilled and the resulting 
inplications, (3) to review present day techniques of developing cost infor­
mation, (4) to apply the tools in a real-life environment, and (5) to com­
pare the information generated by these statistical tools to that generated 
by traditional methods.
The concepts of the "least-squares method" of regression and correla­
tion require five broad assunptions which were discussed in the first 
section of Chapter 11. These assunptions permit calculation of an estima­
ting equation offering an unbiased estimator of the true population para­
meters. However, if certain conditions in the data invalidate these
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assunptions, then the resulting estimating equation will be biased. A 
number of biasing conditions were discussed, such as multicollinearity, 
autocorrelation, and measurement errors. For each condition remedial or 
at least mitigative procedures were discussed. The purpose here was to 
determine techniques that would: (a) indicate the presence of such con­
ditions and (b) measure or eliminate their possible effects. It is not 
possible to declare merely that if biasing conditions do exist they will 
be eliminated. This is too broad a statement and is made without regard 
to the type of error being introduced. Recognition, measurement, and 
possible elimination of biasing conditions may be discussed only within 
the context of a specific set of data.
A discussion of standard cost systems was presented for the purpose 
of establishing an accounting framework and of indicating how regression 
and correlation might supplement this technique in the overhead costs 
sectors. Thus in Chapter II the conceptual aspects of regression and 
correlation were perused, some of the complications were examined, and 
a cost accounting environment was established.
The most critical and by far the most canplex aspect of this study 
was commenced in Chapter III. At this point actual analyses were started 
for the various cost sectors of the Grace Company. This phase of the 
study cor iinued through Chapter VII, where the last of the manufacturing 
service department costs were analyzed. In these chapters selected em­
pirical cost data of the Grace Company were subjected to regression and 
correlation analysis. If valid estimating equations could not have been 
developed for the various costs, then in this case the relative
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applicability of regression and correlation for forecasting and cost control 
purposes would have been suspect.
The mathematical manipulation required to develop a single multiple 
regression equation is almost overwhelming if done by hand or on a desk 
calculator. Therefore, the computer facilities at the University of Texas 
at Arlington were employed for all calculations. The program employed 
was card program 6.0.002 for the IBi 1620 computer from the IBM users’ 
library.
The objective in Chapters III through VII was to develop valid and 
efficient estimating equations for selected cost functions. The general 
methodology, similar for each cost group, is summarized as follows:
1. Determine the functions of the department.
2. Determine the accounts employed in the department to collect
and summarize costs.
3. Review each cost account as to its variability and clerical 
accuracy. Make appropriate corrections for clerical and classi­
fication errors.
4. Classify each cost account as variable or fixed.
5. Each cost account classified as fixed should then be re-examined
to verify its committed or programmed nature. If the account
is confirmed as a fixed cost, it is excluded from further analysis.
6. Determine a series of possible explanatory variable candidates. 
This should be done in light of the functions carried out in the 
department and in light of the nature, variability, and other 
characteristics of the costs to be explained.
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7. Evaluate each of the explanatory variables series as to avail­
ability, accuracy, and logical causation. These procedures 
Involve first a determination that the data are available. If 
it is available it must be reviewed for possible clerical and 
classification errors. Obviously, the explanatory variable 
series should cover the same time periods as does the proposed 
dependent series and it must be in the same time increments, 
e.g., months, weeks, days.
8. The explanatory variables series remaining after step 7 was 
completed were then charted with time plotted on the X axis.
9. The variable cost accounts were then examined in depth. Con­
currently they were charted and compared to the several explan­
atory series. All of the foregoing steps are vital as they as­
sist in eliminating bias attributable to clerical and classifi­
cation errors and provide an understanding of the relationships 
between the variables to be correlated. In many cases these 
procedures also provided a basis for consolidating several of 
the cost accounts.
10. Compute a linear estimating equation using a time variable and
one other explanatory variable. The time variable was included 
in the equation for the purposes of: (a) accounting for varia­
tions between the series due to time and (b) mitigating or elim­
inating the effects of autocorrelation if it exists in the data.
11. For the equation computed, evaluate the coefficient of deter­
mination, the standard error of the estimate, and the standard
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error of the regression coefficient. If the coefficient of deter­
mination was statistically significant, even though the standard 
error of the estimate was larger than desired, further steps were 
then taken to determine if that equation f o m  provided the best 
fit.
12. This involved carrying out a series of iterations. Nonnally an 
effort was made to determine first the most efficient form of the 
time variable and second the most efficient form of the other 
explanatory variable. Determination of which equation form was 
most efficient was based on a combined judgment of the coeffi­
cient of multiple determination, the standard error of the 
regression coefficients, the standard error of the estimates, 
and the logic of the Indicated relationships.
13. If it was deemed necessary or desirable, additional explanatory 
variables were included in the estimating equation. But they 
were added only one at a time. In each case the same evaluation 
procedures were carried out as before, except that particular 
alertness was needed to determine if significant multicolline­
arity had been introduced into the equation by the inclusion of 
a new variable. Inclusion of a new explanatory variable should 
have the effect of significantly increasing the coefficient of 
determination, decreasing the standard error of the estimate, and 
often of decreasing the standard error of the regression coeffi­
cients. When multicollinearity was also being introduced, it 
would normally increase the standard error of the regression
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coefficient for the explanatory varlable(s) that was correlated 
with the new variable being introduced.
14. When an efficient estimating equation had been developed it was 
then used to restate the dependent variable series. The varia­
tions between the conputed and actual historical values were then 
ccmputed. This procedure indicates the existence of extreme auto­
correlation in the data and the variance pattern that might be
expected in future periods. Most importantly it enhances or
conversely detracts from the creditability of the normality 
assumption. Therefore, if the variations were not approximately 
evenly distributed above and below the computed curve and if their 
dispersion was not approximately normal, the estimating equation 
was not accepted as a model of the dependent variable cost.
Steps one through eight were carried out for each sector of the Grace
Company. Steps nine through fourteen were carried out for each variable
cost account or group of accounts. The writer believes that this method­
ology did provide a valid series of estimating equations.
Since it was shown that valid cost estimating equations could be deter­
mined in the specified business environment, it v/as then appropriate that 
the characteristics of these equations relating to forecasting and control­
ling costs be examined. This phase of the study was conducted in Chapter 
VIII. Because there are no established "ideal" forecasting or control 
techniques, it was necessary to evaluate the capabilities of the estimating 
equations in view of the traditional methods employed. These conparisons 
established that regression and correlation estimating equations do
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represent a vastly more sophisticated and accurate approach to forecasting 
and controlling costs than do traditional methods.
Conclusions
Multiple linear and multiple curvilinear regression and correlation 
are practical techniques for improving the accuracy of cost forecasting 
and for increasing management's capability to control overhead and other 
indirect costs in a manufacturing fim having multiple production and 
service departments. This conclusion is based on the following premises.
1. Given the empirical overhead and other indirect costs of the 
Grace Company, a series of valid and efficient cost estimating 
equations was developed. These estimating equations are valid 
and efficient in accordance with predetermined criteria pre­
scribing the degree of efficiency required. Of primary impor­
tance was the criterion that each conputed estimating equation 
must be capable of restating the dependent variable series with­
in acceptable limits and in acceptable variation patterns.
2. The estimating equations corputed, in general, explain the rela­
tionships between the dependent cost series and the several 
explanatory variable series so that management through employing 
this technique is in a better position to determine and evaluate 
activities in terms of their cost consequences. The inclusion of 
several explanatory variables provides flexibility and a degree of 
realism that is not even remotely attainable when traditional 
methods are employed.
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3. The standard error of the estimate, assuming a normal distribution 
within the population, provides a measured range of variation and 
the probability of occurrence. Therefore, management has a statis­
tically valid quantification of the expected monthly, weekly, etc., 
variations. None of the conventional methods of forecasting costs 
possesses these attributes. Further, the estimating equations 
developed in this study do, on the whole, provide variation pat­
terns that are in conformity with the normality assumption. This 
surely lends credibility.
4. For the estimating equations computed and for all valid estimating 
equations, the sum of the differences, over the period
used for calculation of the estimating equation, will approach 
zero. Therefore, providing the same relationships were to hold in 
the forecast period as were present in the twelve-month conputa- 
tional period, management could justifiably expect the sum of the 
twelve monthly variations in the forecast year to approach zero. 
That is, the annual budgeted costs should closely approximate the 
actual costs incurred.
5. Of all the various cost accounts contained within the three cost 
sectors of the Grace Ccmpany, and for which regression and corre­
lation were a valid tool of analysis, only one account failed to 
yield satisfactorily to analysis. This account was the Overtime 
Premium Expense. It was determined that the incompatibility of 
the time increments creating the dependent series as opposed to 
those within which the several explanatory variables were couched
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was the reason why such a condition existed. Thus, the tool Itself, 
through the statistical measures It provides, assists the analysts 
to develop proper cost and explanatory variable relationships.
6. The fact that only one of the accounts failed to yield to regres­
sion analysis belles the common presunptlon that most firms do 
not have accounting systems that generate valid data for regres­
sion analysis. It would seem that contemporary accounting systems 
do yield a great many series of data that are amenable to regres­
sion analysis. Given that Intermediate and larger manufacturing 
firms do employ computerized accounting systems. It would seem 
that the data necessary for regression and correlation analysis 
could be routinely and economically generated.
In view of the foregoing experiences and observations It appears the 
conclusion drawn Is justified. However, It must be noted that the regres­
sion and correlation technique was not enployed to analyze any of the direct 
costs of manufacturing. Thus Inferences may not be made regarding such 
costs and the relevance of regression and correlation. Nor should any 
parallels be dravm In connection with the financial elements of the firm.
In the process of conducting the numerous regression analyses contained 
In this study, the writer encountered a number of problems that aptly pointed 
up limitations of regression and correlation for business data of the type 
being analyzed. One of the most common problems encountered was multlcol- 
llnearlty. When this condition exists to the point that the standard 
errors of the regression coefficients are unduly large or even dominate 
their associated regression coefficients, then the latter measures are not
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properly interpreted as marginal costs. Further, the coefficients of par­
tial determination are not an appropriate measure of the variation explained 
by the correlated explanatory variables. On the other hand, elimination of 
the explanatory variable that introduced the multicollinearity condition 
might well increase the magnitude of a valid standard error of the estimate. 
Thus, the analyst is in a dilemma. Should he retain the standard error 
of the affected regression coefficient? The answer probably depends on the 
purpose for which the equation was being developed. In any case, it would 
certainly be helpful if the effects of multicollinearity could be isolated 
and measured. No doubt future statisticans will develop satisfactory 
techniques for combating this problem.
A second problem of considerable magnitude is accuracy of the data.
The data employed in this study were often cluttered with classification 
errors, clerical errors, errors due to untimely recording of expenses, and 
inclusion of irrelevant items. Considerable time was spent in correcting 
these data deficiencies, time that the practicing accountant might not have 
available. The answer lies in developing an accurate cost accounting system.
Regression and correlation techniques of the types enployed in this 
study require large amounts of conputer operating time. This may or may 
not be a limitation for many conpanies. In addition, the numerous and 
complex subtleties of the tools require that close attention be given to 
all the statistical measures of fit generated. It is not sufficient to 
accept blindly that equation having the highest coefficient of determina­
tion. The analyst must have an understanding of the tool itself as well
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as a thorough knowledge of the cost system from which the data is being 
abstracted.
In conclusion, it is believed that multiple regression and corre­
lation will gain wider acceptance among managerial accountants as an 
extremely useful tool and that eventually it will becane a standard 
tool. It is hoped that this study will contribute some measure of light 
to the evolutionary development of managerial accounting.
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